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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a sociolinguistic survey conducted in the Grebo language communities (a Kru
language) of Liberia. The survey was designed to provide the administrators of LIBTRALO
(Liberia Bible Translation and Literacy Organization) with information about the Grebo language
area in order to determine the needs for further LIBTRALO involvement in Grebo language
development and strategically plan such involvement.

Language development has already taken place within the E Je dialect group of six dialects
(Chedepo, Palipo, Gbepo, Klepo, Jlepo, and Tienpo) with the publication of the New Testament in
1989, and two primers. GRETRALO (Grebo Translation and Literacy Organization) has
administered a literacy program currently taking place in twenty-four localities within the E Je
area. The Grebo Literacy and Bible Training Mission has also been involved in literacy work
primarily in Monrovia, Harper, and the Barrobo area.

Grebo is part of the Kru language family, and thus related to both Kroumen Tépo in Côte d’Ivoire
(Ivory Coast) and Klao in Liberia, both of which have complete New Testaments.

Together with a general overview of the taxonomic and geographic language situation, a word list,
interview, and individual test results are presented on comprehension of various other Grebo
dialects (as well as Kroumen Tépo and Klao), phonetic differences between dialects, attitudes
toward various dialects, and current language use. Also, information by local leaders on the
literacy and religious situation is included.

The individual comprehension test results show the feasibility of grouping the Grebo dialects into
two additional groups for development purposes, excluding those which can benefit from already
developed E Je, Kroumen Tépo, or Klao materials. With careful attention to the phonological
relationship of close dialects, and a strategic choice of key words, primers can be designed which
will be able to serve all the dialects within each grouping. Two more translations should suffice
for all the Grebo dialects if translation committees are formed to include representatives of all the
dialects within each group. The translation team must continuously consult with the committee to
insure that the translation is comprehensible and adequately facile for all the included dialects.

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper reports on a sociolinguistic survey conducted in the Grebo speech communities of Liberia. The purpose
of the survey is to provide LIBTRALO (Liberia Bible Translation and Literacy Organization) and their members
with information about the Grebo language area in order to determine the needs for further LIBTRALO involvement
in Grebo language development and strategically plan such involvement.

The survey was carried out in January and February 1999 by Sue Hasselbring, researcher of LBT (Lutheran Bible
Translators), and Eric Johnson, researcher of SIL (Summer Institute of Linguistics), assisted by Steve Sokan, Grebo
literacy coordinator for GRETRALO (Grebo Translation and Literacy Organization), and Christopher Jarsor, pastor
and trainer for the Evangelical Lutheran Mission in Liberia. The survey data reported here results from a dialect
workshop held in Tabou (Côte d’Ivoire), community interviews conducted in twelve Grebo localities, individual
recorded text tests (RTTs), individual questionnaires, pastor and teacher questionnaires, and out-married women
questionnaires administered in eleven Grebo dialect areas in the Liberian counties of Maryland, Grand Gedeh, and
Grand Kru.

In this section, pertinent background information will be presented. Some of these data were gathered during the
field interviews with members of the Grebo language community. This section will be followed by information on
previous linguistic research and then on the methodology as applied during this survey. In the following sections the
findings will be discussed, and the report closes with conclusions and recommendations and a set of appendices.1
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1.1 NAME AND CLASSIFICATION

The name Grebo is taken from the Glebo dialect, which is often referred to as Seaside Grebo. In the Grebo dialects,
the suffix for people is -bo, -po, or -o. While the suffix -o seems to be most common, when the dialects are referred
to in English, nearly all have the suffix -bo or -po. The suffix for language is -��. In most writings about the Grebo
people and language, only the term with the people suffix is used. This report does the same.

Grebo is part of the Kru group. Kru’s placement within the Niger-Congo (Niger-Kordofanian) stock is, as yet,
unclear, as Marchese (1983:2) explains:

The Kru group has always posed problems in terms of its classification, due to a certain lack of
information about these languages. In 1952 Westermann and Bryan suggested that the group
constitutes a separate group among the languages of West Africa. Later (1963) Greenberg, in his
vast project of Niger-Kordofanian grouping, included, while admitting reservations, the Kru group
in one of his subdivisions of the Kwa group. More and more (Vogler 1974, Bennett and Stark
1977, Welmers 1977), this last classification tends to be put again in question. Vogler tries to
demonstrate that the Kru languages are “closer to the Voltaic and Mandé languages than those of
the ‘Kwa’ group.” Bennett and Stark consider there to be a subgroup in the Niger-Kordofanian
family comprising the Kru group and the Gur (Voltaic) group. For the moment, the problem of
classification remains unresolved, but it is highly possible that the Kru languages constitute an
independent branch within the Niger-Kordofanian family, or if this autonomy is not entirely
recognized, it then seems that they must be related to certain non-Kwa languages.

Westermann and Bryan (1952) placed Grebo into the Bakwé or Western Kru group. Marchese (1983) presents the
Grebo group as having two parts: the Ivoirian languages and the Liberian languages. On the Ivoirian side he includes
Tépo, Plapo, Wlopo, Dapo, Bapo, Hompo, Pié, Dougbo, Trépo, and Oubi. For the purposes of this survey we will
focus only on the comprehension of speakers of the Liberian Grebo languages, although taking into account the
linguistic artificiality of this political division, a text in the Tépo dialect has been included in the comprehension
testing.

Grimes (1996) has adopted the following classification for the nine Grebo Liberian languages she recognizes:
Niger-Congo, Atlantic-Congo, Volta-Congo, Kru, Western, Grebo, Liberian. Her nine Grebo languages encompass
thirty dialects. See table 1.

Table 1. Grouping of Grebo dialects according to Grimes

Language Dialects

Barclayville Grebo Wedebo and Kplebo

E Je Grebo Chedebo, E Je, Palipo, Gbepo, Jedepo, Tienpo, and Kelipo

Fopo-Bua Grebo Fopo, Bua, and Gboao

Gboloo Grebo Gederobo, Nyanoun, Tuobo, Biabo, and Dediebo

Glebo Grebo Glebo

Globo Grebo Gblobo, Nyenebo, Dorobo, Borobo, and Trembo

Jabo Grebo Jabo, Nyabo, and Wrelpo

Northeastern Grebo Nitiabo, Sabo, Tuobo, Ketiepo, and Webbo

Seaside Grebo Seaside

Ingemann and Duitsman (1976) divide twenty-five dialects into seven groupings:

1. Wedebo and Kplebo
2. Glebo
3. Jabo, Nyabo, and Wrelpo
4. Gedebo, Gbolo, Nyenebo, Dorobo, Borobo, and Trembo
5. Nitiabo, Sabo, Tuobo, Kitiabo, and Webo
6. Fopo and Bua
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7. Palipo, Gbepo, Chedepo, Jedebo, Tienpo, and Klepo

The Grebo Literacy Association and LIBTRALO include thirty-four dialects in eight groups in a publication
entitled, Bä Chen Klépo Win Slél�� Lkee Chlechl��: Let’s Learn How to Read and Write Grebo (1997). Table 2
includes two names for each language, the first being the Grebo form and the second the English form. The English
form usually corresponds to how the government spells those districts which have the same name as a Grebo dialect.

Table 2. Groupings of Grebo dialects as found in Let’s Learn How to Read and Write Grebo

Group Dialects

����� ��	
�� [Chedepo], ��
���� [Gbepo], �	��� [Jlepo], ����� [Klepo], ����� [Palipo], ���
�
[Tienpo]

������ �	 [Barrobo], ���	 [Dorobo], ����
� [Nyenebo]

���		��	� ��� [Jito Webbo], ������ [Diebo Webbo], ����
��� [Kabo], ����	���� [Kaylopo Webbo],
��������� [Ketiepo], �	���� [Klebo Webbo], �
��� [Webbo]

�	��
� ���� [Buah], ������ [Fopo]

������� ���������� [Nitiembo], ����� [Sabo], ����� [Northern Tuobo]

�
���� ��	��� [Kplebo], �
�
 [Trembo], ����	�� [Wedabo], ����� [Jabo]

�������
 ����� [Glebo], ������ ([Nyabo]

������
(����������)

������� [Dediebo], ��
�
 [Gbolo], �	
��	 [Jlerabo], �	
� [Gedebo], ����	, ������
[Nyerabo], ��� [Southern Tuobo]

1.2 LANGUAGE AREA

The Grebo are located in eastern Liberia, in Maryland County, Lower Grand Gedeh County, eastern Grand Kru
County, and southeastern Sinoe County.2 (See appendix B for a map of the area.) Grebo speakers are also found in
Monrovia and other areas of Liberia where jobs are available. Since the mid-nineties through the present, significant
numbers of Grebo speakers have resided out of Liberia in Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana, Sierra Leone, Nigeria, etc.

The Grebo speech area is bounded by the Gulf of Guinea (Atlantic Ocean) on the south. On the east it is bounded by
the Cavalla (or Cavally in French) River, the international frontier with Côte d’Ivoire. However, linguistically and
culturally the Kroumen dialects of Côte d’Ivoire and the Grebo of Liberia are quite close, and until 1892 the area to
the east of the Cavalla was Liberian territory. The Yrepo, Tépo, and Bapo Kroumen dialects (going north to south)
are the Grebos’ neighbors to the east of the river. To the northeast the Glaro language of Liberia borders the Grebo
territory, while to the north, in Upper Grand Gedeh County is the large Krahn group. The Jlepo dialect is the only
Grebo dialect in Sinoe County, where it touches the Sapo language (not to be confused with the Sabo Grebo dialect)
on the north and west sides. The Klao (also known as Kru) language complex forms the western border further
south. There is also an isolated community of Klao speakers around the mouth of the Po River, comprising the
towns of Big Town, Middle Town, and Pornia.

1.3 GEOGRAPHY AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Harper, the only city in the Grebo area, serves also as the major port. A road proceeds north from Harper passing
through the large towns of Pleebo, Kaloken, Kaweaken, and further north to the city of Zwedru. Between Harper
and Kaweaken, this road has been maintained by logging companies to the extent that their trucks are able to pass.
This road passes through the Glebo, Nyabo, Southern Tuobo, Gedebo, Webbo, Sabo, Palipo, Gbepo, and Klepo
dialect areas.
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A few miles before Kaweaken, a road from Barclayville joins the Harper-Zwedru road. This road is not as well
maintained, but is passable from the Harper-Zwedru road at least as far as Buah-Dweken. A high volume of foot
travel passes on this road as fish are brought north from Barclayville, and farm produce, including oil, is taken south.

At Kaloken, a road branches west into the Dorobo and Barrobo dialect areas. Before the war, this road also
connected in the north with the Harper-Zwedru road a few miles before the Barclayville junction. Lumber
companies have maintained this road for several miles. Beyond that, Grebo people have sought to maintain the road
with the assistance of development groups.

At Pleebo, a road branches west and proceeds to the river just east of Barclayville. This road passes through the
Southern Tuobo, Trembo, Wedabo, and Kplebo dialect areas. A road to the south at Bewahn takes one to the Jabo
area. These roads are not well maintained, but they do have a high volume of foot traffic taking goods between
Pleebo and Barclayville.

About halfway between Harper and Pleebo, a road to the east leads to Cavalla River and the ferry to Ivory Coast.

Other smaller roads and numerous footpaths which lead to Grebo towns and villages, branch off the Harper-Zwedru
road.

Before the war, only Harper had electricity. Now no electricity is available in the region. No telephones are
available.

Some towns have sealed wells with hand pumps. Others have wells from which water is drawn by a bucket. Some
people use river water.

The towns of Kaweaken, Kaloken, Pleebo, and Harper each had a number of shops as well as a daily market. Most
other towns had one or two small shops and a weekly market. Some towns had small daily markets with a larger
weekly one.

A few government clinics have reopened. Tablets and injections including penicillin, tetracycline, chloroquine, and
aspirin can also be bought in the markets from traveling pharmacists.

The Firestone Rubber Plantation is located along the Harper-Zwedru road between Harper and Pleebo. Some palm
oil plantations are located in the Jabo and Wedabo areas. A large lumber company is operated near Yasaken in the
Ketiepo dialect region. None of these were operational in February 1999.

A gold mining area called Philadelphia is located between Gbepo and Buah dialect regions on the Barclayville
Kaweaken road. Another gold mining area is located near Doubgo in the Trembo dialect region. A third gold mining
area is west of Weteken in the Jabo dialect region. Nonmechanized mining is being done in all of these areas.

The Glebo, living at the seaside as they do, do not have good farm land in their area. They do have farms along the
rivers futher in the interior, near Southern Tuobo and Nyabo towns. Some Glebo families have sugarcane farms even
further north in the Sabo area.

The Grebo area gets more rainfall than any other part of Africa. The coastal areas get more rainfall than the interior.
January to March and July to August are the driest months during which nine to fifteen cm of rain fall per month.
May and June are the rainiest months with over half a meter each month. In all other months, twenty to thirty cm of
rains fall each month (Hudgens 1990:693)

Rice and cassava are the primary staples supplemented with plantains, breadfruit, and yams. Fish is the primary
source of protein, supplemented by chicken, goat, land snails, and meat from wild animals. Local oils are produced
from palmnuts in the interior and coconut on the coast. A variety of fruits and vegetables are cultivated in the region.

1.4 POPULATION

In 1977 Lafage cited a population of 120,000 for the entire Grebo group. Sixteen years later, Johnstone (1993)
estimates 223,000 speakers of all Grebo languages in Liberia, the sum of Vanderaa’s (1991) figures for his
subgroupings yields this same figure. Thus it is safe to say, taking account of war time casualities,3 that there exist
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two hundred thousand to three hundred thousand Grebo speakers at this time, though a significant percentage of this
population remains outside of Liberia due to the refugee exodus during the 1989–1997 war.

1.5 HISTORY OF LANGUAGE-SPEAKING REGION

The first European contact in this area seems to be the founding of a French trading post called Petit Dieppe at the
mouth of the Cestos River, west of the Cavalla. Towards 1460 Portuguese sailors arrived in the lower Cavalla
region, bestowing the name Coasts of Guinea. However it was not until 1701 that the Glebo group arrived by sea
from a coastal area to the east. The Right Reverend John Payne of the 19th century Protestant Episcopal Mission
records some fascinating traditions as the origin of the Grebo:

...a kobo kai (foreign house)—probably a Portuguese slave factory—was found at Cape Palmas,
when the Greboes first made their settlement there. The earliest English charts have as the only
town Growa, now Grahway, seven miles east of Cape Palmas...It does not appear, however, that
the Greboes came directly to this place in their emigration from the north. Their earliest home near
the coast was in the rear of Bereby [Grand Béréby, Côte d’Ivoire], sixty miles below. Here, after
becoming too numerous for their narrow territory, a portion of the tribe determined to embark in
canoes on the ocean, and seek a new home towards the west. As, however, the movement was
opposed by a majority, it was necessary to make preparation for it secretly, and to embark at night.
In doing this a number of canoes capsized, and the parties in them, consequently, were left. These
were called Worebo, or the capsized, from wore, to capsize. Those who launched their canoes
successfully, bounding over the waves, took the name of Grebo, from the monkey gri, or gre,
most remarkable for agility. (Payne 1967:3–4)

The interior groups which inherited the name Grebo from the Glebo are believed to have already been installed in
their current locations. (Schroder and Seibel 1974:22) The next two centuries saw competitive warfare between the
small centralized Grebo chiefdoms along the Cavalla River and those on the coastline.

In 1827 the colony of Maryland was established at Cape Palmas by the Maryland Colonization Society (for freed
American slaves). The newly arrived settlers and their trade became victims of the on-going Grebo interclan wars.
Some Grebo looked to the settlers with admiration and envy, coveting their civilization, manners, and literacy. But
others saw them as “black white-men,” seeking to steal their land, destroying traditional institutions, and oppressing
the Grebos, rather than submitting themselves to the authority of the indigenous leadership. Friction between the
settlers and the Grebos centered on the settlers’ suppression of free trade: both that of human beings between the
Grebo and the slave-traders as well as the Grebos’ trade in legitimate goods which avoided the newly established
customs agents. The Grebo also tried to control the trade between the settlers and the interior peoples, regulating
palm oil and rice prices. War eventually broke out between the Grebo and the settlers when settlers refused to honor
these laws. The Grebo would cut off food supplies to the settlers, forcing the settlers to call on the United States
Navy for assistance. (Abingbade 1981:93–99) Land ownership was also a source of conflict, as the Grebo leaders
who had sold land to the Maryland Company seemed not to have adequate authority to sell the tribe’s land, and
possibly did not understand well the concept of private property. The Grebo felt that the settlers should join the
tribal group if they wanted to share the land. (Nelson 1985:26–27) An Episcopal mission school was established at
Cape Palmas during the 1840s to educate and Christianize the Grebo, with the result of strengthening Grebo
assertiveness and resistance as the curriculum included military training.

Americo-Liberians were not the only foreigners in Grebo territory at this time:

in 1838 and 1839, the officers of the French merchant marine, Bouët-Vuillaumez and
Broquant...sign treaties with several traditional chiefs with the intention of installing fortified
trading posts at Cape Mount, Bassa and Garaway...A little later...the French extension toward the
west is halted by the Americo-Liberian presence at Harper, future county seat of Maryland
County...the adjoining Liberian region organizes itself, and while the French flotilla is installing a
supply depot in Fishermen’s Cove at the former location of Petit Dieppe, prepares her
independence: this will be proclaimed, based on a modern constitution in July 1847. The first
president is a mulatto, of the name of Russwurm, originating from the south of the United States.
(Holas 1980:43)
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However, at this point the Maryland colony was not part of the Republic of Liberia. In 1854 the Maryland settlers
proclaimed themselves, with the approval of the Maryland Colonization Society, a free and independent state,
Maryland-in-Africa, asserting sovereignty over the coastal territory stretching from the Grand Cess River (now in
Grand Kru County) to the San Pédro River (currently in Côte d’Ivoire). The settlers’ policy of trying to curb the
Grebo slave-trade and regulate Grebo goods-trade continued. By the 1850s there were more than thirty thousand
Grebos. (Abingbade 1981:93) After Grebo captured artillery and turned them on Harper, the settlers had to appeal to
Monrovia, who sent a troop of 115 men to put down the Grebo. (Nelson 1985:19–22) Consequently the Grebo were
resettled from the Cape Palmas area to the Hoffman River, forced to pay the equivalent of twelve thousand pounds
of rice in damages. The settlers were required to pay one thousand dollars worth of goods to the Grebo for the land
acquired. (Abingbade 1981:97–98) Three years after her founding, Maryland-in-Africa, requested to join the
Liberian Republic and was admitted as Maryland County in 1857, with her territory reaching east as far as San
Pédro.

During this century Grebo people represented the largest group of seamen on the West African coast. As a result
Grebo could be found living in Monrovia, Sierra Leone, and the island of Fernando Po, (sixteen hundred km south
of Cape Palmas). Reverend Payne estimated their total population at fifty thousand people in 1967 but claimed five
times that number in “cognate tribes.” Based on their “character and position,” he saw them as “God’s chosen
instrumentality for spreading the Gospel, as well as developing lawful commerce in Western Africa.” (Payne
1967:5)

The Grebo Reunited Kingdom was formed in 1875 by a number of Grebo chiefdoms (Cape Palmas, Fishtown,
Middletown, Rocktown, Garaway, and Cavalla), encouraged by their foreign trading partners, and declared itself
independent from the Republic of Liberia and free from the settlers’ exploitation, prejudice, and trade-restrictions.
War was declared to drive the settlers from the area; Grebo successfully overran several settlements before an
American naval expeditionary force suppressed the uprising and expelled the foreign traders. In the peace
settlement, the American commander promised the Grebo his influence in obtaining Liberian citizenship so as to be
able to conduct direct and unmediated trade. In return the Grebo had to acknowledge Liberian sovereignty and
dissolve the Grebo Reunited Kingdom. (Nelson 1985:35, Abingbade 1981:99–102) “Observer status” was granted to
the Grebo in the Liberian legislature in 1883, with limited voting rights for their representative. However, no
individuals were given suffrage. Thus far, other than the Americo-Liberians, only the Congo people (captured
Congo-region peoples freed before reaching the New World) had been granted such a status. (Burrowes 1996) In the
midst of the conflict on the west bank of the Cavalla,

the young black republic, preoccupied by her own affairs, does not interest herself much in the
countries situated to the east of the Cavalla. These territories would be annexed, from 1892, by the
French colonial army, starting with Tabou, Bérébi, and San Pédro. However, even in this sector,
the Liberian influence remains considerable, because of the lingua franca (the all-purpose Pidgin
English) and also thanks to the moral action of the Protestant missions of Anglo-American origin,
not always very subtle but very dynamic...A decree of December 12, 1891 gives the region,
including the establishments situated between Cape Palmas and the cape of Trois Pointes [Three
Points], the name of Côte d’Ivoire [Ivory Coast] instead of Côte d’Or [Gold Coast]. Afterwards,
the newly occupied territories, left practically without any administrative authority, experience
some difficulties due to the bothersome proximity of Liberia, but the convention signed in 1892
gave back to France the political right effective over all the region which extends over the left
bank of the Cavalla. The first French administrator, de Beeckman, is installed in 1893. (Holas
1980:43)

Some of the Grebo groups now living in Liberia settled west of the river during this time.

In 1910 a number of Liberian Grebos revolted, ignited by the murder of an indigenous pastor in January at Cape
Palmas. They set fire to the Liberian Customs post at Niakké-Webbo, causing the ascent of the Cavalla River and all
commercial activities passing by there to be suspended. In rebellion against the governmental authorities in Harper
and Monrovia, the Grebo called several times for their integration into Ivoirian territory. (Holas 1980:46)

Liberia had originally declared herself neutral in the first World War, and thus allowed German colonists to
maintain their positions along the Cavalla River. This put a strain on relations between Liberia and France (then
possessor of Côte d’Ivoire). As the Germans operated a number of commercial motorboats and general stores along
the river, the jurisdictional conflicts increased in frequency and in tension, until in 1917, in solidarity with the
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United States, Liberia declared war on Germany. The resident Germans were then interned as members of an enemy
power, with some being entrusted to Spain. Liberian and Ivoirian relations have since been more or less friendly.
(Holas 1980:47)

The Grebo people became more assimilated into Liberia’s national life, with the election of Henry Too Wesley, a
Grebo, as vice-president (in the True Whig administration of Charles Dunbar Burgess King) in 1919. This was the
first indigenous, or tribal person to hold high office in Liberia. (Nelson 1985:39)

In 1929 and 1930, numerous Liberian Grebo installed themselves in the quarters of Tiobo-tiobo and Grebo Hill in
Tabou, while others moved to Grabo and Patokla. These were motivated by Liberia’s economic crisis and the
stabilization of the franc. During that same time frame, more than four thousand latex harvesters, many originally
Ivoirians, were sent back to Côte d’Ivoire by the American Rubber Company, Firestone, (at Gbolobo) at the end of
their contracts.

In 1944 William V.S. Tubman of Harper, Maryland County was elected President of Liberia. His twenty-seven
years in power brought many benefits to Maryland County. During his leadership, tribal people were given the right
to vote, though their chiefs actually voted on their behalf. (Hudgens 1990:703)

Much of Grebo life in the 1960s and 1970s was centered around plantations, with many working as wage-laborers at
the Cavalla Firestone Rubber Plantation. Grebo land was appropriated by the government and private companies for
rubber, sugar, and oil palm plantations, but not returned to the Grebo during the down-sizing of the 1980s, when
many Grebo workers were laid off. (Moran 1989:446)

From 1989 to 1997 a civil war took place in Liberia. Many Grebo fled to the neighboring Grabo and Tabou areas in
Côte d’Ivoire; others to Ghana, Nigeria, and even the United States. Though many Grebo remain in other countries,
repatriation which began after the 1997 elections continues. Many of those still living in Tabou indicated an
intention to move back into Liberia within the next year.

1.6 PRESENCE OF OTHER ETHNIC GROUPS

Along the southwestern edge of the Grebo area, there is frequent contact with the Klao. Barclayville, the seat of
Grand Kru County, is a city of both Kplebo and Klao speakers. On the southern coast, east of the Wedabo town of
Wedabo Beach there are some Klao, known as Po River Kru, living near the mouth of the Po River, in the towns of
Big Town, Middle Town, and Porina. The Wedabo towns also have frequent contact with the Klao towns of Big
Cess, Sasstown, and Picnicess. At Harper there have been English-speaking Americo-Liberians since 1827. Harper,
as the largest city in far eastern Liberia, has speakers of many other languages, such as Krahn, Bassa, Klao, etc. All
along the Cavalla River there is frequent contact with the Bapo, Tépo, Yrepo, and Plapo Kroumen peoples of Côte
d’Ivoire. As a consequence of the war and the refugee exodus, contact with these groups has increased significantly
over the last ten years. Grebo living in Côte d’Ivoire are exposed to these Kroumen dialects as well as other Ivoirian
languages such as Bakwé, Bété, and Dioula. In the northeast, the Ketiepo report frequent contact with the Glaro
people, and the northern dialects also have some contact with the Krahn. Logging and mining camps remain a
source of interethnic contact as men from other Liberian or Ivoirian language groups come for employment. In the
past rubber, sugar, and oil palm plantations were a source of contact, though few if any are currently in production.
In Monrovia a sizable Grebo community has been reported to have existed from before the war, and now may be
growing due to the lack of educational opportunities in the Grebo area. Throughout the Grebo area there are also
isolated Mandingo and Fula families who are traders.

1.7 REGIONAL LANGUAGE USE

Since English is the official language of Liberia, the Liberian dialect of English is spoken by most men and to a
lesser extent by the women. Grebos generally speak Grebo to speakers of other Grebo dialects and English to
speakers of other languages. However, some Grebos speak Grebo to speakers of Klao and Tépo. Some Grebo speak
English with speakers of the Grebo dialects which are most different from their own.

1.8 EDUCATION

The 1989–1997 war in Liberia disrupted the educational system; towns and villages are now in the process of
reestablishing schools for the children. In most larger towns a primary and middle school has been reopened, often
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going from K1 to ninth grade. Some of the teachers and administrators are receiving remuneration from the
government, but many reported working as volunteers, according to their availability. In Tabou, the United Nations
High Commission for Refugees administers an English-language school for Liberian refugees. We heard that some
students have chosen to stay in that school rather than return to Liberia due to the paucity of high schools. However
UNHCR has reportedly announced plans to close the school after this present school year, as the refugees are now
able to repatriate.

The Kplebo town of Big Suehn (Grand Kru County) reported the presence of an adult school, including an English
literacy class. Apparently before the war such a program had been in place, and the week that we were at Big Suehn
(February 12, 1999) was registration week for the school which was to reopen for the first time after the war the
following week. Cavalla, a Glebo town in Maryland County, reported having a government-sponsored English
literacy class before the war. During the war some of their citizens participated in English literacy classes in Tabou,
sponsored by Father Esteban of the Roman Catholic mission.

The Grebo Translation and Literacy Organization (GRETRALO), a member organization of LIBTRALO, is
currently conducting Grebo literacy classes in the E Je dialect group area, using Grebo Primer One (Rodewald 1992)
and Grebo Primer Two (Necollin 1994). Steve Sokan, a Chedepo speaker, is the literacy program coordinator and
teacher trainer, overseeing twenty-four literacy classes in fourteen towns. See table 3.

Table 3. Locations and numbers of literacy classes

Town Dialect area Number and type of classes

Jarkaken Chedepo 2 in schools, 1 adult class

Putuken Chedepo 1 in school, 1 adult class

Geeken Chedepo 2 in schools, 1 adult class

Klaboken Chedepo 1 adult class

Gbeapo Jatoken Gbepo 1 in school, 1 adult class

Gbaquiah Palipo 1 in school, 1 adult class

Pennoken Palipo 1 in school, 1 adult class

Pallipo Jatoken Palipo 1 in school, 1 adult class

Jeproken Palipo 1 in school, 1 adult class

Welleboken Palipo 1 adult class

Juwelpo Palipo 1 adult class

Botiken Palipo 1 adult class

Fish Town Palipo 1 adult class

Tienpo Jatoken Tienpo 1 adult class

Over eight hundred students are enrolled in these classes. A Sabo speaker and a Webbo speaker have recently
registered for the literacy teacher training course. GRETRALO hopes to expand the classes into the Jlepo, Klepo,
Ketiepo, Sabo, and Webbo dialect areas within the next year.

In the south, the Grebo Literacy and Bible Training Mission, headed by Joan T. Geleplay, is currently training some
Glebo Grebo speakers as literacy teachers, using a Glebo alphabet designed in the 19th century. This organization is
also in the process of grouping the numerous Barrobo towns for a literacy effort using the E Je alphabet. Geleplay
said she felt that the Glebo and Barrobo dialects were the ones which should be developed next. She said she hoped
that LIBTRALO and LBT would be willing to help Grebo Literacy and Bible Training Mission in their efforts.

1.9 RELIGIOUS SITUATION

Many Christian churches are present in the Grebo area. Traditional religion is also practiced, with many towns
having a designated high priest who is believed to have some protective powers. The only representation of Islam in
the area are the Mandingo and Fula merchants living among the Grebo.
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The Americo-Liberians in Harper as well as throughout the country have always had strong ties to masonry.
“Almost every important and influential figure in Liberian society was a mason... Masonry was the medium through
which flowed almost unrestricted corruption.” (Hudgens 1990:703). It seems that rural Grebos have had little
contact with masonry, but it is likely that the impact would be stronger among the more educated and more
influential Grebos who make their home in Harper.

2 PREVIOUS LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

2.1 HISTORY OF LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

From 1834 to 1877 European and American missionaries and scholars studied the Grebo language, focusing on the
coastal dialect of Glebo (Seaside), as their access was by sea. Reverend John Leighton Wilson is credited with
having “reduced the Grebo language to writing,” from 1834 to 1837, and, in 1938, his Dictionary of the Grebo
Language and A Brief Grammatical Analysis of the Grebo Language, both were published. Thirty years later, John
Payne also published a dictionary and a grammar: A Dictionary of the Grebo Language (1867), and Grebo
Grammar (1864). Payne, following the advice of Bishop John G. Auer, decided to switch from Wilson’s
Pickering-based alphabet, to the “standard alphabet of Lepsius.” Wilson, Payne, and Auer translated and revised
various portions of the Bible during this half-century: Matthew (revised), Mark (revised), Luke, Genesis (two
translations), John, Acts (revised), Romans, I Corinthians, and Psalms. Auer also published a Glebo hymnbook in
1873. In 1946 the American Bible Society published the book of Luke.4 (Zobel 1997) Glebo speakers in Cavalla
reported possessing copies of an Episcopal Glebo hymnbook, probably that of Auer,5 and Jabo speakers in Weteken
also reported having seen the Glebo hymnbook. Speakers of Glebo, Webbo, Barrobo, Southern Tuobo, Trembo, and
Jabo all claimed to have seen books or pamphlets in Glebo, probably some of those mentioned previously.

In 1931 the influential linguist Edward Sapir published an article on a Grebo dialect (possibly what is known now as
Jabo or Wedabo) in Language, “Notes on the Gweabo Language of Liberia, ” which he identified as being “quite
different from Glebo, though closely related to it, being intermediate between it and Kru [Klao],” (Sapir 1931:30). In
1965 Joy E. Hansell published a primer in the Barrobo dialect called Ya; details surrounding this publication are
unknown, and no mention was made of it in the Barrobo-speaking area, though a Barrobo songbook was mentioned
both by Barrobo and Jabo speakers, the details of which we were unable to obtain. Gordon Innes did work in the
Glebo dialect in the 1960s, publishing a grammar, An Introduction to Grebo, and A Grebo-English Dictionary in
1966 and 1967 respectively.

The Institute for Liberian Languages (TILL), in partnership with the University of Liberia and the Ministry of
Education, began language development in the 1970s in the E Je dialect group (Chedepo, Gbepo, Jlepo, Klepo,
Palipo, and Tienpo). Writers’ workshops produced several publications: A Transitional Primer in Grebo (1974),
Creative Writing in Kru and Grebo (1978), and God’s Power (1978). A lexicostatistical and comprehension survey
of the entire Grebo area was commissioned by TILL and completed by Frances Ingemann and John Duitsman in
1976. They identified twenty-five dialects, placing them in seven groups (see Classification, in section 1.1).

Bible translation began in the E Je group under the oversight of Rev. James Doe Young, a Grebo pastor, and later an
eighty member Grebo Translation Committee. Linguists James and Laura Laesch and Matt Carlton of Lutheran
Bible Translators worked on the translation from 1974 through 1988. The E Je New Testament was published in
1989 with the expectation of reaching 60–70% of the Grebo people (Pranschke 1992). Gary Olthoff, with Lutheran
Bible Translators, began work in the Glebo dialect in 1979, which was discontinued in 1982. Missionaries with New
Tribes Mission began language learning in the Gbolo group (Southern Tuobo) in the 1980s, with the goal of Bible
translation. However with the outbreak of the civil war, they had to leave Liberia and do not have the intention of
returning.

Grebo churches in the E Je area began conducting literacy work in 1988. During the war this work was continued by
the Grebo Literacy and Bible Training Mission among Grebos in Monrovia. In 1998 LIBTRALO produced a one
hundred thirty page Grebo-English dictionary (Necollin 1998). Literacy work among Grebo refugees in Côte
d’Ivoire struggled until it was discontinued in 1993. Steve Sokan, a Chedepo Grebo speaker, revived the work,
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forming the Grebo Translation and Literacy Organization (GRETRALO), in December 1995. Sokan has since
coordinated GRETRALO’s literacy classes both in Côte d’Ivoire and Liberia (Zobel 1997).

2.2 INGEMANN AND DUITSMAN’S 1976 SURVEY

Ingemann and Duitsman elicited a word list of 197 to 212 items (based on the Swadesh 200 word list, as it appears
in Samarin’s Field Linguistics 1967:220) from native speakers of twenty-five dialects. They found a cognate range
of 61% to 91%, the percentages are displayed in table 4. Based on Swadesh’s suggestion that a minimum of
eighty-one percent cognates is necessary to consider dialects as belonging to the same language (1954:326), they
grouped the twenty-five dialects into eleven languages, eight dialects being separate languages in not sharing
eighty-one percent cognates with any other dialect (Ingemann 1976:6).

1. Wedebo
2. Kplebo
3. Glebo
4. Jabo, Nyabo, Wrelpo, Gedebo, Gbolo, Nyenebo, Dorobo, Borobo, and Trembo
5. Nitiabo, Sabo, and Tuobo [Northern]
6. Palipo, Gbepo, Chedepo, Jedebo, and Tienpo
7. Klepo
8. Fopo
9. Bua

10. Kitiapo
11. Webo

However all the dialects can be considered to belong to one language,6 based on Dyen’s criteria: “If two lists score
70.0 percent or more with each other or with the same list, they are assigned to the same language. In fact if a chain
of percentages 70.0 or higher connect a set of lists, they are all assigned to the same language.” (1965:18)
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Table 4. Percentages of apparent cognates between Grebo dialects from Ingemann and Duitsman

Wedebo

78 Kplebo

68 70 Glebo

75 75 77 Jabo

76 73 79 88 Nyabo

71 70 74 80 86 Wrelpo

73 73 72 80 82 77 Gedebo

68 70 73 78 81 79 88 Gbolo

73 72 71 80 81 77 84 85 Nyenebo

76 77 68 81 81 78 87 85 91 Dorobo

73 73 65 78 77 71 80 78 84 89 Borobo

73 73 68 75 74 72 79 78 81 84 79 Trembo

68 71 67 74 75 69 75 75 76 78 79 70 Nitiabo

68 71 70 76 75 69 73 74 77 78 80 73 88 Sabo

65 69 65 70 68 63 71 71 75 78 80 70 84 86 Tuobo [Northern]

62 67 65 69 70 66 68 71 69 69 72 66 77 80 79 Palipo

68 71 67 70 68 67 68 68 70 70 71 68 75 80 78 82 Gbepo

66 71 68 70 67 65 69 68 70 70 71 68 75 80 79 84 91 Chedepo

63 68 63 66 65 63 66 65 68 68 70 64 73 74 74 79 83 88 Jedebo

63 66 63 64 66 62 67 65 67 66 69 64 74 73 74 78 81 86 82 Tienpo

67 72 65 67 67 65 66 64 69 70 72 66 72 74 74 76 77 80 80 79 Klepo

67 72 66 67 65 64 65 66 66 66 68 62 71 70 71 74 73 78 75 77 70 Fopo

68 75 66 70 68 66 67 67 70 71 75 68 73 75 74 72 75 75 75 72 70 76 Bua

61 63 61 64 66 62 68 69 70 69 67 66 77 73 75 71 68 68 67 67 66 62 62 Kitiapo

64 65 69 69 73 68 73 72 73 71 72 67 75 73 75 68 68 67 62 64 65 62 65 74 Webo

Ingemann and Duitsman also collected narrative samples from twenty-four dialects7 and played them for dialect
speakers who had not resided in another area or traveled extensively. The listener then recounted the details of the
story in his dialect, a recording of which was later translated, and the content compared with that of the original
narrative. The listener’s comprehension was assessed based on the following scale:

1 = no errors
2 = one or two errors
3 = three or four errors
4 = more than four errors but the main outlines of the narrative were understood
5 = only isolated words and phrases were correct
6 = nothing understood

Omissions of content words and phrases were counted as errors. The average results of their testing are given in
table 5.
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Table 5. Average results of comprehension testing from report by Duitsman and Ingemann
Wedebo Kplebo Glebo Jabo Nyabo Gedebo Gbolo Nyeneb Dorobo Borobo Trembo Nitiabo Sabo Tuobo Palipo Gbepo Chlepo Jedebo Tienpo Klepo Fopo Bua Kitiapo Webo

Wedebo — 2 5 4 4 4 4 5 6 4 4 6 5 6 6 5 5 4 — 6 — 5 6 6
Kplebo — 2 5 4 5 5 6 5 5 4 — 6 6 6 6 5 5 4 — 5 — 6 6 6
Glebo 5 6 1 3 3 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 5 5 6 6 5 6 6 6
Jabo 5 6 2 2 4 6 4 6 6 6 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 6 6 6
Nyabo — 6 3 3 2 4 6 4 5 5 — 5 5 5 4 5 5 2 — 6 — 5 5 3
Gedebo — 5 3 3 4 1 1 3 3 3 — 4 2 2 4 3 5 3 — 2 — 5 5 6
Gbolo — 6 5 4 4 2 2 3 3 5 — 5 6 6 5 6 6 6 — 5 — 6 5 6
Nyeneb 5 4 3 4 6 2 2 2 1 2 1 3 3 2 5 5 6 6 1 6 6 6 6 6
Dorobo 5 4 4 3 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 3 4 3 5 3 3 5 — 5 5 6
Borobo 5 4 5 4 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 4 4 3 4 2 5 2 — 4 — 3 6 6
Trembo — 4 5 3 3 4 4 4 2 2 — 5 6 6 5 5 5 3 — 5 — 5 6 6
Nitiabo — 6 4 4 2 3 3 3 4 3 — 1 1 2 2 3 4 2 — 3 — 4 2 2
Sabo 5 4 3 4 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 1 4 4 1 2 3 3 3 3 3
Tuobo — 6 6 6 6 3 6 5 6 5 — 3 2 2 5 4 5 2 — 3 — 4 4 1
Palipo — 6 5 4 5 5 3 5 6 3 — 4 3 3 2 3 3 2 — 3 — 6 5 6
Gbepo 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 5 3 5 4 5 4 3 3 3 2 1 2 4 3 5 6
Chedepo 6 6 6 6 6 5 6 6 6 6 5 4 5 4 3 3 3 2 1 2 5 3 6 6
Jedepo — 6 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 5 — 5 4 4 4 3 3 1 — 2 — 5 6 6
Tienpo — 6 5 6 6 4 4 6 5 4 — 4 6 4 3 4 4 2 — 2 — 4 5 6
Klepo — 6 5 4 5 4 4 5 5 3 — 3 2 3 2 4 4 4 — 2 — 2 5 5
Fopo — 4 4 6 6 5 4 6 6 4 — 4 6 4 4 4 4 2 — 2 — 2 6 6
Bua — 4 5 5 6 4 6 5 6 4 — 4 4 5 4 3 4 2 — 4 — 3 6 6
Kitiapo — 6 5 5 6 4 5 5 5 5 — 3 3 3 3 5 5 5 — 4 — 5 2 3
Webo — 5 4 4 4 3 4 3 4 4 — 3 2 3 3 3 6 3 — 5 — 2 3 1
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In light of the comprehension test results, Ingemann and Duitsman reduced their original eleven group list (based on
81% shared cognates), to seven groups:

1. Wedebo and Kplebo
2. Glebo
3. Jabo, Nyabo, and Wrelpo
4. Gedebo, Gbolo, Nyenebo, Dorobo, Borobo, and Trembo
5. Nitiabo, Sabo, Tuobo, Kitiabo, and Webo
6. Fopo and Bua
7. Palipo, Gbepo, Chedepo, Jedebo, Tienpo, and Klepo

They recommended these dialect groups be considered in developing a language policy, though they cautioned that
“Further divisions may be necessary for purposes of initial literacy materials if careful study reveals structural
differences of such magnitude that they would make a single set of materials unfeasible. In addition, sociological
factors not taken into account in this investigation must be considered.” (Ingemann 1976:14)

2.3 DEVELOPMENT OF RELATED LANGUAGES

Several of Grebo’s neighboring languages have had development work, some of which may be of use to future
literacy work among some of the Grebo dialects. The Klao language cluster has an established orthography, and
primers have been developed, though are not currently available in print. However, special Bible stories prepared to
aid new readers are available. The New Testament was completed in the Jlaw dialect (spoken between King Willis
Point and Sasstown) of Klao recently, the manuscript is currently being published and should be available soon.
This translation was reviewed by a committee of Klao speakers, including several from the Po River area
(surrounded by Grebo dialects). Information on Klao materials can be obtained through LIBTRALO or from the
Klao translation team.

In Kroumen Tépo the Summer Institute of Linguistics / Société Internationale de Linguistique (SIL) has published
several primers, a teacher training guide, a health pamphlet, and a number of folktales, starting in 1980. The Ivoirian
Bible Translation Association has also produced some Biblical materials in Tépo, and in 1995 published the New
Testament (AITB 1995). The Wlopo and Daapo Kroumen dialects are also served by the Tépo primers. SIL has also
published several primers for the Plapo, Baipo, and Hompo dialects of Kroumen, and a Plapo adaptation of the Tépo
New Testament is reportedly about seventy-five percent completed. Tépo and Plapo materials are available through
SIL.

New Tribes Mission is working in Bible translation in the Glaro language. Their missionaries were living in Liberia
before the war but are now based in Côte d’Ivoire.

Lutheran Bible Translators and LIBTRALO have worked in the Krahn language area. A number of Bible
translations have been undertaken in Krahn dialects. Literacy work is being done primarily among refugees in Côte
d’Ivoire. The Sapo language has received no language development attention.

3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Through dialogue with LIBTRALO and LBT, the research team developed the following research questions:

• What are some of the phonetic, lexical, and grammatical differences between the different Grebo dialects?
• What are the Grebo people’s perception of the degree of similarity and difference between their dialect and

others?
• Which dialects have adequate comprehension of Chedepo Grebo that they could understand the Chedepo

New Testament?
• For those dialects which do not have adequate comprehension of Chedepo Grebo, which dialects understand

each other well enough that they could be grouped together to use one written form?
• What patterns of intermarriage, trade, schooling, and travel impact acquired comprehension and attitudes

toward dialects?
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• To what extent is the Grebo New Testament being used?

3.2 ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES

Four major techniques were used to gather information during this study. Two of these were used during a one week
survey workshop January 18 to 22, 1999 in Tabou, Côte d’Ivoire which was attended by twenty-five Liberian Grebo
speakers representing 16 dialects. Two of the techniques were used during the research trip in Liberia from January
30 to February 15, 1999. Two minor techniques were also used during the survey workshop.

3.2.1 WORD LIST

A 322-word word list was developed based on the list in Marchese (1983). Two word lists were to be elicited from
each of nine Grebo dialects during the workshop. The reason two word lists were to be elicited was for the sake of
comparison and validation. Two participants were invited to attend the workshop from each of nine dialects, one
dialect representing each of the seven groups proposed by Ingemann and Duitsman plus two additional ones to
represent the alternate groupings proposed by Geleplay: Barrobo, Chedepo, Fopo, Glebo, Jabo, Sabo, Trembo,
Webbo, and Wedabo. Each of the four who transcribed were to work with a group of four or five individuals from
different dialects as they elicited and transcribed the word list. Speakers of the same dialect were to be assigned to
different transcription groups.

After the first session of elicitation, individuals from eight other dialects began to attend the workshop. The speakers
of Barrobo and Glebo were asked to work as a group to produce one list for their dialect after about ninety words
had already been elicited from each individual. Time did not allow for the elicitation of words from earlier sessions
from those who joined the workshop later. Therefore, only partial lists were elicited for: Buah, Dorobo, Klepo,
Kplebo, Nyabo, Palipo, Plapo, Tépo, Yederabo. In no case were all 322 words elicited because either the respondent
or the transcriber was sometimes uncertain of the meaning of the word.

Table 6 shows the number of items elicited in each list from individuals and from a group of two or more. The
twenty-six word lists were entered into Wordsurv for analysis. Since the Barrobo lists were elicited partly from
individuals and partly from a group, three lists were entered but after item ninety, the same lexical items were
entered for each respondent. The same was done for the two Glebo lists. In the analysis presented later, the data for
Barrobo 3 and Glebo 1 is used but not the data from the other Barrobo and Glebo lists.
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Table 6. Number of words elicited for each dialect

Number of words elicited

Dialect Name of respondent Individually As a group Total

Barrobo 1 Samuel 87 233 320

Barrobo 2 Pastor Moses G. Hyneh 87 233 320

Barrobo 3 Peter N. Weah 87 233 320

Buah B. Ameil Andrews and Toe Sanou 227 227

Chedepo 1 Pastor Samuel Didemo Welh 318 318

Chedepo 2 Steve Sokan 313 313

Dorobo Johnson P. Toe 103 103

Fopo Daniel Segbe 308 308

Glebo 1 Nyema Dennis 88 230 318

Glebo 2 G.Y. Myers 89 230 319

Jabo 1 Macoline S. Toe 320 320

Jabo 2 Robert T. Nyemah 317 317

Klepo Garretson N. Waplo 239 239

Kplebo Keitou Klou 197 197

Nyabo Bill James Elliott 115 115

Palipo Christopher T. S. K. Jarsor 93 93

Plapo Pastor N. Juks Blibo 225 225

Sabo 1 Mary Judy Tay 317 317

Sabo 2 Beatrice Jah 317 317

Tépo Samuel Sablatou 300 300

Trembo 1 Fred D. Sawieh 315 315

Trembo 2 Sarah Jackson 317 317

Webbo 1 Eliza Bohlen 319 319

Webbo 2 Esther Williams 320 320

Wedabo Blamo Wleh, Fanna Toe, Kwah Gadeh 308 308

Yederobo Rev. Isaiah T. Nyemah 227 227

The transcriptions of the Grebo word lists were done by five different people. Each person transcribed part or all of
the word lists for four or more dialects. None of the transcribers are phoneticians per se, but all have had training in
either writing languages in the Kru family or in phonetics. Judy Olson, Sue Hasselbring, and Eric Johnson have each
taken one semester of phonetics. Steve Sokan, knows the E Je orthography. Samuel Sablatou, Tépo writer, knows
the Tépo orthography. Sablatou and Johnson worked together transcribing several lists, with Johnson working alone
the first day, Sablatou working alone the last day, and they, working together for two days.

The evening of the first day of the workshop, Johnson entered the first sixty items into Wordsurv. He produced a list
of words for which different elicitation groups appeared to have chosen different Grebo words for the gloss. These
words were elicited again to provide more consistency in the study. Unfortunately, illness and scheduling problems
resulted in no further items being entered in Wordsurv during the workshop and thus no further validation and
consistency checking being done.

3.2.2 PHRASE AND SENTENCE ELICITATION

A list of sentences and phrases was developed which was aimed at determining syntactic differences between the
Grebo dialects. One list was to be elicited from each of the nine Grebo dialects mentioned previously, with
respondents from the same dialects working in groups. When participants from the other dialects joined the
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workshop, the list of sentences and phrases was also elicited from each of them. Each elicitation group had
participants from two to four dialects.

3.2.3 QUESTIONNAIRES

Four questionnaires were developed for use during the survey: one each for communities, individuals, pastors, and
women who had married a man from another dialect. A copy of each questionnaire is included in appendix E.

The community questionnaire was used once in each dialect area with a group of people whom the town leaders
selected. In each town, the leaders were asked to select a group of ten people, about half men and half women. Often
the group was larger than ten. In many towns it was difficult to find five women to stay throughout the whole
questionnaire. Usually, at least three women participated.

The individual questionnaire was used with ten to sixteen people in each town, about half men and half women. The
researchers tried to interview people of a variety of ages in each town. This questionnaire asked about the parent’s
dialect, whether the respondent was literate, and which dialects of Grebo the respondent would be willing to learn to
read. One hundred forty individuals were interviewed.

The pastor’s questionnaire was used with the pastor or a leader in each church that regularly met in the town. In
some towns, pastors who were passing through from neighboring towns were also interviewed. This questionnaire
focused on language use in the church. Fifty pastors or church leaders were interviewed.

The questionnaire for women from other dialects was used with women who were married to men from other
dialects or who spoke a dialect different from that of the town even if her husband was not from that town. It was
used to determine intermarriage patterns and which dialects seemed to be easiest for speakers of other dialects to
learn to speak and understand. Forty-three women were interviewed.

3.2.4 RECORDED TEXT TESTING (RTT)

Recorded text testing was done using texts from ten Grebo dialects and two related languages. Texts between 1.5
and three minutes in length were recorded in each of the twelve dialects. Texts which had too many loan words were
rejected. Texts which did not have adequate detail, which merely described the Grebo lifestyle or which did not
relate a specific incident in the storyteller’s life were also rejected. A written English translation of each text was
made, noting where phrases ended and pauses could be inserted. Fifteen comprehension questions were developed
for each text. The English translation and the comprehension questions for each story are listed in appendix F.

Based on information from Ingemann’s survey (1976) and the Grebo survey workshop, it was decided which texts
should be tested in each dialect area. Questions for each story to be tested were recorded in several of the dialects.
However, due to an equipment malfunction, it was impossible to dub the questions into the stories. Pauses were
inserted into each story in place of the questions.

Both the respondent and the researcher listened to the stories through headphones. The tape was stopped at each
pause and the respondent was asked to retell the story. If the retelling included the answer to the question (whether
correct or incorrect), the answer was recorded on the score sheet and the next section was played. If the response did
not include information related to the question, the respondent was asked the question, and his response was
recorded. If a section was replayed because the respondent requested it, this was noted on the answer sheet. If a
section was replayed because the researcher thought the respondent had been disturbed by a person or a sound, it
was not noted on the answer sheet that the section was replayed.

In addition to the text in their own dialect, respondents usually listened to the texts in Barrobo, Chedepo, and Glebo.
Two or three other texts which had previously been reported to be moderately understood by speakers of the dialect
were also used in each area.

Correct responses received four points. Half correct responses received two. Responses which were correct after the
respondent listened to the section a second time received three points. Responses which were half correct after the
respondent listened to the section a second time received one point. Incorrect responses received zero points. A list
of responses counted as correct and half correct and the number of incorrect responses for each question are given in
appendix H. For each story, the ten segments on which the home town speakers scored the highest were selected for
scoring the other tests. In the case of a tie, the question which probed a different concept or part of speech than those
already selected was the one chosen.
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The Webbo, Sabo, Trembo, Buah, and Wedabo texts were shorter than others, meaning that each pause was inserted
after only one or two clauses. The sentence structure in these texts also appeared to be simpler although complexity
of sentence structure was not measured. The texts which seemed to have the most complex story line were Barrobo,
Glebo, Jabo, and Chedepo.

For most of the stories, ten of the questions and answers which were developed before testing were able to be used
as developed. However, for some stories the respondents to the home town test gave a wider variety of responses, so
these answers were also accepted for other participants. The Chedepo story had several such questions. The answer
to the fifth question was originally given as “grandmother.” However, the story teller only said grandmother in the
first sentence of the story, using “mother” thereafter. The ninth answer was “midnight” but because “midnight” in
Grebo is a reduplication of “night” and because the story teller hesitated in the middle of the word, several home
town speakers gave the answer “night” while others said midnight. Both midnight and night were accepted as
correct. For question ten, the question the boy asked was originally stated as “What has happened?” however a
number of responses had slight variations such as “What are you doing?” and “What is doing you?” For question
twelve, the father was carrying the boy into the house. However, it seems that some confusion arose which was
probably related to Grebo third person pronouns not distinguishing male and female. Some hometown respondents
said the father carried the mother rather than the boy into the house. All responses including the phrase “into the
house” were accepted. For question thirteen there were two areas of confusion. One was again with the
pronoun—whether the boy looked at his father or mother. The other had to do with whether the boy looked at the
eyes or the face. All such responses were accepted.

3.2.5 TWO MINOR ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES

During the workshop, two other minor assessment techniques were used.

The first was a self assessment of the comprehension of two Scripture passages, Mark 5:38, 39, 41 and Titus 3:4–5
were read from three different translations: Klao, Tépo, and Chedepo Grebo. After each passage was read, the
participants were asked to raise their hand if they understood it well. Then they were asked to raise their hand if they
thought that everyone from their dialect would understand it well. Those who raised their hand in response to each
question were noted.

The second was indicating the changes needed to make Titus 3:4–5 from the Chedepo translation clear to speakers
of their own dialects. The participants were asked to work in a group to try to develop a version that would be
understood by speakers of all those related dialects.

4 QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

4.1 USE OF AND ATTITUDES TOWARD OTHER DIALECTS AND RELATED LANGUAGES

This section contains information from the group questionnaire which indicates how Grebo people view their own
dialect and other Grebo dialects. Regarding where Grebo is spoken best, five communities (Barrobo, Jabo, Wedabo,
Kplebo, and Glebo) said it was spoken best in the Glebo area. All other communities said speakers of their own
dialect spoke Grebo best.

Regarding origins, only Barrobo and Trembo communities said they had the same origins as all other Grebo groups.
The Trembo community said that their origins are more closely tied to the Barrobo, Dorobo, Jabo, and Wedabo than
to the other groups. The Jabo, Chedepo, and Ketiepo communities each said there were no other Grebo groups
which had the same origins as they did. The Webbo community said they did not have the same origin as any other
Grebo group of Liberia, but rather said they had the same origins as Tépo and six other Kroumen languages of Côte
d’Ivoire. The Wedabo and Kplebo communities said they had the same origins as Klao, Buah, and one another, but
not the same origins as other Grebo dialects. The Buah community said they had the same origins as Fopo, Tatutwe,
and Klao, but not the same origins as other Grebo dialects. They mentioned nothing about Wedabo and Kplebo, so it
is not known whether they consider themselves to have the same origins as those two groups. The Glebo community
mentioned that they only had the same origins as the Wrelpo. The Southern Tuobo community mentioned that they
only had the same origins as the Nyerabo. The Sabo community mentioned that they had the same origins as
Nitiembo and Northern Tuobo, with less significant connections to Barrobo and Palipo. Although most groups
insisted they did not have the same origins, two histories were heard from several groups. One was that the group
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had come from a large mountain to the north. The other was that they had come from across the Cavalla River to the
east.

Regarding which dialect groups each group considers to be brothers, Webbo, Buah, Barrobo, Wedabo, and Jabo
considered all groups to be brothers. The Kplebo considered the Trembo, Glebo, Wedabo, Jabo, and Buah to be their
brothers but not the Chedepo or Barrobo. Both the Buah and Kplebo considered the Klao to be their brothers, but the
Wedabo did not. Both Sabo and Ketiepo said they only consider people from Nitiembo and Northern Tuobo to be
brothers. The Glebo said only Wrelpo were their brothers. The Chedepo said that they only consider the Chedepo to
be their brothers, not even people from other E Je dialects are considered to be brothers. This question was not asked
in Southern Tuobo and Trembo.

In the community questionnaire, respondents were asked to state which Grebo dialects are the same as theirs, which
are a little different, and which are very different. In some communities more dialects were listed than others. If the
people in a community did not mention at least one dialect from each of the eight dialect groups the researcher tried
to ask about that group. The results are presented in table 7 with S standing for same, L for a little different, and V
for very different. LV indicates that some group members said it was a little different, while others said it was very
different.

Some communities, such as Glebo and Jabo, listed only a few dialects which are only a little different from their
own. Other communities listed as many as fourteen dialects which are only a little different.

Several potential groupings of dialects appear. In the southern region, the Kplebo, Wedabo, Jabo, Glebo, Trembo,
and Southern Tuobo communities all included either Nyabo, Jabo, or both as dialects which are only a little different
from their own. A slightly different group could possibly use Glebo as the central dialect: Kplebo, Wedabo, Jabo,
Glebo, Webbo, and Buah.

In the central region, the Trembo, Southern Tuobo, Barrobo, Webbo, and Sabo communities mentioned many of the
same dialects as ones that are only a little different from their own. While no dialect was mentioned by all of these
communities as being only a little different, none of the communities said that any of these dialects were very
different.

In the northern region, the Sabo, Webbo, Ketiepo, Chedepo, and Buah communities all mentioned one or more of
the E Je dialects, especially Palipo as being only a little different from their own. Sabo was mentioned by all of the
northern communities except for Chedepo as being only a little different.
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Table 7. Communities’ perceptions of how greatly other Grebo dialects differ from their own

Community’s dialect

Dialect Buah Chedepo Ketiepo Webbo Sabo Barrobo S. Tuobo Trembo Glebo Jabo Wedabo Kplebo

Kplebo V L S

Wedabo V L V V S L

Jabo V V L L S L L

Nyabo L L L L

Glebo L V V L V S L L L

Trembo L S L L

Gedebo L L L

Yederabo L

Nyerabo L L

S. Tuobo L L S

Biabo L

Dediebo L

Barrobo V V L L S LV LV

Dorobo L L

Nyenebo L L

N. Tuobo L L S

Nitiembo L S L

Sabo L V L L S L V V

Diepo S L

Jitu S

Kaylopo S

Klebo S

Webbo V L S L V V V V V

Ketiepo V V S V V V V V

Chedepo L S L LV V V V

E Je L L V

Gbepo L L L L V V

Jlepo L V

Klepo L

Palipo L L L L L

Tienpo L L L V

Buah S V V V V V L L

Fopo

Tatutwe S

Glaro S LV V V

Klao L L

Underline indicates a variety which is not considered to be Grebo.

Respondents to the community questionnaire were also asked to rank some of the Grebo dialects according to which
were easiest to understand. The responses are presented in table 8.

The southern dialects (Southern Tuobo, Trembo, Glebo, Jabo, Wedabo, and Kplebo) all ranked Jabo, Nyabo, or both
as among the easiest dialects to understand. Only the Wedabo community gave Jabo a ranking over three. Glebo was
ranked as more difficult to understand than Jabo or Nyabo by speakers of all dialects except Wedabo. There was no
other southern dialect that was consistently ranked as being easier to understand than Jabo.
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In the central region, comparing responses is difficult because different communities chose to rank different dialects.
Barrobo and Southern Tuobo both ranked Gedebo as easiest to understand. Barrobo and Trembo both indicated that
Dorobo was easy to understand while Ketiepo, Webbo, and Sabo indicated that Northern Tuobo and Nitiembo are
easy to understand. Webbo indicated that Yrepo and Tépo are the two easiest dialects for them to understand.

The lowest ranking given to Chedepo or E Je was a three by Buah. The next lowest ranking was seven.

Table 8. Ranking of dialects according to ease of understanding (lowest being easiest)
Dialect of community

Buah Chedepo Ketiepo Webbo Sabo Barrobo S.Tuobo Trembo Glebo Jabo Wedabo Kplebo

Kplebo 7 1

Wedabo 11 2 6 7 4

Jabo 8 1 3 5 2

Nyabo 13 1 1 2

Glebo 8 7 11 9 5 6 1 4 5

Wrelpo 2

Trembo 8 12 4 1 3

Gbolo 6

Gedebo 10 1 1 4 8

Yederabo 1

Nyerabo 4 1

S. Tuobo 10 5 4 3

Barrobo 7 8 6 4 6 8 6 6 7 7

Dorobo 1 2

Nyenebo 11 1

N. Tuobo 5 3 3 2

Nitiembo 1 4 1 5

Sabo 5 2 12 5 7 9 6 7

Diepo 5

Jito/Kabo 9

Webbo 5 8 12 10 13 6 8

Ketiepo 13

Chedepo 7 8

E Je 3 10 8 10 8 8

Gbepo 2 8 6

Jlepo 4

Klepo 3

Palipo 5 6 5 3

Tienpo 1 7

Buah 11 6 8 6 6

Fopo 1

Tatutwe 1

Bapo CI 4

Klao 4 6 3 1

Plapo CI 14 12 11 12 4 5

Tegbe CI 4

Tépo CI 2 10 13 9

Yrepo CI 1

CI - spoken in Côte d’Ivoire. Underline indicates a variety which is not considered to be Grebo.
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Respondents to the individual questionnaire were asked which dialect they thought speakers of all Grebo dialects
could understand best. The results are presented in table 9. Fifteen respondents said there was no dialect which was
understood by all Grebo speakers, one said all dialects were, and one was not certain which one was. Some who said
there was none did mention a dialect which was understood by the speakers of the most dialects. Some respondents
mentioned more than one dialect which is understood best.

Thirty-eight respondents said their own dialect was the one understood best. Nearly as many (thirty-three) said
Glebo was the dialect that was best understood. The respondents from Jabo, Wedabo, Kplebo, and Webbo
mentioned Glebo more often than respondents from other dialects. Sixteen respondents said that E Je or one of the E
Je dialects was the one that was best understood. Most of these respondents were from northern dialects. Ten
respondents from dialects other than Barrobo said that Barrobo is the dialect which is best understood. Most of these
were respondents from Trembo or northern dialects.

Table 9. Dialect which speakers of all Grebo dialects understand best

Dialect understood best by all Grebos
Respondent
dialect

Own None All Don’t
know

Glebo Nyabo Trem-
bo

S. Tu-
obo

Doro-
bo

Bar-
robo

Sabo Web-
bo

E Je Che-
depo

Gbe-
po

Pali-
po

Klao Total

Kplebo 1 1 0 0 6 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11

Wedabo 6 1 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 15

Jabo 3 0 0 0 8 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12

Glebo 11 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12

Trembo 1 3 0 0 2 0 - 0 0 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 10

Barrobo 6 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12

Sabo 1 2 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 1 1 1 1 0 10

Webbo 4 2 0 1 6 0 0 0 0 2 0 - 2 0 0 0 0 17

Ketiepo 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 3 4 0 0 1 0 17

Buah 5 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 12

Total 38 15 1 1 33 1 3 1 3 10 3 3 7 3 4 2 1 -

Regarding what language they speak when communicating with people of other dialects, Grebo speakers indicated
that they usually speak their own Grebo dialect with speakers of most other Grebo dialects.

Table 10 shows whether people speak their own dialect (OWN), some other language or dialect (OTH), or a mixture
(MIX) when they communicate with speakers of other dialects. Most people who used some other language or
dialect when speaking to other Grebos said they spoke English. Only the Ketiepo said that they often spoke the other
person’s dialect. In a number of cases, people said they speak their own dialect with people whose dialect is very
different from their own. Since many Grebo are monolingual, there is sometimes no alternative but to use their own
dialect and to try to understand the other person’s dialect as well as they are able.

Many Grebo speakers said that they speak only their own dialect to speakers of other languages in the Kru family
including Kru, Tépo, Plapo, Tegbe, and Yrepo. None of the groups said they speak only Grebo to speakers of Glaro.
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Table 10. Interdialectal communication

Community’s Dialect

Dialect Buah Chedepo Sabo Webbo Ketiepo Barrobo S. Tuobo Trembo Kplebo Wedabo Jabo Glebo

Kplebo OWN

Wedabo MIX OWN OWN OWN N

Jabo OWN OWN OWN o

Nyabo OWN OWN t

Glebo MIX MIX OTH OWN OWN OWN OWN OWN OWN

Trembo OWN MIX OWN OWN OWN a

Gedebo OWN OWN OWN s

Nyerabo OWN OWN k

S. Tuobo OWN OWN OWN e

Barrobo OWN OTH OWN OWN MIX OWN OWN d

Dorobo OWN OWN

Nyenebo OWN a

N. Tuobo OWN b

Nitiembo OWN OWN o

Sabo MIX OWN OWN OWN OTH u

Jito OWN t

Kabo OWN

Webbo OWN MIX OTH MIX OTH OTH t

Ketiepo OWN h

E Je OWN MIX OWN OWN OWN OTH OWN e

Jlepo OTH s

Palipo OWN e

Buah OTH MIX OWN OTH

Bapo CI OTH

Bassa MIX MIX

Glaro OTH MIX MIX OTH MIX OTH OTH OTH OTH OTH OTH

Klao OWN MIX MIX OTH OTH OWN OWN OWN OWN MIX MIX OTH

Plapo CI OTH MIX MIX OTH OWN OWN OWN MIX OWN OWN OWN

Tegbe CI OWN

Tépo CI OWN MIX MIX OWN OWN OWN OWN OTH MIX OTH OWN OWN

Yrepo CI MIX OWN OWN

CI - spoken in Côte d’Ivoire. Underline indicates a variety which is not considered to be Grebo.

During the community questionnaires, respondents were asked whether children from their community could
understand other Grebo dialects. The responses are given in table 11. Sometimes the response indicated how well
the children could understand the variety. Responses of “most” or “nearly all” are recorded in the table as “Y” for
yes. Responses of “very difficult” or “hard” are recorded as “N” for no. Responses of “half,” “some,” or “some can
and some can’t” are recorded as “S” for some.

This question split the southern group into two with Wedabo and Kplebo in one group and Jabo, Glebo, Trembo,
and Southern Tuobo in the other. The Trembo group indicated that while many adults consider Glebo and Wedabo
easier to understand than Dorobo or Barrobo due to the amount of contact, for children Dorobo and even Barrobo
are easier to understand because the dialects are actually more similar to Trembo.
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The central group remained largely the same with speakers of Trembo, Southern Tuobo, Barrobo, and Sabo
indicating that their children are able to understand many of the same dialects. Speakers of Southern Tuobo and
Trembo indicated their children would have difficulty understanding Barrobo, but not Gedebo or Dorobo which are
similar to Barrobo.

Speakers of Webbo indicated that their children could only understand their own dialect and Tépo and Yrepo of
Côte d’Ivoire.

Speakers of Ketiepo, Chedepo, and Buah all indicated that their children could understand E Je dialects.

Table 11. Can children from here understand dialect X?

Community’s dialect

Dialect X Buah Chedepo Webbo Ketiepo Sabo Barrobo S. Tuobo Trembo Glebo Jabo Wedabo Kplebo

Kplebo N Y Y

Wedabo N N N N Y Y

Jabo Y Y Y N N

Nyabo Y Y Y

Glebo N N N N S Y N Y Y N Y

Wrelpo Y

Trembo Y N N

S. Tuobo Y Y Y

Gbolo N

Gedebo Y Y Y

Yederabo Y

Nyerabo Y Y

Barrobo N N Y Y S S N N N N

Dorobo Y Y

Nyenebo Y

N. Tuobo N S Y Y

Nitiembo S Y Y Y

Sabo N Y Y Y Y

Biabo

Diepo N

Jitu N

Webbo Y Y N N N N N N

Kabo N N

Ketiepo N Y N

Chedepo Y N

E Je Y N S Y N N N

Gbepo Y N

Jlepo Y N

Klepo Y

Palipo Y N Y N

Tienpo Y N

Buah Y N N N N S

Fopo Y
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Tatutwe Y

Klao S N N N N N N N Y

Plapo CI N N N N Y

Tépo CI N Y N Y N Y N N

Yrepo CI Y N

CI - spoken in Côte d’Ivoire. Underline indicates a variety which is not considered to be Grebo.

Respondents to the community questionnaire were asked which dialects they thought could be grouped together
with their own to use one way of writing. Some groups initially began listing a large number of dialects, then asked,
“Will these people be using our way of writing Grebo or will we be using theirs?” It seemed that they were willing
to include a larger number of dialects if their dialect was the basis for the writing system than if they might have to
use one of the other dialects as the basis. The researchers tried to clarify that once a grouping was determined, the
speakers of those dialects would have to work together to decide how they would write words. Table 12 shows the
groupings that the communities suggested.

Table 12. Which dialects could be grouped with yours for one written form?

Community’s dialect

Dialect Buah Chedepo Ketiepo Webbo Sabo Barrobo S. Tuobo Trembo Glebo Jabo Wedabo Kplebo

Kplebo Y Y Y

Wedabo Y N Y Y

Jabo Y Y Y Y Y

Nyabo N Y Y Y

Glebo N N N N N N Y Y Y Y

Wrelpo Y

Trembo Y Y Y Y

Gbolo

Gedebo Y Y

Yederabo Y

Nyerabo Y Y

S. Tuobo Y Y

Barrobo N Y N Y N N N Y

Dorobo Y Y

Nyenebo Y

N. Tuobo N Y Y Y

Nitiembo Y Y Y Y

Sabo N Y N Y Y N

Diepo Y

Kabo Y

Ketiepo Y N

Webbo Y Y N N N

Chedepo Y N

E Je N N Y N

Gbepo Y N Y

Jlepo Y

Klepo Y
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Palipo Y N N Y

Tienpo Y Y

Buah Y N Y Y

Fopo

Tatutwe Y

Klao N N Y

Tépo CI Y

Yrepo CI Y

CI - spoken in Côte d’Ivoire. Underline indicates a variety which is not considered to be Grebo.

Many communities state that all the dialects which they had listed as only a little different from their own could be
grouped with them to use one written form of Grebo. Some communities rejected some dialects which they had said
were similar and added some varieties which they had not previously mentioned.

The southern dialects, Kplebo, Wedabo, Jabo, Glebo, Trembo, and Southern Tuobo all included either Jabo, Nyabo,
or both in the dialects which could be grouped together with their own. None of the dialects rejected either of these
two. Wedabo and Glebo were each rejected by one dialect in the group.

In the central region: Trembo, Southern Tuobo, Barrobo, Webbo, and Sabo, there is little unity. Trembo is only
mentioned by one other central dialect and the Trembo community only mentioned one central dialect in its
grouping. The Barrobo community included a large number of dialects, but comments were made during the
interview that all of those dialects would be able to read books that were written in Barrobo. Both Sabo and
Southern Tuobo excluded Barrobo from their grouping. The Sabo community mentioned that the Barrobo dialect
uses “f” while Sabo uses “p.” While Sabo and Webbo included many of the same dialects, they each excluded the
other dialect. The Ketiepo community included a number of dialects from the central region but was not included by
any of them.

The Webbo community grouped itself with the Tépo and Yrepo dialects of Côte d’Ivoire. Tépo already has written
materials.

The northern dialects also showed less unity. Only the Sabo community said that their dialect could be grouped with
some of the E Je dialects, however, they specifically said they could not be grouped with Chedepo. The Buah
community said they might be able to be grouped with the E Je dialects. Both the Ketiepo and Webbo communities
said they could not be grouped with E Je dialects.

A variety of attitudes and perceptions about the Grebo dialects were voiced during the community questionnaires.
Clearly the Grebo do not see themselves as one group speaking one language that could be written in one way for all
dialects. However, some groupings of dialects would be acceptable to the speakers of all the groups.

The dialects which might be able to use the E Je materials are Buah, Ketiepo, Sabo, and Webbo. Only speakers of
the Webbo dialect seem to have potential to use the Tépo materials. They showed a very strong affinity to the Tépo
dialect. The Kplebo people and to a lesser extent, the Wedabo and Buah people may have potential to use the Klao
materials. The Glebo and Jabo speakers might be able to use the Plapo materials, but their attitude toward Plapo and
identification with Plapo seems to be much lower than that of Kplebo toward Klao or Webbo toward Tépo.

Concerning the development of other dialects, a southern group could be formed including Glebo, Jabo, Trembo,
Wedabo, and Kplebo, with Southern Tuobo being a marginal member. Wedabo and Kplebo sometimes indicated
enough distinction from the rest of the southern group that they may need to be considered as a group of their own.
A central group could include Barrobo, Trembo, Sabo, and Southern Tuobo. Of course, Southern Tuobo, and
Trembo also have links to the southern group, and Sabo has links to the E Je group.

4.2 RESPONSES FROM WOMEN FROM OTHER DIALECTS

Women who had married men from other dialects were asked several questions about the dialects they speak and
understand and the length of time it took before they could understand their husband well. With forty-two
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respondents, some patterns of interdialectal comprehension are apparent, but in other cases the data is difficult to
interpret.

When speaking to their husbands, two-thirds of the women speak their own dialect, one-fifth speak their husband’s
dialect, and one-tenth speak English. Of those who speak English to their husband, three were Klao women and two
were Glebos married to speakers of northern Grebo dialects. When speaking to other women in the town,
three-fourths speak their own dialect and one-fourth speak the dialect of the town. None speak English, probably
because few women in any town understand English.

When asked how well they can speak the dialect of the town in which they live, about one-third of the women said
they speak it well. One-fourth said they do not speak it at all. The remainder said they speak it “small-small,” “half,”
or “not well.” Of those who speak the local dialect well, one-third said they usually speak their own dialect to people
in the town and also said that their own dialect is well understood.

When asked how long it took for them to understand their husband’s dialect, one-fourth said they understood their
husband’s dialect immediately. One-third said it took less than two months or “not long” to understand it. One-fifth
said it took a year to understand it. One-sixth said it took over a year. Those dialects which it takes a year or more to
understand well would almost certainly need separate translations. Dialects which take two months or less to
understand may not need separate translations.

Of those who said it took over a year, all but one were speakers of northern dialects referring to southern dialects or
Ketiepo. The one other respondent seems to be an anomaly, as a speaker of Wedabo said it took fifteen years for her
to understand her Kplebo-speaking husband well. The three other women in marriages involving these two dialects
said it took one week or less to understand their husbands well.

Of those who said it took a year to understand their husbands well, four were marriages involving one northern and
one southern dialect. One involved a central and a southeastern dialect, and two involved two northern dialects:
Sabo and Palipo.

Of those who said it took between one week and six months, seven were marriages involving dialects from two
different regions: southern and central (3), southern and northern (2), and central and northern (2). Three involved
two northern dialects (including one involving the Ketiepo dialect). One involved two southeastern dialects.

Of those who said they understood their husband’s dialect immediately, five were marriages involving dialects from
two different regions: southern and northern (4) and southern and central (1). Two involved two southeastern
dialects and two involved two southwestern dialects.

Among the women who are living outside of their own language areas, about four-fifths say they understand the
people of their town well. Of the nine who expressed some difficulty understanding the people of their town, six said
they “understood,” “understood most,” or “almost all.” These included a Sabo and a Gedebo woman living in
Ketiepo, a Chedepo and a Glebo woman in Trembo, and two Klao women living in Kplebo. Only three said that
understanding the dialect was “difficult,” or that they understood “only some,” or “one one.” Each of these had lived
in the town for three years or less. They included a Palipo woman living in Sabo and two Klao woman, one in
Wedabo and one in Trembo.

Two-thirds of the women said that the people they live among understand them well. Of the fifteen who indicated
people understood them less than “well,” twelve said the people “understood,” “understood most,” or “almost all.”
Only three women felt they were understood “one one.” These were a Glebo woman among the Sabo, a Barrobo
woman among the Chedepo, and a Klao woman among the Jabo.

The responses of the women who have married speakers of other dialects generally parallel the responses found in
the group questionnaires. Unfortunately, for some of the pairs of dialects where information would be most helpful,
such as Jabo with Wedabo or Kplebo or Southern Tuobo with Jabo or Glebo, no women with marriages with that
combination of dialects were found. The data indicates a couple pairs of dialects between which comprehension
might be more difficult than indicated elsewhere in the survey: E Je dialects and Sabo and E Je dialects and Ketiepo.
However, in the latter case, the report comes from an E Je speaker living among the Ketiepo, which does not
indicate how well Ketiepo speakers are able to understand E Je. No Ketiepo women living in the E Je area were
interviewed.
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4.3 LITERACY

The following tables present both the current status of literacy among the Grebo people and the preferences for
literacy in various Grebo dialects.

Table 13 presents the English literacy ability reported by respondents to the individual questionnaire. Results are
presented by age group and gender. Among those interviewed, Grebo women have a much lower literacy rate (24%)
than Grebo men (71%). Of all the Grebo women, the young women had the highest literacy rate (39%). The elderly
women were the ones with the lowest literacy rate (0%). Among the men, the middle aged men had the highest
literacy rate followed by the young men and the elderly men at nearly the same rate. In each age category over half
of the men interviewed were literate in English.

Table 13. Reported ability to read English by age group and gender

Age group

Gender Read English 50 + 30 to 49 under 30 Total

Female Yes 0 4 12 16

No 14 18 19 51

Male Yes 14 21 19 54

No 8 4 10 22

Total 36 47 60 143

Respondents to the individual questionnaire were also asked whether they could read Grebo. Table 14 presents the
results by age group and gender. Among those interviewed, Grebo women have a much lower literacy rate (12%)
than Grebo men (23%). The young and middle aged women had nearly the same literacy rate. Among the men, the
middle aged men had the highest literacy rate, followed by the young men, and then the elderly men. In no category
were over half of the people interviewed literate in Grebo.

Table 14. Reported ability to read Grebo by age group and gender

Age group

Gender Read English 50 + 30 to 49 under 30 Total

Female Yes 1 3 4 8

No 12 19 26 57

Male Yes 3 8 6 17

No 18 17 23 58

Total 34 47 59 140

Table 15 presents the Grebo literacy rates based on the dialect and age of the respondent. Among the Buah, Fopo,
Jabo, Ketiepo, Kplebo, Nyabo, and Wedabo, none of those interviewed knew how to read Grebo. Their responses
are not presented in the table. Chedepo, Sabo, and Glebo were the dialects in which the highest percentage of
respondents said they were literate in Grebo. In both Sabo and Chedepo two-thirds of those under thirty said they
could read Grebo. In all other dialects a third or less of the respondents in that age range said they could read.
Among respondents aged thirty to forty-nine, the Chedepo, Glebo, and Webbo respondents were the ones who most
often said they were literate. Among those over fifty years of age, only a few said they were literate, one each from
Barrobo and Glebo and two from Sabo.
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Table 15. Grebo literacy rates by dialect and age group

Age group

50 + 30 to 49 under 30

literate in Grebo literate in Grebo literate in Grebo

Dialect yes no yes no yes no Total

Barrobo 1 3 1 4 0 3 12

Chedepo 0 1 5 0 4 2 12

Sabo 2 1 0 2 4 2 11

Glebo 1 1 3 2 1 2 10

Trembo 0 2 0 1 1 6 10

Webbo 0 6 2 1 0 6 15

Respondents to the individual questionnaire were asked whether they would attend literacy classes if those classes
used books written in certain dialects. Each person was asked about their willingness to attend if the books were in
Chedepo, Barrobo, Glebo, and their own dialect. Respondents were usually asked about two or three other dialects
as well. The responses are presented in table 16. When less than all the respondents from a dialect were asked about
classes in a certain dialect, the number of respondents for that dialect is given inside parentheses.

Table 16. Percent of respondents willing to attend literacy classes using books in each listed dialect

Respondnt’s
dialect

Dialect of reading books
n. Own Chedepo Barrobo Glebo Other dialects

Barrobo 12 100% 92% 100% 92% 92%
Sabo

100%(11)
Trembo

100% (1)
S Tuobo

Buah 14 100% 50% 50% 0.43% 57%
Klao

40% (5)
Fopo

0% (4)
Tépo

0% (2)
Plapo

Glebo 12 100% 73% (11) 36% (11) 100% 17%
Jabo

33%
Nyabo

100% (1)
Plapo

100% (1)
S Tuobo

Jabo 12 100% 50% 67% 100% 92%
Trembo

50%
Plapo

0% (2)
Wedabo

Ketiepo 14 100% 92% (13) 86% 64% 100% (4)
Webbo

83% (12)
Sabo

73% (11)
Glaro

69% (13)
Tépo

100% (1)
Palipo

Kplebo 14 100% 21% 29% 64% 85% (13)
Klao

71%
Trembo

71%
Wedabo

42% (12)
Jabo

Sabo 10 100% 70% 80% 70% 80%
Webbo

10%
Tépo

Trembo 10 100% 100% 100% 100% 80%
Jabo

80%
Wedabo

100% (1)
Kplebo

Webbo 16 100% 75% 81% 94% 94%
S Tuobo

81%
Tépo

100% (2)
Nyabo

100% (1)
Sabo

Wedabo 15 100% 87% 93% 80% 100%
Kplebo

100%
Trembo

93%
Klao

93%
Jabo

Among most dialect groups, respondents were willing to attend literacy classes using books from several different
Grebo dialects. The Buah speakers indicated the least willingness to attend literacy classes if books in dialects other
than their own are used. Kplebo and Sabo respondents also indicated some reluctance to use materials in other
dialects. Respondents from dialects such as Barrobo, Trembo, and Wedabo indicated the greatest willingness to
attend literacy classes using books from any dialect.

Responses to the community questionnaire showed some similarities and some differences to responses to the
individual questionnaire. The Buah, Kplebo, Webbo, and Glebo indicated that they thought they would only be able
to use materials from one or two other dialects. The Ketiepo, Sabo, Barrobo, Southern Tuobo, Jabo, and Wedabo
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thought they could use materials from nearly all Grebo dialects. Speakers of Webbo, Trembo, Glebo, and Kplebo
said they would not be able to use E Je materials.

Respondents to the individual questionnaire from all dialects except Glebo were asked to rank the dialects from the
one they would most prefer to use for literacy to the one they would least prefer. When a respondent ranked two
dialects at the same level, they were assigned the same rank (i.e., 1). The next rank (i.e., 2) was not assigned to any
dialect with the ranking continuing normally thereafter. Nearly all respondents chose their own dialect as first
choice. Respondent’s later choices seemed to be based either on which dialect was easiest to understand, or which
dialect they most wanted to learn to speak (equating learning to read the dialect with learning to speak the dialect).
Not all respondents were asked their reasons for their choices as this was not part of the questionnaire. The
following tables indicate the number of respondents from each dialect who assigned each rank to the various
dialects. The rows of the table are ordered according to the dialects in which the most respondents were most
interested.

Respondents to the community questionnaire also ranked the dialects which they were willing to use to learn to read
and write Grebo. Respondents to the community questionnaires usually ranked a larger number of dialects including
dialects which were very similar to their own. Following each table which presents the results of the individual
questionnaire, the results of the community questionnaire are summarized.

Table 17. Kplebo respondents’ literacy preferences

Rank

Dialect 1 2 3 4 5 6

Kplebo 12 1 1 0 0 0

Trembo 1 4 4 1 0 0

Klao 1 4 0 3 1 2

Wedabo 0 1 5 1 2 1

Glebo 0 1 0 3 3 2

Barrobo 0 1 0 1 1 1

Jabo 0 0 0 1 2 2

Chedepo 0 0 0 0 1 2

Total 14 12 10 10 10 10

Kplebo respondents to the individual questionnaire ranked literacy classes using Trembo books highest after their
own dialect. Klao and Wedabo also were ranked rather high. Respondents to the community questionnaire ranked
Kplebo first, Klao second, and Glebo third. They did not give a ranking for Wedabo or Trembo.

Table 18. Wedabo respondents’ literacy preferences

Rank

Dialect 1 2 3 4 5 6+

Wedabo 11 2 0 0 0 2

Kplebo 0 6 3 1 1 4

Trembo 1 1 6 4 2 1

Glebo 1 4 0 2 3 2

Klao 0 1 5 2 2 4

Jabo 0 1 0 5 3 5

Barrobo 1 0 1 3 2 7

Chedepo 1 0 0 2 1 9

Total 15 15 15 19 14 34
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Wedabo respondents to the individual questionnaire ranked literacy classes using Kplebo books highest after their
own dialect, followed by Trembo, Glebo, and Klao. Respondents to the community questionnaire also ranked
Kplebo and Glebo very high. They did not give a ranking for Trembo. They ranked Klao after Webbo and Barrobo.

Table 19. Jabo respondents’ literacy preferences

Rank

Dialect 1 2 3 4 5 6

Jabo 11 1 0 0 0 0

Glebo 1 7 2 0 2 0

Trembo 0 1 6 4 0 0

Barrobo 0 2 0 5 0 1

Plapo 0 1 2 0 1 1

Chedepo 0 0 1 0 4 1

Total 12 12 11 9 7 3

Jabo respondents to the individual questionnaire ranked literacy classes using Glebo books highest after their own
dialect. Literacy classes using Trembo and Barrobo books received only slightly lower rankings. Respondents to the
community questionnaire ranked Glebo second, Nyabo third, and Trembo fourth.

Table 20. Trembo respondents’ literacy preferences

Rank

Dialect 1 2 3 4 5 6

Trembo 8 0 0 1 0 1

Barrobo 1 4 3 0 2 0

Glebo 1 4 1 2 2 0

Jabo 0 2 2 3 0 1

Chedepo 0 2 1 3 1 3

Kplebo 0 0 0 0 1 0

Wedabo 0 0 2 0 2 4

Total 10 12 9 9 8 9

Trembo respondents to the individual questionnaire ranked literacy classes using Barrobo and Glebo books highest
after their own dialect. Jabo and Chedepo received only slightly lower rankings. Respondents to the community
questionnaire ranked Jabo second, Glebo third, Barrobo fourth, and Kplebo and Wedabo fifth. They said they would
not be able to use books in E Je.

Table 21. Barrobo respondents’
literacy preferences

Rank

Dialect 1 2 3 4 5

Barrobo 8 0 1 2 1

Sabo 3 3 2 2 1

Glebo 0 6 4 0 1

Chedepo 1 2 3 3 2

Trembo 0 1 3 3 4

S. Tuobo 0 0 0 0 1

Total 12 12 13 10 10
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Speakers of Barrobo ranked literacy classes using Sabo or Glebo books highest after their own dialect. Chedepo and
Trembo were only slightly less preferred. Barrobo respondents to the community questionnaire chose Barrobo first,
Dorobo second, Glebo third, Sabo fourth, E Je fifth, and Klao sixth.

Table 22. Sabo respondents’ literacy preferences

Rank

Dialect 1 2 3 4 5 6

Sabo 7 3 0 0 0 0

Barrobo 2 3 2 1 0 0

Webbo 1 1 4 2 0 0

Glebo 0 1 3 3 0 0

Chedepo 0 1 0 2 4 0

Tépo 0 0 0 0 0 1

Total 10 9 9 8 4 1

Speakers of Sabo ranked literacy classes using Barrobo books highest after their own. More Sabo speakers said they
were interested in using books in Webbo or Glebo than in Chedepo. Sabo respondents to the community
questionnaire chose Sabo first, with Nitiembo and Northern Tuobo second, followed by Webbo, Barrobo, Chedepo,
and Glebo in that order.

Table 23. Webbo respondents’ literacy preferences

Rank

Dialect 1 2 3 4 5 6+

Webbo 15 1 0 0 0 0

N. Tuobo 1 4 3 4 2 0

Chedepo 0 3 2 1 1 5

Glebo 0 2 3 2 2 6

Tépo 0 2 2 4 4 1

Yrepo 0 2 3 1 0 7

Barrobo 0 1 4 2 4 2

Nyabo 0 0 0 0 1 1

Sabo 0 0 0 0 0 1

Total 16 15 17 14 14 23

Speakers of Webbo ranked literacy classes using Northern Tuobo books highest after their own. Chedepo, Glebo,
and Tépo received the next highest rankings. Respondents to the community questionnaire chose Webbo first and
Tépo second. They said they would not use materials written in any other dialect.
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Table 24. Ketiepo respondents’ literacy preferences

Rank

Dialect 1 2 3 4 5 6+

Ketiepo 9 1 4 0 0 0

Tépo 3 1 1 1 0 3

Barrobo 1 4 0 4 1 2

Sabo 1 2 1 4 1 1

Chedepo 0 2 3 3 1 3

Webbo 0 2 0 2 0 0

Glebo 0 1 4 1 3 0

Glaro 0 1 0 2 2 3

N. Tuobo 0 0 0 0 1 0

Palipo 0 0 0 0 1 0

Total 14 14 13 17 10 12

Speakers of Ketiepo ranked literacy classes using Tépo books highest after their own dialect, with three respondents
ranking it as their first choice. Barrobo, Sabo, Chedepo, and Webbo were also ranked rather favorably. Respondents
to the community questionnaire chose Ketiepo first, Nitiembo second, Barrobo third, Sabo and Webbo fourth,
followed by Tépo and Glaro. Ketiepo shows a large difference in results from the two questionnaires. Barrobo,
Sabo, and Webbo were ranked rather high by respondents to both questionnaires, but Tépo and Chedepo were each
ranked high by respondents to one and low by respondents to the other.

Table 25. Buah and Fopo respondents’
literacy preferences

Rank

Dialect 1 2 3 4 5

Buah 12 1 0 0 0

Fopo 1 1 0 0 0

Klao 0 2 2 1 1

Chedepo 0 2 1 2 0

Barrobo 0 1 2 1 1

Glebo 0 1 0 1 2

Total 13 8 5 5 4

Although many Buah and Fopo respondents were not interested in using books in other languages to learn to read,
those who were willing indicated similar levels of preference for Klao, Chedepo, and Barrobo. While less than half
of those who were asked about their desire to use Fopo books were willing to use books in that dialect, those who
were willing, ranked it either first or second. Respondents to the community questionnaire chose Buah as first, Fopo
as second, E Je third, and Klao fourth.

Respondents to the individual questionnaire were asked which dialect they thought should be the next one to have a
literacy program. Responses to this question are presented in table 26.
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Table 26. Dialect for next literacy program

Dialect for next literacy program

Dialect Own Glebo Barrobo Sabo Tépo Gedebo Jabo Klao Kplebo Nyabo S Tuobo Trembo Total

Barrobo 7 1 2 10

Buah 14 14

Jabo 10 2 12

Ketiepo 10 2 1 1 14

Kplebo 11 1 1 1 14

Nyabo 1 1

Sabo 11 11

Glebo 10 1 1 12

Trembo 6 2 1 1 10

Webbo 14 1 1 16

Wedabo 10 4 1 15

Total 103 8 6 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 129

Eighty percent chose their own dialect. Of those who said they wanted literacy classes to begin next in a dialect that
was not their own, more chose Glebo (8) than any other dialect, followed by Barrobo (6). Glebo tended to be chosen
by speakers of other southern dialects: Jabo, Wedabo, and Kplebo. Barrobo was chosen by speakers of central and
northern dialects: Ketiepo, Trembo, and Webbo. Tépo, which is most closely related to Webbo and Ketiepo, was
chosen by one person in each of these dialects as the next dialect which should have literacy. Sabo was also chosen
by some speakers of Barrobo and Ketiepo.

The most common reason that people gave when they chose a dialect other than their own for the next literacy
program was that they love that dialect. This was the most common response for those who chose Barrobo and
Glebo. The people who said they want a literacy class in Jabo, Kplebo, Nyabo, and Trembo said they prefer that
dialect because they want to learn to speak it. One person who chose Sabo also gave that reason. Other reasons
people gave was that the dialect is easy or that it is the dialect of their mother.

4.4 REPORTED COMPREHENSION OF GREBO SCRIPTURE

Respondents to the individual questionnaire were asked whether they had ever read or heard the Grebo New
Testament. Results are presented in table 27. Half of the Chedepo respondents and one Sabo respondent said they
had read it. None of the respondents from other dialects had ever read the Grebo New Testament. Over one-fifth of
the respondents said they had heard the Grebo Scriptures read. Many of those who had heard it mentioned hearing it
on ELWA radio before the war.
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Table 27. Exposure to the Grebo New Testament by dialect

Exposure to Grebo New Testament

Dialect Read it Heard it None Total

Barrobo 0 8 4 12

Buah 0 1 13 14

Chedepo 6 6 1 13

Glebo 0 1 12 13

Jabo 0 3 9 12

Ketiepo 0 1 13 14

Kplebo 0 0 14 14

Sabo 1 7 3 11

Trembo 0 1 9 10

Webbo 0 2 14 16

Wedabo 0 1 14 15

Total 7 31 106 144

Respondents who had read or heard the Grebo New Testament were asked how well they could understand it. Some
respondents are reporting on how well they understood something they heard nine years ago (i.e., prewar ELWA
radio broadcasts). Also a listener’s level of understanding depends in part on how well the text was read. In general,
nearly all Chedepo speakers understood it well as did half of the Barrobo speakers. Many respondents from other
dialects indicated some difficulties in understanding the Grebo New Testament.

Table 28. Ease of understanding the Grebo New Testament
by dialect

Dialect Clear More
than half

Not well Total

Barrobo 4 1 3 8

Buah 0 0 1 1

Chedepo 10 0 1 11

Glebo 1 0 0 1

Jabo 0 2 1 3

Sabo 1 2 4 7

Trembo 0 0 1 1

Webbo 1 0 1 2

Wedabo 1 0 0 1

Total 18 5 12 35

Table 29 presents the evaluation that workshop participants gave after listening to two Scripture texts each in Klao,
Tépo, and Chedepo. In this table, “well” means that all the participants from that dialect said they understood both
texts well and thought all other speakers of their dialect would understand it well. “Some” indicates that the
participants indicated that some people from their dialect would have some difficulty understanding one or both
texts. “Difficult” indicates that the participants did not raise their hand when asked if they understood the text well.
The dialects are arranged so as to group together those dialects which understood each translation well.
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Table 29. Reported comprehension of
Scriptures in three languages

Dialect of Language of Scripture passage

respondents Klao Tépo Chedepo

Kplebo well difficult some

Wedabo well difficult difficult

Buah well some well

Fopo well some well

Trembo some difficult well

Chedepo difficult difficult well

Palipo difficult difficult well

Klebo difficult well well

Sabo difficult well well

Webbo difficult well well

Barrobo difficult well well

Yederabo difficult well well

Dorobo difficult some well

Nyabo difficult some some

Jabo some some difficult

Glebo difficult difficult difficult

Speakers of all dialects except Nyabo, Jabo, and Glebo indicated that they thought speakers of their dialect would
understand at least one of the translations well. Speakers of eleven dialects indicated that they thought speakers of
their own dialects would all understand the Chedepo translation well. These responses indicate a much broader
comprehension of Chedepo than the questionnaires or the RTT did.

4.5 LANGUAGE USE IN WORSHIP SERVICES

Pastors and elders representing sixteen denominations and forty-nine congregations were interviewed. Table 30
indicates some of the denominations which have work in each Grebo dialect. However, since only one or two towns
were visited in each dialect area, there are more churches and perhaps more denominations in each dialect area than
are indicated in the table. The denominations are arranged with those which are found throughout the entire Grebo
area being listed first and the others being listed according to primary region of work with those working in the
north listed first.
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Table 30. Denomination and dialect area of ministry of pastors who were interviewed

Dialect Area
Denomination Buah Chedepo Sabo Ketiepo Webbo Barrobo S Tuobo Trembo Jabo Glebo Wedabo Kplebo Total

Methodist — 1 — — 1 1 — 1 1 — 2 2 9
Lutheran Church of Liberia — — 1 — 1 1 1 — — 2 1 7
Assn. of Ind. Chr. of Africa 1 — — — — — — — — — — — 1
Evangelical Lutheran Mission 1 1 1 — 2 — — — — — — — 5
Assemblies of God — 2 2 1 1 2 — — — — — — 8
Church of the Lord La Duluy — — 1 — — — — — — — — — 1
Church of God in Christ — — 1 — — — — — — — — — 1
Apostolic — — — — 1 — — — — — — — 1
Fire Baptized — — — — — — — 1 1 1 — — 3
1st Church of Lord & Faith — — — — — — — — 1 — — — 1
Episcopal — — — — — — — — — 1 1 1 3
Shepherd Baptist — — — — — — — — — 1 — — 1
United Baptist — — — — — — — — — — 1 — 1
Bible Way — — — — — — — — — — 2 1 3
Catholic — — — — — — — — — — 1 1 2
Baptist — — — — — — — — — — — 1 1
Total 2 4 5 2 5 4 1 3 3 3 9 7 48

In most towns a pastor or an elder from each church was interviewed. At times, pastors from neighboring towns who
were passing through were also interviewed. No pastors were interviewed in Southern Tuobo, rather one pastor who
works in Southern Tuobo was interviewed in the Trembo area. The Buah town had the fewest churches. The Ketiepo
town had three or four churches but time prohibited interviewing them all.

Forty-three of the pastors were ministering in their own dialect area. Those working outside their dialect area
included two Trembo pastors, one working among the Glebo and the other among the Southern Tuobo, a Jabo pastor
among the Barrobo and a Palipo pastor among the Ketiepo. Two pastors from other languages who were ministering
in the Grebo area were a Gio pastor among the Buah and a Klao pastor among the Kplebo.

Table 31 indicates the number of pastors who said they use each language when preaching either as the primary or
secondary language. It also indicates into which language the sermon is sometimes interpreted. About one-third of
the pastors said they preach only in Grebo without any explanation or interpretation into English. Another third of
the pastors use two languages for preaching, explaining each idea first in one language and then the other. Some of
these pastors said that they primarily use English while others primarily use Grebo. The remaining third have their
sermons interpreted.

Table 31. Languages used when preaching

Language Primary language Secondary language Language of interpretation

English 11 (22.4%) 11 (22.4%) 13 (26.5%)

Grebo 37 (75.5%) 7 (14.3%) 8 (16.3%)

Klao 1 (2.0%) 0 (0%) 1 (2.0%)

None — 31 (63.3%) 27 (55.1%)

Total 49 49 49

Overall, about three-quarters of the pastors use a Grebo dialect as the primary language when preaching. Only one
pastor said he uses only English when preaching. All others use some Grebo. All of the pastors but one who have
their sermon interpreted into English say they do so only when guests are present who do not understand the local
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dialect. Four of those who have their sermon interpreted for guests, said that they usually use English as a secondary
language when preaching. Of the six pastors who were ministering outside of their dialect area, only two used
English, one spoke the dialect of the area where he was ministering, and the other three preached in their own
dialects.

Pastors who had led refugee churches in Ivory Coast reported a similar level of usage of English in those churches
as in their churches in Liberia. About one-fourth said they primarily used English while three-fourths used Grebo.

Table 32 shows the language or type of songbook used in church. Very few use Grebo song books. The Barrobo and
Glebo books that are still in use are very old and worn. The Catholic song books have mostly English songs but also
some in Klao, Grebo, Fanti, and Latin. Half of the pastors reported using English song books. Many congregations
do not use song books.

Table 32. Language or type of songbook
used in church

Language or type of song book Number

English 22

English and Barrobo books 2

Catholic (English, etc.) 2

Barrobo 1

Glebo 1

Destroyed 3

None 17

Total 48

Table 33 shows which languages pastors said their congregations use when singing. Most pastors mentioned two or
three languages or dialects while some mentioned as many as seven. Nearly all pastors said their congregation uses the
congregants’ own dialect. Over three-fourths said their congregation uses English. Klao songs are sung in twenty
congregations, primarily those in the westernmost dialects. Barrobo is the Grebo dialect that congregations most
commonly use for singing in addition to their own dialect. Glebo is also commonly used for singing, especially in the
Wedabo and Sabo areas. The use of Glebo songs in the Sabo area might be due to the presence of Glebo owned sugar
cane farms in the Sabo region. Various E Je dialects were mentioned by eight pastors with Chedepo being the dialect
mentioned most often.
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Table 33. Language and dialects used for singing in church

Dialect area of congregation
Singing
language

Buah Chedepo Ketiepo Webbo Sabo Barrobo S Tuobo Trembo Glebo Jabo Wedabo Kplebo Total

Own 2 4 2 5 5 3 3 3 3 9 7 46

English 1 4 1 2 4 3 1 3 2 9 7 37

Klao 1 1 3 1 8 6 20

Barrobo 1 3 1 3 4 3 1 3 19

Glebo 1 3 1 1 6 1 13

Chedepo 1 3 1 5

Trembo 1 2 3

Palipo 1 1 1 3

Gbepo 2 2

Nyabo 1 1 2

Wedabo 2 2

Fanti 1 1 2

E Je, French, General Grebo, Jabo, Latin, Sabo, Tienpo, Tuobo each mentioned once

Total
respondents

2 4 2 5 5 4 1 3 3 3 9 7 48

Only four of the Grebo pastors said the Grebo New Testament is read in church, two Chedepo pastors and two Sabo
pastors. All the other pastors, including two other Chedepo pastors use only the English Bible. However, over
nine-tenths of the pastors who were interviewed said they translate the Bible text into Grebo orally after reading it in
English.

When asked which dialect should be the next one to have the New Testament, most pastors mentioned their own
dialect. Some pastors mentioned several dialects. Table 34 shows the number of pastors who mentioned each dialect
including whether the dialect is their own dialect, the dialect of the congregation where he is ministering but not his
own dialect, or whether it is another dialect.

Table 34. Dialects preferred by pastors for next Grebo New Testament

Preferred dialect Own dialect Dialect of cong. Others

Barrobo 3 1 3

Klao 0 0 3

Glebo 2 1 3

N. Tuobo 0 0 2

Ketiepo 1 0 1

Nitiembo 0 0 1

Nyabo 0 0 1

Palipo 0 0 1

Webbo 4 0 1

Buah 1 1 0

Kplebo 5 1 0

Wedabo 9 0 0

Total 25 4 16

The dialects which are most likely to be able to reach speakers of several dialects are those which were chosen by
the largest number of pastors for whom the dialect is neither their own nor the dialect of their congregation. These
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dialects include: Barrobo, Klao, Glebo, and Northern Tuobo. Barrobo was chosen by speakers of Sabo and Trembo.
Klao was chosen by speakers of Kplebo; Glebo by speakers of Barrobo, Jabo, and Trembo; and Northern Tuobo by
speakers of Sabo.

Table 35 shows the number of pastors who said they would prefer that the Old Testament were written in Chedepo
before the New Testament was written in another dialect of Grebo. Over four-fifths of the pastors said that it was
more important that the New Testament be written in another dialect first. Of those who said they preferred the
Chedepo Old Testament to be translated first, one was Wedabo and the others were Chedepo. The Wedabo pastor
currently reads from the English Bible in church. The Klao pastor and two of the six Kplebo pastors said they would
prefer the Old Testament be translated into Klao before any other Grebo New Testaments.

Table 35. Preference of pastors for translation of Old Testament
or New Testament

New or Old Testament Number Percent

Grebo OT 5 10.2%

Klao OT 3 6.1%

Other Grebo NT 41 83.7%

Total 49 100.0%

During the group questionnaire in the Trembo area, several pastors attended. They felt rather strongly that the four
Grebo dialects in Grand Kru County: Jabo, Trembo, Wedabo, and Kplebo should have a joint New Testament
translation even though speakers of these dialects sometimes have difficulty understanding each other. They based
this recommendation on the churches from those dialects being in the same church district and frequently having
meetings involving speakers of those four dialects.

Grebo and English are both used in worship services. Grebo is usually the dominant language for preaching
although most pastors use some English in their sermons. Songbooks, when used, are usually in English. Most
congregations sing choruses in their own Grebo dialect and one or two other Grebo dialects. Barrobo and Glebo are
frequently used for singing by speakers of other dialects. The vast majority of pastors use the English Bible. Most
pastors said that it is a higher priority to have the New Testament translated into other Grebo dialects than to do an
Old Testament translation. While most pastors said that their own dialect or the dialect of their congregation is the
next one which should have a New Testament, several mentioned other dialects. Barrobo, Glebo, and Northern
Tuobo were the dialects recommended for translation most often by speakers of other Grebo dialects.

5 RECORDED TEXT TEST (RTT) RESULTS

The results for the Grebo Recorded Text Test (RTT) are presented in table 36. The first number is the mean score
for all speakers of the dialect who listened to a story. A maximum score of forty was possible for each story.
According to Casad (1974:46) scores of over 85% almost certainly indicate adequate intelligibility while scores
between 75% and 85% may do so. According to this standard, mean scores of thirty-four and above probably
indicate adequate comprehension. Mean scores between 28 and 33 indicate marginal comprehension. Marginal
comprehension means that speakers of that dialect could probably learn to read the variety if their attitude towards it
was very positive and if special efforts were made in literacy classes to help them overcome the barriers to
comprehension. Scores of twenty-seven or less probably indicate inadequate comprehension. These cutoff points
should not be used too strictly however. “(T)he interpretation of RTT results according to numerical cutoff points
may be misleading in that it forces sharp distinctions where things are often fuzzy, and it encourages overconfidence
in numbers which are, in truth only approximations.” (O’Leary 1993:15)

The number in square brackets is the number of respondents who listened to each story. The researchers tried to
have ten people listen to each story for those dialects which seemed to have potential to be chosen as a standard for a
written form for that dialect.

The number in parentheses is the standard deviation. This figure indicates how similar or different the scores were
from one another. When inherent comprehension is measured, all respondents are expected to score similarly.
Standard deviations of about four or less indicate that inherent comprehension was probably measured. Standard
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deviations greater than four indicate more diversity in the scores. This may mean that some respondents may have
acquired comprehension of the dialect so that they understand it better than they would if only inherent
comprehension were measured. For example, both the Trembo and the Webbo speakers had a mean of thirty-four on
the Chedepo story. However, the standard deviation for Webbo is 8.9 indicating spread of scores which is probably
due to acquired comprehension while that for Trembo is 3.8 indicating little or no acquired comprehension. Thus,
the level of inherent comprehension for Trembo is just in the adequate range while the level of inherent
comprehension for Webbo is probably actually lower than thirty-four with some people having acquired a higher
level of comprehension of Chedepo which raised the mean.

Table 36. Mean scores of respondents from Grebo dialects on Grebo RTT stories

Dialect of story

Dialect OWN Chedepo Tépo Webbo Sabo Barrobo Trembo Jabo Glebo Other Klao

Kplebo 40 [10]
(0.0)

26 [5]
(9.7)

23 [5]
(5.5)

36 [7]
(6.8)

28 [6]
(9.7)

21 [4]
(3.0)

36 [9]
(3.8)
Wd

23 [9]
(8.6)

Wedabo 40 [10]
(0.4)

30 [2]

(0.0)

20 [2]
(19.7)

36 [10]
(4.9)

37 [10]
(3.3)

13 [2]
(1.4)

39 [9]
(1.2)
Kp

24 [10]
(7.4)

Glebo 39 [10]
(2.0)

25 [6]
(9.8)

28 [10]
(7.1)

19 [6]
(6.9)

22 [3]
(8.7)

37 [9]
(3.3)

39 [10]
(2.0)

Jabo 40 [10]
(0.4)

19 [6]
(6.9)

21 [10]
(8.9)

31 [7]
(6.2)

39 [7]
(1.5)

40 [10]

(0.4)

38 [10]
(3.6)

Trembo 40 [10]
(0.0)

34 [10]
(3.8)

35 [10]
(4.3)

40 [10]
(0.0)

29 [10]
(5.9)

Barrobo 40 [10]
(0.7)

33 [10]
(4.2)

13 [3]
(11.3)

38 [10]
(4.7)

40 [10]
(0.5)

25 [3]
(8.2)

14 [10]
(4.4)

Sabo 40 [9]
(0.0)

36 [10]
(3.7)

28 [10]
(3.8)

33 [8]
(3.6)

40 [9]
(0.0)

33 [10]
(6.0)

23 [8]
(7.0)

Ketiepo 37 [10]
(2.5)

24 [10]
(5.5)

37 [5]
(2.0)

39 [5]
(1.3)

26 [2]
(2.8)

Webbo 39 [10]
(1.3)

34 [10]
(8.9)

32 [10]
(5.6)

39 [10]
(1.3)

38 [7]
(2.2)

27 [6]
(8.4)

28 [7]
(5.5)

Chedepo 39 [10]
(1.3)

39 [10]
(1.3)

20 [10]
(7.2)

12 [9]
(6.9)

Buah/Fopo 39 [12]
(1.9)

36 [10]
(3.5)

22 [10]
(9.2)

17 [7]
(13.1)

16 [11]
(11.6)

The first figure is the mean out of 40 possible points. The figure in square brackets is the number of subjects taking
that test. The figure in parentheses is the standard deviation.

For all dialects, the mean scores for the story in the respondents’ own dialect was 39 or 40.

According to Casad’s criteria, speakers of Trembo, Sabo, Ketiepo, Webbo, and Buah/Fopo have a high enough
comprehension of Chedepo that they could use the Chedepo New Testament. Speakers of Barrobo and Wedabo had
marginal comprehension of Chedepo. The scores for Webbo and Barrobo probably indicate some acquired
comprehension due to the standard deviation being greater than four. The mean for Wedabo is not reliable since it is
only based on two respondents’ performances. Only two people were tested because Wedabo speakers had indicated
that they cannot understand Chedepo.

The Tépo story was marginally comprehended by speakers of Glebo, Sabo, and Webbo which indicates that
speakers of these dialects might be able to use Tépo Scriptures if their attitudes are positive enough.
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The Webbo story was adequately understood by speakers of Ketiepo and was marginally understood by speakers of
Sabo.

The Sabo story was adequately understood by speakers of Barrobo, Ketiepo, and Webbo. For Barrobo the standard
deviation was greater than four, so the inherent comprehension may be lower than the mean indicates.

The Barrobo story was adequately understood by speakers of Trembo. It was marginally understood by speakers of
Sabo and Jabo. For each dialect the standard deviation was greater than four, so the inherent comprehension may be
lower than the means indicate.

The Trembo story was adequately understood by speakers of Jabo, Kplebo, and Wedabo; however, the scores for
Kplebo and Wedabo had standard deviations greater than four, so the inherent comprehension may be lower than the
means indicate.

The Jabo story was adequately understood by speakers of Wedabo and Glebo. It was marginally understood by
speakers of Kplebo. For Kplebo, the standard deviation was greater than four, so the inherent comprehension may be
lower than the mean indicates.

The Glebo story was adequately understood by speakers of Jabo. It was marginally understood by speakers of
Trembo and Webbo. For Trembo and Webbo, the standard deviation was greater than four, so the inherent
comprehension may be lower than the means indicate.

The Wedabo and Kplebo stories were each adequately understood by speakers of the other dialect.

The Klao story was not adequately understood by speakers of any dialect. The Klao story was told in the dialect into
which the Klao Scriptures are being translated. However, in this dialect, tones often move onto other lexical items.
In the orthography, words are written with their underlying tone. This shifting of tone in the spoken form of the
language may have resulted in low comprehension. It is possible that the written form of Klao may be easier for
some Grebo speakers to understand than the oral form.

The results of the Grebo RTT tend to confirm the reports of respondents about which dialects they understand well
and which they do not.

6 LINGUISTIC COMPARISONS

6.1 LEXICOSTATISTICS

The percent of apparent cognates from the word lists elicited during the workshop are shown in table 37. Items
which were not included in the calculation of percent cognates were compound words in Grebo (39 words), items
which were unknown in Grebo (eight words) and items for which two or more transcription groups choose different
lexical items in Grebo to represent the gloss (forty words). Because some of the participants were not present for the
whole workshop, complete lists were not obtained for all dialects. When a participant was not sure of the correct
word in their dialect, no entry was made. The percent cognates are based on 147 to 235 lexical items out of the
original list of 322.
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Table 37. Percent of apparent cognates in word lists from fifteen Grebo dialects

Tépo

95 Plapo

85 83 Webbo #1

86 82 90 Webbo #2

79 81 82 80 Glebo

77 77 79 82 85 Jabo #1

76 78 79 81 87 95 Jabo #2

77 78 79 85 81 87 84 Trembo #1

76 78 80 82 82 87 89 93 Trembo #2

74 77 79 85 79 85 83 91 87 Barrobo

79 77 84 87 83 88 88 91 89 90 Yederabo

75 76 83 82 80 83 82 85 86 88 85 Sabo #1

78 80 80 82 80 83 85 85 88 88 86 95 Sabo #2

74 77 79 80 79 82 82 84 83 87 89 89 88 Chedepo #2

72 75 79 78 78 79 79 83 82 85 85 91 87 96 Chedepo #1

74 74 81 80 79 80 81 83 83 86 84 91 86 94 98 Klepo

76 74 80 82 79 82 83 85 84 88 87 86 86 92 89 89 Buah

72 74 76 77 75 80 80 80 80 83 89 82 83 88 86 89 95 Fopo

72 74 77 80 77 82 80 87 84 85 90 80 80 82 80 81 86 83 Wedabo

73 73 77 80 75 81 82 88 86 88 88 84 85 88 85 84 90 90 90 Kplebo

This study resulted in percent cognates which are significantly higher than those obtained by Ingemann. Most
percents were approximately ten percent higher. One reason may be that by determining the phonetic
correspondences, more words were shown to be cognates. Another reason is that by eliciting the lists in groups, it
was clear when two elicitation groups interpreted the item differently and gave different forms in Grebo. Ideally the
team should have reelicited each of those words, but because time did not allow, such items were not counted. A
third reason may be that by eliciting in groups people were influenced by speakers of other dialects to give a cognate
form when actually the best word in their dialect for that item was not a cognate. Observing the dynamics in the
groups, it seemed that this rarely happened since when participants gave input to others about how to say a word in
their dialect, it was more often telling them that they used a dissimilar word.

While eliciting the lists, it was noted that the verbs seemed to show a higher percent of cognates than other items. A
separate calculation was done on the sixty-eight verbs in the list. The percent cognates for verbs were on the average
five percent higher than the percent cognates for all the lexical items in the list.

Cluster tree calculations were done on the results from Ingemann and from the current study. These show which
dialects show the highest average level of cognates and thus show the greatest potential for being grouped together
based on lexical similarity. The cluster tables for the two studies are shown in figure 1 and figure 2. The branch
average method was used in which a dialect is shown to join an already existing cluster at the level of the average of
percent cognates shared with each dialect in the cluster.
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100 99 98 97 96 95 94 93 92 91 90 89 88 87 86 85 84 83 82 81 80 79 78 76 75 74 73 72 71

Sabo 1

Sabo 2

Klepo

Chedepo 1

Chedepo 2

Fopo

Buah

Kplebo

Wedabo Kplebo

Barrobo

Yederabo

Trembo 1

Trembo 2

Jabo 1

Jabo 2

Glebo

Webbo 1

Webbo 2

Plapo

Tépo

Figure 1. Cluster tree showing groupings for current study using branch average calculations.

Figure 1 shows the tree that results from the current study. Chedepo, Klepo, and Sabo group together with an
average of eighty-nine percent apparent cognates. Barrobo, Yederabo, and Trembo group together at ninety-one
percent apparent cognates as do Kplebo, Fopo, and Buah. These two groups group together with each other and
Wedabo at eighty-seven percent. All of the preceding dialects group together with eighty-five percent apparent
cognates. Jabo and Glebo group together at eighty-eight percent. Webbo, Plapo, and Tépo group together at
eighty-five percent apparent cognates.

As has been already mentioned, results from Ingemann’s study showed lower percents of apparent cognates. A
branch average cluster tree for the Ingemann data is shown in figure 2. Note that the scale is different in the two
figures.

The lexical groupings in the two trees are similar for most dialects. The Sabo and Chedepo clusters group together at
rather high percentage of cognates. Trembo and Barrobo group at high percentages with dialects of what is called
the A Wià group by the Grebo Literacy Association. In both studies, this cluster then groups with a cluster
containing Wedabo and Kplebo before grouping with other clusters. In both studies Jabo and Glebo group together
at rather high percentages but only group with other clusters at lower percentage. Webbo is shown in both studies to
be the dialect which is least like other Grebo dialects. In the present study it is grouped with Tépo and Plapo before
it grouped with other Liberian Grebo dialects.
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The greatest difference in the two studies was how Fopo and Buah grouped with other dialects. In the current study
the Fopo-Buah cluster groups with Kplebo and then with the Barrobo cluster before grouping with Chedepo. In the
Ingemann study, the Fopo Buah cluster groups with the Chedepo cluster before other clusters. In the current study,
the Buah-Fopo cluster would group with Kplebo at ninety percent and with the cluster Chedepo1-Chedepo2-Klepo
at eighty-nine percent (an insignificant difference). The dashed lines on the figure show the cluster tree that would
result if the latter grouping were made rather than the former. In this case the two studies yield the same dialect
clusters.

All the dialects cluster into one group at sixty-six in the Ingemann study and at seventy-nine percent in the current
study. These levels are the same as those between dialects of some languages which use one written form. Thus
based on lexical data alone one could not rule out all Grebo dialects using one written form. Since level of
comprehension between dialects shows that one written form could not serve all Grebo speakers, the groupings
above which are based on percent of apparent cognates, could provide some guidelines for grouping dialects for use
of a common written form. They could also provide insight into which dialects in such a group would face the most
difficulty in learning to read due to words which do not occur in their spoken variety.

100 98 96 94 92 90 88 86 84 82 80 78 76 74 72 70 68 66

Bua

Kitiapo

Wedabo Webbo

Kplebo

Gedebo

Gbolo

Nyenebo

Dorobo

Barrobo

Trembo

Glebo

Jabo

Nyabo

Wrelpo

Nitiabo

Sabo

Tuobo

Palipo

Gbepo

Chedepo

Jlepo

Tienpo

Klepo

Fopo

Figure 2. Cluster tree showing groupings for Ingemann’s study using branch average calculations.
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6.2 PHONETIC RULES

The word lists were also used to study the phonetic differences between the Grebo dialects. For the phonetic study
the full list of 322 words was used. Some patterns of phonetic correspondences were mentioned by those helping
with the elicitation. Other patterns were discovered only after using the COMPASS module of the Wordsurv
program.

6.2.1 TRANSCRIPTION DIFFICULTIES

The researchers had difficulty in accurately transcribing some features of Grebo phonology. Grebo, like other Kru
languages has nine vowels, two high, four mid, and three low. Two of the mid vowels are constricted. The Chedepo
orthography does not distinguish between vowels which are constricted and those which are not. The Tépo
orthography does distinguish between the restricted and unrestricted vowels. Thus, some of the word lists use seven
vowels and others nine. Sablatou was the most consistent in writing the constricted vowels. Sokan never wrote any.

Kru languages are reported to have three or four levels of tone. Grebo orthography distinguishes three tones: high,
mid, and low, leaving mid unmarked. Tépo orthography distinguishes four tones: high, mid, low, and low rising,
leaving mid unmarked. Sokan and Sablatou were most consistent in writing tone. The others usually wrote tone only
when it was distinctively high or low.

Plural is often formed in Grebo by changing the last vowel of the word to one that is a front vowel and is higher than
the vowel in the singular form. Several lexical items have the plural form as the root, using a suffix to indicate
singular. For a few words some groups chose to write the plural form while others chose to write the singular form,
not always indicating which they wrote. For such words the first few letters can be compared, but the last vowel is
often different.

Grebo has word initial consonant clusters which in fast speech often sound, as if a mid central vowel of very short
duration occurs between the first and second consonant of the cluster. In slower or more careful speech, the height
and frontness of the vowel can usually be determined. Transcriptions of words which have consonant clusters were
sometimes written with a vowel between the two consonants. It is possible that some dialects pronounce these words
as two syllables, while others pronounce them as only one.

Voiced alveolar consonants [d], [l], and [r] which occur intervocalically or as the second consonant in consonant
clusters were sometimes difficult to distinguish from one another. When followed by a nasal vowel, these
consonants become somewhat nasal in most dialects. In such cases it was difficult to distinguish between [d], [l], [r],
and [n].

Grebo has a labial velar nasal [�] which is written <ngm> in the E Je orthography. In addition, Grebo has
compound nasals, [nm], [mn], and [�n]. Due to slight differences in transcription, difficulties in distinguishing
between [�] and [mn] ���������� �������������	����!

In Grebo, the vowel following a nasal consonant is in most (perhaps all) cases nasalized. Such vowels were not
consistently marked as being nasal.

Since tone, nasalized vowels, constricted vowels, and nasalized consonant clusters were not consistently written, it
was difficult to determine any patterns of consistent differences between dialects which involve these features.
Correspondences in addition to the ones below may be found if a more careful transcription is done of the vowels
and tones.

6.2.2 PHONETIC CORRESPONDENCES

Several consistent patterns of phonetic differences were found between the various Grebo dialects. These have been
written as correspondences. These correspondences should not be considered to be definitive, but rather a starting
point for further phonetic and phonological study. While these correspondences indicate that one phone becomes
another, in most cases, the correspondence could have been written in the opposite direction since it was not
possible in this short study to determine the underlying form. Each correspondence is presented as follows: a
number, a name (where one was obvious), the correspondence, the dialects involved in each part of the
correspondence, a statement about any dialects which were not clearly in one or another part of a correspondence, a
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list of the English words in which the correspondence was manifest, a comment on the frequency of the phonemes in
Grebo, and a suggestion on how this correspondence could be handled in the orthography.

Correspondence 1 voicing of consonants preceding vowels with low tone
[p, t, k, s] � [b, d, g, z] / _ Vlow tone

all dialects � Jabo
Examples: fly, anteater, scorpion, plantain, coconut, chili pepper, mortar, palm butter, star(s), shame, morning, egg,
odor, dugout canoe, village, sit, search, dig, descend, wash up, forgive, take, shake, spider
In the case of [k] � [g] , Barrobo, Sabo, Glebo, Tépo, Plapo, and Trembo sometimes also follow this
correspondence.
egg, gold, village, dig
Occurs often.
Orthographic suggestion: Write the unvoiced form since voicing is predictable from the tone.

Correspondence 2
[�"] � [y]

all other dialects � Webbo, Glebo, Jabo, Tépo, Plapo
One dialect of Webbo sometimes had [�"] where the other had [y].
Examples: wood charcoal, seed, oil, palm tree, wife, man, forehead, eye, pipe, year, star(s), sea, flow, fill, wash,
climb, know, see, steal, want
Occurs often.
Orthographic suggestion: Write the <y> since it does not occur in dialects where the affricate occurs, but the
affricate does occur in the dialects which have the glide (see correspondence 3).

Correspondence 3
[�#] � [�"] � [y/g]

Sabo, Chedepo, Wedabo, Klepo, Kplebo � Glebo, Barrobo, Plapo, Tépo, Jabo � Webbo
Buah and Fopo usually had [�#] but occasionally had [�"]. Trembo usually had [�"] but occasionally had [�#]
Examples: butterfly, finger, day, medication, wound, pull
Occurs seldom.
Orthographic suggestion: Write to help avoid confusion with correspondence 2.

Correspondence 4 elision of [k]
[k] � [Ø]

All other dialects � Fopo, Buah
Examples: both dialects: rice, hump, back, bone, skin, house, cough, buffalo
only Buah: death, work, give birth
only Fopo: morning, gold
In several other words, [k] appears in some dialects but not others.
Variable occurrence of [k] in: cock/rooster, horse, builder, wasp, lizard, dirt/earth, ear
All dialects have [k] in cock/rooster, crab, tortoise, knee
Occurs moderately.
Orthographic suggestion: Write <k> but teach it as “silent” in Fopo and Buah.

Correspondence 5 voicing of [k] preceding nasals
[k] � [g] before nasal

all other dialects — Barrobo
Examples: chest, tomorrow, morning, plantain
Occurs rarely.
Orthographic suggestion: Write as <k> since the voicing is predictable by the rest of the word.

Correspondence 6
[dl] � [bl] � [db] � [s]� [ l] � [tl]

Wedabo, Sabo � Nyabo, Jabo, Yederabo � E Je, Buah, Fopo � Trembo, Barrobo, Dorobo �

Glebo, Webbo, Plapo, Tépo � Kplebo
Examples: head, rope, kill, urinate
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Correspondence 6 has a correlate which occurs when the following vowel is nasalized.
[tl] � [tn] � [tm] � [s] � [t] � [h]

Sabo � Wedabo, Kplebo � E Je � Trembo � Webbo � Tépo, Plapo, Glebo
Jabo is sometimes [tl], sometimes [tn]. Buah and Fopo are sometimes [tm] and sometimes [tn]. Barrobo and
Yederabo are sometimes [s] and sometimes [t]. Tépo, Plapo, and Glebo are sometimes [h] and sometimes [t].
Examples: saliva, salt, okra

A similar pattern involves mn (labial dental) and nm (dental labial) clusters.
[mn] � [nm] � [n]

Nyabo, Jabo, Glebo � E Je � Sabo, Webbo, Trembo, Barrobo
Examples: animal, bit (bite)

The changing of an alveolar into a labial in the second position of a cluster also occurs in the following clusters:
[jl] � [jb] in E Je and Fopo dialects for the word [sea]
[kl] � [kb] in E Je dialects for the word [bone]
[kn] � [km] in E Je dialects for the word [give birth]
[nyn] � [nm] in E Je dialects for the word [scratch]

In four words, [bl] occurs in all Grebo dialects: ‘dirt/earth’, ‘fall’, ‘sing’, and ‘sheep’.

Since [tl] never occurs with non-nasal vowels and [dl] never occurs with nasal vowels, it is possible that they are one
consonant cluster. Also, while the presentation of the correspondences indicates that these clusters are sometimes
realized as [l] or [t], they sometimes are realized as lVlV and tVtV.
Considering all related correspondences, it occurs moderately.
Orthographic suggestion: Kru has a similar phonetic correspondence in that the same word can be realized as [dra],
[dla], [la], and [dba] in different dialects. They write <dla> and teach that the <l> means that the tongue does extra
work. This could work for all the Grebo dialects except those realizing this phoneme as [s]. It seems that a separate
orthography would be needed for those dialects.

Correspondence 7 fricativisation of voiceless bilabial stop
[p] � [f]

all other dialects � Barrobo
Examples: cat, crocodile, rat, lizard, worm, grass, chili pepper, tobacco, neck, liver, gun, machete, rainbow, ash,
dust, ten, build, boil, search, lie down, cry out, cook, enter, wash up, thigh
Occurs frequently.
Orthographic suggestion: Write as <p> but teach it to be pronounced as [f] in Barrobo.

Correspondence 8
[s] � [h] � [$]� [$]/[h]

Chedepo, Sabo, Fopo, Buah, Jabo, Glebo � Tépo, Yederabo � Barrobo � Kplebo, Wedabo, Trembo, Webbo
Examples: snail, anteater, fish, snake, termite, worm, pestle, palm butter, scabies, lie, two, sharpen, choose, forget,
take
Three apparent loan words have [s] in every dialect: ‘horse’, ‘God’, and ‘bottle’. ‘Coconut’ also has [s] in some
words in which [s] does not usually occur, but other words have [h] as expected.
Occurs moderately.
Orthographic suggestion: Write <s> but teach to be pronounced as [h] or [$] in the other dialects.

Correspondence 9
[f] � [h] � [Ø] � [k]

Chedepo, Sabo, Fopo, Buah, Jabo, Glebo � Webbo, Tépo, Plapo � Barrobo, Dorobo, Trembo, Yederabo �

Kplebo, Wedabo
There is some variation within the middle two groups.
Examples: pierce, fly, flesh, comb
Note that those dialects which have an [s] as a result of correspondence 8 and have an [f] as a result of
correspondence 9. Most of the other dialects have [h] or [Ø] as a result of both correspondences.
Occurs rarely.
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Orthographic suggestion: Write as <f> but teach it to be pronounced as [h], [Ø], or [k] in other dialects. While it
seems that it would be difficult to teach people to pronounce <f> as [k], the rarity of this consonant may make it
feasible to do so.

Correspondence 10
[g] � [k] � [w]

Barrobo, Dorobo, (Jabo, Trembo) — Kplebo, Wedabo, Yederabo — All others
In Jabo and Trembo this correspondence is sometimes realized as [g] and sometimes as [w].
Examples: goat, leaf, cola nut, week, finish, fight (v.), hide (v.), cry (weep), twenty, vomit
Occurs moderately.
Orthographic suggestion: Since both [w] and [k] occur frequently in Grebo, but [g] does not occur at all in many
dialects (except in the consonant cluster gb) it may be best to write as <g> and teach others to pronounce it as [k] or
[w].

While marking of nasal vowels was not always consistent, both transcribers working with Webbo speakers noticed
in a number of words Webbo nasal vowels where all other dialects have non-nasal vowels. Examples: crab, tortoise
(many other examples exist). Webbo also has some non-nasal vowels where other dialects have nasal vowels.
Examples: yam, buffalo

Vowel insertion occurs when the first consonant of a cluster is elided. Correspondences 4, 8, and 9 sometimes result
in the elision of the first consonant of a consonant cluster. When this occurs, a vowel is usually inserted before the
second consonant resulting in a two syllable word. For example [sn
%] ‘fish’ in Sabo becomes [
%n
%] in Barrobo and
Trembo. Another way of expressing this correspondence is that the vowel that is underlyingly present between the
two consonants of a cluster is fully realized if the first consonant is elided.

The E Je orthography conforms to the orthographic suggestions given above except for the ones for correspondences
2, 6, and 10.

Some of the phonetic differences could cause greater difficulties in standardizing dialects than others.
Correspondences 6 and 9 would probably cause major difficulties, especially for the dialects for which
correspondence 6 yields [s] and for which correspondence 9 yields [k]. Correspondences 4, 8, and 9 will cause
moderate difficulties for those dialects for which these correspondences yield [Ø]. The other correspondences will
probably cause only minor difficulty.

Figure 3 shows a mapping of the ten phonetic correspondences. The lines for the portions of correspondences 6 and
9 which could cause major difficulties are very thick. Correspondences 4, 8, and the portion of correspondence 9
which could cause moderate difficulties are shown with a medium line. The other correspondences are shown with
thin lines.
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Figure 3. Graphic representation of phonetic correspondences.

E Je and Sabo have only one minor difference. E Je also has one difference with the Buah /Fopo group, but it is
moderate. Kplebo, Wedabo, and Trembo each have three differences between themselves and E Je. In each case two
are of moderate or greater difficulty. Glebo has three minor differences with E Je. Webbo, Jabo, Yederabo, and
Dorobo each have four differences between themselves and E Je. For Jabo all are minor. For Webbo, one is
moderate and three are minor. For Yederabo, two are moderate. For Dorobo two are moderate and one major.
Barrobo has six differences with E Je, one of which is major and two moderate. The dialects which would find the E
Je orthography easiest to use are Sabo, Buah, and Fopo. Other dialects which may be able to use the E Je
orthography would be Webbo, Glebo, and Jabo. Since all of the other dialects have at least two moderate
differences, they would probably have considerable difficulty using E Je materials.

Tépo and Plapo have only one phonetic difference with Webbo. They have two phonetic differences with Glebo, one
moderate. Tépo and Plapo have three phonetic differences with Yederabo, Jabo, and Dorobo. With Yederabo, all
three are minor, with Jabo one is moderate, and with Dorobo one is major. With all other dialects Tépo and Plapo
have at least five differences at least one of which is moderate. The dialect which would find the Tépo and Plapo
orthographies easiest to use is Webbo. Speakers of Glebo, Jabo, and Yederabo might also be able to use the Tépo
and Plapo orthographies.

Phonetically, Dorobo, Trembo, and Barrobo are quite similar to each other, having only minor differences between
them. Yederabo may also be grouped with these dialects.

Kplebo and Wedabo have only one minor difference between their dialects. Between themselves and other dialects
there are always at least one major and one moderate difference. Trembo only has two differences with these two
dialects while E Je has three. Jabo has six differences.

Table 38 shows groupings of the Grebo dialects based on phonology. Only the dialects involved in the phonetic
study are shown. Other dialects, which other writings have indicated are closely related to the dialects listed, could
probably be included in each group. For example, group 1 would also contain the other E Je dialects and the dialects
closely related to Sabo.
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Table 38. Dialect groupings based on phonology

Dialects Phonetic differences within group

1 Chedepo, Buah, Fopo, Sabo [k] � [Ø], [db] — [dl]

2 Jabo, Glebo [l] � [bl], [p, t, k, s] � [b, d, g, z] in low toned syllables

3 Barrobo, Dorobo, Trembo [p] � [f], [j] � [ch], [k] � [g] / _nasal

4 Kplebo, Wedabo [dl] � [tl]

5 Webbo (Tépo materials) [j] � [y] or [g]

Yederabo does not clearly fit into any of these five groups. It has two minor and one moderate difference with
Kplebo and Wedabo, four minor differences with Tépo and Plapo, one major and one minor difference with Dorobo
and three minor and two moderate differences each with Jabo and Glebo. These differences are more than those that
exist within most groups but fewer than those that exist between any two groups.

The lack of clarity about how Yederabo fits phonetically into the above groupings also raises questions about how
Dediebo, Gbolo, Gedebo, Nyerabo, and Southern Tuobo fit phonetically.

6.2.3 AREAS FOR FURTHER PHONETIC AND PHONOLOGICAL STUDIES

The phonetic correspondences proposed here should be tested with the other Grebo subdialects before deciding to
which orthographic group they belong. Such testing is especially essential for the dialects which the Grebo Literacy
Association and others have indicated are similar to Yederabo: Dediebo, Gbolo, Gedebo, Nyerabo, and Southern
Tuobo.

More careful transcriptions focusing on tone, nasalization, and constricted vowels should be done at least within
each orthographical group to determine whether any other phonetic or phonological differences occur.

Any development work in these orthographic groups should be accompanied by a more thorough study of the
phonological relationships between the dialects within each cluster. The Grebo English Dictionary (1998) could be
used as a source of additional lexical items which would contain the phonemes which occur in the correspondences.

6.3 GRAMMATICAL COMPARISON

The elicitation of phrases, clauses, and sentences to compare the grammatical similarities and differences between
the Grebo dialects showed that many differences occur between the grammars of the various dialects. Because many
of the sentences and clauses were so different between the different dialects, it was difficult to determine patterns of
similarity. Certainly some of the differences were caused by communication difficulties between the transcriber and
the speakers of the dialects; however, even dialects in the same elicitation group yielded quite different results for
the same clause.

It appears that some groups were strongly influenced by the form of the English clause. The Tépo transcription
which was done by S. Sablatou who had assisted in the Tépo translation work showed the greatest variation from
English clause structure. Using his translation training, he probably expressed the English concepts more naturally
in his dialect than the other participants did in theirs. This may indicate that the word order of the elicitations of the
other dialects should not be relied upon heavily. For example, an English sentence was given SubjectPronoun +
Verb + ObjectPronoun. In the Tépo translation, the sentence was written SubjectPronoun + ObjectPronoun + Verb.
For all the other dialects the sentence was written using the English word order. Another English sentence had the
form: SubjectPronoun + Verb + IndirectObjectPronoun + DirectObject. While all the other dialects followed this
word order, Tépo had the form: SubjectPronoun + IndirectObjectPronoun + Verb + DirectObject.

The following tables show some of the similarities and differences between grammatical structures and grammatical
particles of the Grebo dialects.

Table 39 shows the variety of subject pronouns which occur in Grebo dialects. Only for three pronouns do all
dialects agree: first person plural, third person singular animate, and third person singular inanimate. The differences
in the subject pronouns, especially for third person plural are quite minor and would probably not cause much
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difficulty. Differences occur between the dialects in the classification of what is animate and what is inanimate. For
example, in Wedabo, a bench is considered animate, while it is not in most other dialects.

Table 39. Subject Pronouns

Singular Plural

First ��, �% (Wd), �
 (Gl), �� (Tp) ��

Second ��, ne (Gl), �� (Tp) a, o (Wb)

Third (animate) � u/o, �% (Wd), & (Tp)

Third (inanimate) 
 i/e, �� (Wd)

Table 40 shows the variety in direct object pronouns in the Grebo dialects. The differences in direct object pronouns
are much greater than those for subject pronouns. For first and second person, some dialects use an alveolar
consonant (northern and central) while others use a bilabial (usually southern and western). In the third person, all
dialects but Jabo use an alveolar consonant and in general a similar vowel. The third person pronouns are nasalized
in Tépo, Kplebo, and Glebo but not in other dialects.

Table 40. Direct Object Pronouns

Singular Plural

First 
��
 (S,Tr,Br,Dr,Wb), ele (Ch), mo
(Wd,J,Yd), �'� (Tp,Fo), �
 (Gl)

��
 (S,Tr,Br,Wb), ale (Ch), amo (Wd,J,Yd),
���' (Tp), ��
 (Gl)

Second 
�
 (S,Tr,Br,Wb), 	�� (Ch), mo (Wd,J), �'
(Tp,Fo), �
� (Gl)

��
 (S,Tr,Br), ene(Wb), ale (Ch), amo (J),
ame (Gl), ���' (Tp,Fo), ��� (Wd)

Third (animate) 	� (Wb,Ch,S,Tr,Br,Bu,Wd), nyo (Tp), ����
(Gl,Kp), yoo(J)

lu (Tr,Wd,Br,D,Y,Fo), 	�% (Ch), lo (Wb), 	�

(S), nyu (Tp), none (Gl,Kp), u (J)

Third (inanimate) 	
 (Wb,Ch,S,Tr,Bu,Wd, Br,D, Y), nye (Tp),
�
�� (Gl,Kp)

nyi (Tp) not elicited for other dialects

Table 41 shows the variety in indirect object pronouns in the Grebo dialects. The differences in these pronouns are
of a similar magnitude as those for direct object pronouns. For first and second person, the pronoun is usually
simply a vowel or a bilabial nasal consonant and a vowel. In several dialects the plural of first and second person are
formed by inserting /a/ before the singular form of the pronoun. In the third person, the pronouns in all dialects but
Jabo have a nasal alveolar consonant.

Table 41. Indirect Object Pronouns

Singular Plural

First e (Wb,Ch,Fo,Br), 
 (S,Wd,Tr), mo (J), ��
(Gl), m'� ( (Tp)

a (Wb,Ch,S,Br,Wd,Tr,Fo), amo (J), ��� (Gl),
���' (Tp)

Second �� (Ch), 
 (S,Wd,Tr), �� (Wb,Gl), no (Fo,Br),
mo (J), �' (Tp)

a (S,Fo,Br,Wd,Tr,D,Kp), no (Wb), na (Ch),
amo (J,Gl,), ��m' (Tp)

Third (animate) �� (Wb,S,Fo,Tr,Gl), nyo (Tp), no
(Ch,Br,Y,Wd,Ny), o (J)

nu (S,Br,Wd,Tr), u (Ch,Fo), no (Wb,Gl), o (J),
nyu (Tp)

Third (inanimate) �
, nye (Tp), 
 (J), ne (Gl) nyi (Tp) not elicited for other dialects

Table 42 shows the variety in possessive pronouns in the Grebo dialects. The differences in possessive pronouns are
of nearly the same magnitude as those for direct object pronouns. For first and second person singular, the pronoun
is usually an alveolar or bilabial consonant followed by a vowel. In several dialects, the plural of first and second
person are formed by inserting /a/ before the singular form of the pronoun. For third person animate, many of the
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dialects use a low back vowel for singular and a higher vowel for plural. For third person inanimate singular most
dialects use a low front vowel.

Table 42. Possessive pronouns

Singular Plural

First ��� (Tp,Gl,J), ne (Wb,Ch), �
 (Tr,Wd,Kp,Y,
Bu), �� (Fo), mo (Br)

a (Ch,Wb,Tr,Wd,Gl,J), �� (S), ���� (Tp), an

(Fo,Kp), hai (Br)

Second �
� (Wb,Bu,Ch,Tr,Wd), bo (S), ��� (Tp,Gl,J),
m�/mo (Br,Pl,D)

�� (Tr,Wd,Gl,Fo,D,J,Wb), a (S), ���� (Tp), ���

(Bu,Kp), ���� (Br)

Third (animate) � (all others), ��� (Br), �� (Tp), ��� (Kp) o (Wb,S,Tr,Wd,Gl,J,Y), u (Ch,Fo,D,Kp,Br),
���� (Tp)

Third (inanimate) 
 (all others), 
�� (Br), 
�
 (Kp), �� (Tp)

Table 43 shows the variation in demonstratives. In most Grebo dialects it was clear that there were two
demonstratives—one for near and one for far. However, in the transcriptions for Webbo and Glebo, it was difficult
to perceive a pattern, so Glebo has no entry in the table, and Webbo only has one for the demonstrative indicating
far. The far demonstrative shows the most unity between the groups, being transcribed by six dialects as a suffix
beginning with n followed by a mid-back vowel. Two other dialects also had a mid-back vowel in the suffix. The
near demonstrative had six realizations which exhibited great variety.

Table 43. Demonstratives

this / these -na (S,Br), -a (Ch,Bu), -ni (J), -	
 (Tr), -�
 (Wd), -gbo (Tp)

that / those -no (Wb,S,Bu,Br,Tr), -�' (Tp), -o (Ch), -nee (J), -lo (Wd)

The tense and aspect constructions of the verbs had considerable variation between the different dialects. No
generalizations are presented here since only one verb was used in the construction, and such great variety of
realizations occured that it was difficult to see any patterns. A study of the difference between verb constructions in
the dialects is needed.

The verb [is] shows significant similarity between the dialects. For most dialects it is realized as /moo/ or a close
variant /���/ or /��%/. For Trembo and Wedabo, it is realized as /w�%/. For the negative, most dialects use /se/ [is not]
or the phonological variant /he/ or /e/. However Kplebo and Wedabo use /na/ and Tépo and Webbo use /de/.
Although phonetically Glebo usually has /s/ where Chedepo, Sabo, and Jabo do, in this instance Glebo has /y/.

The question forms which were elicited showed great variety except for the simple yes/no question “Did you eat?”
Table 44 shows the structure and the lexical item used by each dialect. All forms include the basic form [�����
] ‘he
eats’. Nine dialects preceded this phrase with a one or two syllable word usually beginning with a bilabial
consonant. The other dialects followed the phrase with a single syllable word beginning with an alveolar consonant.

Table 44. Structure and question word used in yes/no question

Structure Question word used

Word preceding [�����
] ��� (Wb), be (Tp), ble (J), de (S), pe (Dr,Wd,Tr), pee (Ny), �
 (Gl)

Word following [�����
] �
� (Ch,Kl), �
 (Br), ne (Kp,Bu), lii (Fo)

Table 45 shows some of the conjunctions used in Grebo. All of the Grebo dialects use conjunctions “and” and “or”
to join nouns either as subjects or as objects. There is no “and” conjunction for verbs or clauses. If two verbs would
be conjoined in English using “and,” in Grebo, the appropriate pronoun is inserted followed by the second verb
resulting in a series of clauses. The conjunction “but” in Grebo is used between two contrasting clauses. The
conjunction “or” also seemed to exist for joining clauses, but the concept was difficult to elicit. The greatest
diversity occurs in the item “or” for nouns while the least occurs for the item “but.”
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Table 45. Some conjunctions in Grebo

and (nouns) �� (Tp,J,Gl,Ny,Wb), ee (Bu,Br,Tr,Wd), je (S,Kp), kee (Ch)

or (nouns) �( (Tp), pe (Dr,Tr,Wd), be (S), �
�� dee (Wb), �� (Ch,Kl), oo (Br), tate (Kp), ta d�� (Bu),
hee (J), bane ���� (Gl)

but (clauses) (�

 (Tp,Ch,Kl,S,Dr), ke (Tr,Wd,J,Br), an (Bu)

While some of the differences noted during the survey workshop may be due to poor elicitation techniques, it seems
that many significant grammatical differences do exist. The apparent diversity in grammatical constructions in the
Grebo dialects indicates that before any further translation and literacy work is begun, and indeed before final
decisions are made about which dialects can be grouped together for one written form, a careful study should be
done of the grammatical differences between the dialects which have potential to be grouped together based on other
criteria.

6.4 TRANSLATION OF A BIBLE TEXT

The workshop participants translated Titus 3:4–5 from the Chedepo Grebo New Testament into their own dialects.
They were asked to work with several dialects in one group to try to do a translation which would serve the speakers
of two or three dialects. The groups were:

(1) Wedabo, Trembo
(2) Barrobo, Dorobo, Trembo, Yederabo
(3) Glebo, Jabo
(4) Buah, Chedepo, Fopo, Klepo, Palipo
(5) Sabo
(6) Webbo

Three of the groups worked independently with little or no assistance from a linguist or someone who knows the
Grebo orthography well. In addition, no translation training was given during the workshop. Thus the transcriptions
should be considered to provide only a rough idea of the differences that may exist between translations in two
dialects.

For the most part, the translations done in the workshop closely followed the word order of the Chedepo translation.
The phonetic and grammatical differences noted previously were evident in the translations. Some of the groups
indicated in their translations when the speakers of the various dialects in their group could not find a way to express
the idea which would be common to all the dialects. Other groups did not make such notations. Four of the groups
changed a whole phrase, but throughout the greatest part of the text, only individual words were altered. The group,
including Buah, Fopo, and the E Je dialects, said they had considered some changes but later decided that the
translation was acceptable as it was.

Table 46 shows the number of words which differed from the original, the number which show a difference other
than those predicted by the grammatical and phonetic correspondences shown previously, the number of phrases
which were altered completely, the total number of words for which a difference was noted between dialects in a
group, and the number where the difference between dialects in a group was not accounted for by the grammatical
and phonetic changes noted previously. The original text had seventy-eight words. When comparing transcriptions
done by S. Sablatou to the original text, the constricted vowels were not counted as different from those which are
not. Also, differences in vowel length and tone were not counted as different. Words which differed only by one
degree of vowel height were counted different in the first column but not in the second. Most translations had one or
two additional or omitted words. Such words were counted as words with nonpredicted differences. In contrast the
Glebo translation had about ten missing words (accounting for two of their changed phrases). This accounts in part
for the high number of words with nonpredicted differences.
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Table 46. Differences from Chedepo translation of Titus 3:4–5

Group Words with
differences

Words with
nonpredicted
differences

Whole phrases
changed

Differences btwn
dialects in the

group

Nonpredicted
differences btwn

dialects

1 Wedabo, … 46 18 1 6 2

2 Barrobo, … 35 8 0 17 3

3 Glebo 49 23 3 0 0

4 Buah,… 0 0 0 0 0

5 Sabo 37 10 1 - -

6 Webbo 39 17 2 - -

First, it is significant and encouraging that approximately half of the words for each of the translations are identical
to the original. Second, the fact that the differences between dialects in a group were fewer than the differences
between the translation and the original text is an encouraging sign that the proposed groupings are viable. Groups
three and four produced translations which indicated no differences between dialects; this does not mean that no
differences existed, but rather that they did not indicate them because they were not specifically asked to do so.
Certainly being grouped with several dialects, encourages the finding of common ground. One wonders if more
differences say between Wedabo and Trembo would have occurred if they had each worked separately rather than
together. Since this exercise was done rather quickly, and without any training in translation skills, one ought not to
conclude too much from it. The exercise clearly shows that differences exist between the dialects, but also that many
of those differences are predictable.

7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

7.1 RESEARCH QUESTIONS REVISITED

The summary of the results of this survey are here presented using the research questions as a guideline.

� What are some of the phonetic, lexical, and grammatical differences between the different Grebo dialects?

Nine phonetic correspondences between the Grebo dialects were discovered during the survey. Two of these are
major differences which would almost certainly cause difficulties in people learning to read or write Grebo. Three
are moderate differences which may cause some difficulty in people learning to read and write. The groupings
which are indicated from these are that a northern group includes Chedepo, Buah, Fopo, and Sabo; a central group
includes Barrobo, Dorobo, and Trembo; a southwest group includes Kplebo and Wedabo; a southeast group includes
Jabo, and Glebo; and finally, Webbo would use materials in Tépo.

Lexically, the Grebo dialects appear to be more similar than was determined by Ingemann and Duitsman. For each
pair of Grebo dialects at least seventy-five percent of words in the list appeared to be cognates. For most dialect
pairs the percent of apparent cognates were more than eighty percent. The groupings tend to resemble those just
mentioned based on phonetics, except that Buah and Fopo have a slightly higher lexical similarity with Wedabo and
Kplebo than with Chedepo.

Grammatically, it appears that there are many differences between the dialects. However, this survey was too brief
to determine the extent of the differences. Significant grammatical differences may indicate that more translations
would need to be done.

� What are the Grebo people’s perception of the degree of similarity and difference between their dialect and others?

Speakers of every Grebo dialect indicated that some dialects are easy to understand and that others are difficult. No
one dialect was considered to be easy to understand by speakers of all other dialects. Based on respondents’
comments the following groups are proposed:

A northern group including Chedepo, Buah, Ketiepo, Sabo, and marginally Webbo. The Webbo associated
themselves most strongly with Tépo in Côte d’Ivoire. A southern group including Glebo, Jabo, Trembo, Wedabo,
and Kplebo with Southern Tuobo being a marginal member. One reason for the strong affinity between Jabo,
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Trembo, Wedabo, and Kplebo is because they are all in Grand Kru County and use the same road to reach either
Baclayville or Pleebo. A central group including Barrobo, Trembo, Sabo, and Southern Tuobo. Note that Southern
Tuobo and Trembo, also have links to the southern group, and Sabo has links to the northern group. The other
southern dialects often excluded Wedabo and Kplebo. Sometimes the Wedabo and Kplebo also indicated that their
dialects were quite different from the other dialects of the southern group. These two dialects may need to form a
separate group.

� Which dialects have adequate comprehension of Chedepo Grebo that they could understand the Chedepo New
Testament?
Speakers of Ketiepo, Sabo, Buah, Webbo, and Trembo dialects understand Chedepo well enough that they could
understand the Grebo New Testament. Speakers of Barrobo may also understand it well enough.

� For those dialects which do not have adequate comprehension of Chedepo Grebo, which dialects understand each
other well enough that they could be grouped together to use one written form?
Several combinations are possible. Jabo was adequately understood by speakers of Glebo, Wedabo and marginally
understood by speakers of Kplebo. The Jabo story was not tested among the Trembo. The Trembo story was
adequately understood by speakers of Jabo, Wedabo, and Kplebo but not by speakers of Glebo. Among the central
dialects, Barrobo was understood adequately by Trembo and marginally by Sabo. Sabo was understood adequately
by Barrobo, Ketiepo, and Webbo but was not tested among Trembo.

� What patterns of intermarriage, trade, schooling, and travel impact acquired comprehension and attitudes toward
dialects?
Intermarriage has occurred rarely and as such has not had a significant impact on attitudes or comprehension.
Centers of trade include Kaweaken (Gbepo) serving northern dialects, Pleebo (Southern Tuobo) serving
southeastern dialects, Kaloken (Gedebo) serving central dialects, Harper (Glebo) serving southeastern dialects,
Barclayville (Klao/Kplebo) and to a lesser extent Blebo (Trembo) both serving southwestern dialects. These centers
have probably resulted in increased comprehension between dialects whose speakers visit the same market. The
mines and plantations have probably had a similar impact on the men who work there. Attending secondary school
in Harper probably results in an increase in students’ level of comprehension of Glebo. The positive attitude that
many Grebo speakers expressed towards Glebo may have been influenced by Harper being the largest city, a center
for commerce and education.

� To what extent is the Grebo New Testament being used?
The Grebo New Testament is being used in church by four of the forty-nine pastors who were interviewed. Two of
the four pastors interviewed in the Chedepo area and two of the five interviewed in the Sabo area said they read the
Grebo New Testament in church. None of the pastors from other areas said they use it. Nearly all of the Grebo
people interviewed in the Chedepo area said they either read or have heard the Grebo New Testament. Less than
twenty percent of Grebo speakers from other dialect areas have heard or read it.

7.2 OBSERVATIONS ON THE GREBO ORTHOGRAPHY AND RELATED KRU LANGUAGES.

While it was not within the scope of this survey to study the current Grebo orthography, during the course of the
study, several differences between the Grebo orthography and the Klao and Tépo orthographies were noted. Also
noted were some spelling inconsistencies made by Grebo literacy teachers. These observations may point to the need
for further training of teachers, a revision of the orthography, or both. These observations may also be helpful in
developing orthographies for other Grebo dialects.

� Grebos trained in the literacy program sometimes wrote nasalized 
 as nasalized a and sometimes wrote nasalized
a as nasalized 
.
� Grebos trained in the literacy program sometimes wrote consonant clusters followed by a nasalized vowel
inconsistently. According to the Grebo dictionary, such clusters should be written C N V(that is first consonant,
second consonant written as an n or m and finally the vowel. When the first consonant is a labial or labial dental (p
or f) the words were sometimes written C l V n (that is first consonant, the letter l, the vowel and the letter n). In
such words, the Tépo orthography calls for all words to be written using the second form, except that in place of l,
two consonants may occur, either l or r.
� The Klao team has decided to use a morphemic symbol to indicate plural because of variation that occurs in
pluralization in the Klao dialects. The symbol + is written at the end of a word to indicate plurality. This symbol has
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no other function in the language. Some words in Klao (and in Grebo) have the semantic plural as the root form. In
these cases, both the plural and the singular is spelled phonemically. This is also the case for plurals which are
irregular.
� Klao, Tépo, Seaside Grebo, and Krahn all represent nine vowels in their orthographies. Chedepo represents only
seven, writing the constricted vowels in the same way as the o and e which are not constricted.
� The Seaside Grebo orthography uses the letters e and o to represent three different vowels each by using different
diacritics with them. This does not include the two nasal vowels which each also represent. While the Seaside
orthography is not well known or used, much prestige and honor is given to it, so changes would need to be
discussed and patiently encouraged.
� Tépo distinguishes four levels of tone leaving mid unmarked and showing two types of low tone. Grebo only
distinguishes three levels of tone leaving mid unmarked.
� Chedepo uses a double dot over a vowel to distinguish first person plural from second person plural on the
possessive and nominative forms. The double dot is also used on grammatical particles meaning “we should,” “we
must,” and their negatives. It is also used on morphemes introducing relative clauses “who,” “which,” and their
negatives. The primer does not have a special lesson to teach the use of the double dot. In Tépo, first person plural
and second person plural differ in tone, with first person plural being the higher of the two low tones.
� The Grebo primers do not appear to have separate lessons which teach the marking of tone and nasalization. The
Tépo primers have such lessons which may serve as a guideline for teaching these concepts.

� Grebo primers one and two are not actually designed to be consecutive. They both appear to assume the student
knows no letters and teach the letters one by one.

� Based on the primers for all the Grebo dialects which were designed in Monrovia during the war, it appears that
the following key words in the Chedepo primer are not used in either Sabo, or Buah, or both: �
�	�, kou, �
, ��
��,
	����
, kpasuii, kwla, ngmi, ��������, nmi, ��
�	�, wli, kpni.

7.3 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Considering all the factors, materials based on the Chedepo dialect should be able to be used by speakers of Buah
and Sabo. Speakers of Ketiepo understand Chedepo well enough and consider it similar enough to Ketiepo that they
too could probably use the materials, although phonetic differences between Ketiepo and Chedepo have not yet been
studied.

A word of caution about the conclusions on Buah and Sabo. Due to impassible roads, only the northernmost Buah
town was visited, this being the one closest to the E Je dialects. Also, Sabo is the northern most group in its cluster
which also includes Nitiembo and Northern Tuobo. Speakers of these two dialects will probably also be able to use
the Chedepo materials. However, since Sabo speakers also scored marginally well on Barrobo, these dialects further
south may prefer to use materials from Central Grebo rather than Chedepo.

Based on attitudes, phonology, and lexical similarity, it seems Webbo speakers could use Tépo materials. However,
the Webbo had only a marginal level of comprehension of Tépo on the RTT.

Based on attitudes, the Kplebo strongly associate themselves with Klao to the extent that they said they were Klao
not Grebo. However, their comprehension of the Klao story was inadequate while their comprehension of several
Grebo stories was adequate. This may have been due to the movement of tones in the storyteller’s dialect.

The southern dialects, Glebo, Southern Tuobo,8 Jabo, Trembo, Wedabo, and Kplebo show some indications that
they should be considered one group and some that they should be two groups. The Glebo dialect definitely has the
highest status of these dialects; however, it was also difficult for speakers of several dialects to understand. Jabo,
Trembo, Wedabo, and Kplebo are in one county which also serves as the boundary for some church divisions.
Phonetically, this group is not unified: some major and moderate phonetic differences occur. Jabo and Trembo were
the dialects best understood by all the other dialects. Based on phonetics, it seems that the group should be divided
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into two: Jabo and Glebo in one group and Wedabo and Kplebo in the other. Trembo would then be included with
the central group, and Southern Tuobo would be either with the central or southeastern group. If for sociological and
economic reasons, it is decided to maintain one southern group, then the orthography should be based on Jabo or
Trembo.

The central dialects would then include Barrobo, Trembo, and Dorobo. These dialects are closely related
phonetically and lexically. Trembo speakers said their dialect was more similar to the southern dialects, but this
seems to be due to exposure to these dialects and due to the prominent use of “f” in Barrobo. Within this group,
Barrobo has the highest prestige due to its size and to the existence of a Barrobo hymnal. Orthographically, the
central group would be best served if the spelling system would use “p” or “ph” to represent the “f” sound. It is also
possible that Sabo and Southern Tuobo and the dialects related to them be included in this group. Based on the
comprehesion testing done by Ingemann (1976), speakers of Gbolo (closely related to Southern Tuobo) understood
the Dorobo story better than the Barrobo one. Thus, Dorobo might be the best dialect upon which to base the
translation.

The preceding conclusions presented relate only to the dialects which were studied in this survey. In this survey, one
dialect was selected from each group that had been proposed by Ingemann (1976) or the Grebo Literacy Association
(1998). The following table presents the groupings, including all the Grebo dialects listed in those two publications.

Table 47. Proposed dialect groups for Grebo

Group Dialects Comments

Northern Chedepo, Gbepo, Jlepo, Klepo, Palipo, Tienpo,
Buah, Fopo, Northern Tuobo, Nitiembo, Sabo,
Ketiepo

Northern Tuobo and Nitiembo may prefer to be
grouped with the central group since they are
further south.

Central Barrobo, Dorobo, Nyenebo, Trembo Gbolo, Gedebo, Yederabo, Nyerabo, and
Southern Tuobo may belong in this group

Southeastern Glebo, Jabo, Nyabo, Wrelpo, Gbolo, Gedebo,
Yederabo, Nyerabo, Southern Tuobo

May be merged with the southeastern group and
Trembo for sociological reasons.

Southwestern Kplebo, Wedabo

Klao Kplebo This is based on attitudes not comprehension.

Tépo Webbo-Deipo, Jito, Kabo, Kaylopo, Klebo,
Webbo

Some of these subdialects may belong in the
northern or central group.

8 RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are divided into several groups. First are recommendations for further linguistic
research throughout the area. Next are recommendations for northern, southern, and central dialects. These are
followed by the recommendations for the Webbo and Kplebo dialects in relation to the use of Tépo and Klao
materials, respectively. These are followed by recommendations specifically related to standardization and a list of
people and groups which may be of assistance. Finally, some concluding comments are made.

8.1 LINGUISTIC

The Grebo dialects differ phonetically, grammatically, and lexically from each other. This survey has determined
what some of those differences are. However, in a three week study one can only begin to define the differences.
Further study of the similarities and differences between the dialects will greatly assist in creating materials which
can be understood by speakers of all dialects. Specific tasks could include:

1. Verify the phonetic correspondences presented in this paper. The Grebo New Testament, the Chedepo primers,
the Barrobo hymnal, booklets in Seaside Grebo, and the Grebo dictionary could be used to obtain a more complete
list of words which contain the phones involved in each correspondence. These words could then be elicited from
speakers of the various dialects. This is especially important for dialects which were not involved in the survey
workshop.
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2. Study the tones and constricted vowels of Grebo to determine how tone and vowel constriction vary from dialect
to dialect.

3. Study whether the formation of plurals is consistent within each group.

4. Study the basic grammar of the dialects within each orthography group to determine how unified each group is
and which grammatical forms may cause difficulty.

The first four could probably be done in a short period of time by an experienced linguist working with a skilled
writer of Tépo or Plapo from Ivory Coast. The advantage of an assistant from one of these languages is that four
levels of tone and nine vowels are written in these languages as compared to three levels of tone and seven vowels
among literate Grebos. A difficulty would be that Tépo and Plapo assistants would be writing according to their
orthography, not phonetically.

8.2 NORTHERN DIALECTS

The dialects which should be able to use the materials written in Chedepo include:

Chedepo, Gbepo, Jlepo, Klepo, Palipo, Tienpo, Buah, Fopo, Northern Tuobo, Nitiembo, Sabo, and Ketiepo.

1. Work with speakers of all of the dialects to select a name other than E Je to use when referring to Chedepo
materials which encompasses all the dialects using the materials. The term E Je may make speakers of dialects
which are not part of the E Je group feel hesitant to try to use the materials.

The Grebo Literacy Association and others involved in Grebo literacy efforts could organize this. Plans which
encourage everyone to use the new term should be developed.

2. It may be advisable to test the current Grebo orthography, especially in regard to tone and constricted vowels,
both of which appear to have under representation. Cases of under representation are more likely to cause difficulty
in reading than in writing. Testing the writing of nasalized consonant clusters and the writing of nasalized 
 and a
may also yield insights which will help literacy teachers or indicate a need to revise the orthography.

3. Revise the current primers to find key words for which the same lexical item is used in each of the target dialects.

4. Revise the current primers to take into account the differences between the Chedepo dialect and other dialects
which could use it. It is advisable that linguistic studies mentioned in the previous section be done before doing this
revision.

At the phonetic level, two differences are [k] � [Ø] and [db] � [dl]. The letter k could be introduced a bit later in
the primer so that the Fopo and Buah students would have more confidence in reading before they are taught that k
is silent. When consonant clusters are introduced, the first lesson should only have words in which the second letter
is l or n. A second lesson on clusters should focus on those in which the second letter is b or m. In appropriate
dialects, students would be taught that this letter also makes the l or n sound respectively.

Other phonetic differences may exist between Ketiepo and Chedepo. These should be taken into account as well.

Lexically and grammatically, the primer should be checked to determine whether all the words and grammatical
structures used are understood by speakers of all the dialects by whom the primer could be used. In other easy
reading books, lexical items which are different from those in other dialects could be explained or be introduced in a
context in which their meaning is clear.

The primer revision should involve a linguist with literacy training, several Grebo literacy teachers and speakers of
each of the Northern Grebo dialects, especially those which are not yet using the Chedepo materials.

5. Record part or all of the Grebo New Testament on cassette. It may be helpful to have a speaker of the Gpebo
dialect do the reading since this dialect was sometimes mentioned as being easier to understand than Chedepo. It
may also be helpful to ask the reader to read as if he is reading for speakers from several dialects. These cassettes
should be sold in the northern and central dialect regions since some people from the central Grebo dialects who
scored well on the Chedepo RTT said they understand Northern Grebo well.
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8.3 SOUTHERN DIALECTS

The southern dialects include Jabo, Nyabo, Wrelpo, Glebo, Southern Tuobo, Gbolo, Gedebo, Yederabo, Nyerabo,
Trembo, Wedabo, and Kplebo. The latter two are phonetically quite different from the others but are included, based
on their good scores on comprehension of Jabo and their inclusion of Jabo with their dialect in the use of a common
written form. Trembo is also phonetically different from all of the other dialects but is included for the same reasons.

If the grammatical study of Grebo dialects recommended previously indicates that significant grammatical
differences also exist between the other southern dialects and the Wedabo-Kplebo pair, then a separate development
project should be undertaken for them. In that case a meeting like the one proposed later should be done for each
project. One difference would be that the list of phonetic differences would be much smaller.

1. Organize a meeting of representatives from all of the southern dialects, both southeastern and southwestern.
The assumption in the meeting should be that all the dialects will use one written form. This would require Jabo to
be the center. Emphasis could be placed on the practical benefit of having one alphabet: more books could be
produced at a lower cost. The people selected for this meeting should be influential within their dialect area. They
should also be willing to work together with speakers of other dialects for the benefit of all. One result of the
meeting may be a decision that two southern translations are necessary.

Possible topics for the meeting:

A. Presentation of phonetic differences. The phonetic differences determined in the survey and others determined in
later linguistic study should be explained. Recommendations should be made on how to spell each sound which
differs between dialects. The phonetic correspondences which were found during the survey within the southern
group include:

[p, t, k, s] � [b, d, g, z],

[d"]� [y],

[t#]� [d"],

[dl]� [bl]� [s]� [l],

[s]� [h]� [h/$],

[f]� [Ø] � [k],

[k]� [w].

See 6.2.2 Phonetic Correspondences for information on which correspondences apply to which dialects.

B. Selection of key words. For each sound in the orthography, a key word or words can be selected which are
acceptable to all dialects. Potential key words could be taken from the lexical database in Wordsurv used in this
survey.

D. Presentation of the grammatical differences. Grammatical differences should be presented and discussed.

E. Presentation of the translation process. An emphasis should be made here on the need for all churches to be
involved, how translators are selected, how a review committee is selected from all the dialects involved, how the
input of the reviewers is considered and incorporated, how testing is done throughout the language area. From the
beginning it will be crucial for those involved in the translation to remember that this is not just a translation into
one dialect which others will have to accept as is, but it is a translation for the whole group of dialects. Some simple
translation lessons and exercises might be included. A presentation could also be made about how the CARLA
computer program may help to provide a rough draft more quickly.

F. Development of plans for the next steps in the translation process.

Further recommendations include:

2. Develop an orthography which takes the phonetic differences between the dialects into account.

3. Continually work with the churches and community leaders to build and maintain a positive attitude toward a
language development work which can be used by speakers of several dialects.
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4. Assure representation from all dialects on the translation, review, and literacy committees.

5. Develop primers which give students extra practice on spelling/reading rules which are difficult for speakers of
some dialects.

6. Check materials with speakers of several dialects—especially those most different from the dialect of the
person who wrote it. Words or grammatical structures which give incorrect or offensive meanings in some dialects
should be avoided.

8.4 CENTRAL DIALECTS

The central dialects include Barrobo, Dorobo, Nyenebo, Trembo, Southern Tuobo, Gbolo, Gedebo, Yederabo, and
Nyerabo. Based on the lexical data from a Yederabo speaker, the latter five dialects probably differ phonetically
from the other dialects in at least one major area. They are included in this group based on their good scores on
comprehension of central dialects during Ingemann’s study (1976). During the current study, no comprehension
testing was done among these five dialects. In the community questionnaire done in Southern Tuobo, they reported
that their dialect was more similar to Glebo and Nyabo than to the central dialects.

It is crucial that linguistic studies on grammar and phonology be done to determine how similar these dialects are to
the other central and southern dialects. If major differences are found, an east central development project may be
needed.

1. Organize a meeting of representatives from all of the central dialects. The assumption in the meeting should
be that all the dialects will use one written form. Emphasis could be placed on the practical benefit of having one
alphabet: more books could be produced at a lower cost. The people selected for this meeting should, on the one
hand, be influential within their dialect area. They should also be willing to work together with speakers of other
dialects for the benefit of all. Possible topics for the meeting would be the same as those listed for the meeting for
the southern dialects.

The phonetic correspondences which were found during the survey within the central group include:

[t#]� [d"],

[p]� [f],

[k]� [g],

[s]� [bl],

[g]� [k]� [w].

The first three are the only ones which occur if the central group includes only Barrobo, Dorobo, Nyenebo, and
Trembo. See 6.2.2 Phonetic Correspondences for information on which correspondences apply to which dialects.

Further recommendations include:

2. Develop an orthography which takes the phonetic differences between the dialects into account. While the
Barrobo dialect has the greatest prestige due to its size and its having had a hymnal printed in the dialect, it may not
be best to base the orthography on it since two phonetic correspondences relate only to it.

3. Continually work with the churches and community leaders to build and maintain a positive attitude toward a
language development work which can be used by speakers of several dialects.

4. Assure representation from all dialects on the translation, review, and literacy committees

5. Develop primers which give students extra practice on spelling/reading rules which are difficult for speakers of
some dialects.

6. Check materials with speakers of several dialects—especially those most different from the dialect of the
person who wrote it. Words or grammatical structures which give incorrect or offensive meanings in some dialects
should be avoided.
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8.5 USE OF KLAO AND TÉPO MATERIALS

This survey indicated the potential for Klao materials to be used by Kplebo speakers and Tépo materials to be used
by Webbo speakers.

Church and community leaders from these dialects should be put in contact with those leading the Tépo and Klao
literacy efforts. Potential teachers should be selected and trained. These activities can be facilitated by members of
the Grebo Literacy Association and LIBTRALO. The Grebo Literacy Association in conjunction with the literacy
programs for Klao and Tépo should determine who will take responsibility for visiting and encouraging the teachers
of these classes.

In addition, a linguist could further evaluate the phonetic differences between Klao and Kplebo and Webbo and
Tépo. In the current survey only one phonetic difference between Webbo and Tépo was noted: [d"]� [y/g]. If other
such differences are noted, a literacy specialist could meet with the teachers to share ideas on how to teach the
students to read and write the sounds which they pronounce differently from those which are written.

8.6 STANDARDIZATION

Encouraging speakers of several dialects to use one standard form takes work. It rarely happens spontaneously.
Standardization is more than a linguistic task. It requires good relationships between the translation and literacy
committees and the speakers of all the dialects. Brye (1992) suggests a number of ideas for promoting the standard
form amongst the other dialects in a group:

• Choose a name that is acceptable to speakers of all the dialects in the group.
• Expose people to the standard by making and marketing tapes.
• Encourage intercommunication by holding ethnic fairs and book dedications.
• Rotate the location of translation and literacy committee meetings throughout the dialect area.
• Encourage people to speak their own dialects.
• Educate the people on why they will benefit from one standard form for their group of dialects.
• Emphasize group commonality be it historical, geographical, or sociological.
• Produce literature in the standard and encourage its use throughout the area.
• Hold literacy classes in each dialect area of the group.
• Include words unique to other dialects of the group in the standard dictionary.
• Consider accepting as standard, grammatical structures which occur in the majority of dialects but not in the

standard.

8.7 PEOPLE WHO MAY BE OF ASSISTANCE

The Klao translation team has had much experience in working with speakers of various dialects and encouraging
them to work together to develop one translation which can be used by all Klao speakers. They may have valuable
insights into how to encourage speakers of various dialects to work together. They may be willing for one of their
members to attend the meetings recommended in this report to share about their experiences and how they have
found solutions.

The Klao team has used the CARLA program to help them check the consistency of their New Testament
translation. They would be pleased if their translation could be used to help others translating into related languages.
Since Klao and Grebo are closely related, their work could probably be used to produce a rough draft of the New
Testament for each of the proposed projects. Terry Cline, the CARLA specialist for SIL Côte d’Ivoire is willing to
advise LBT workers on what grammatical and phonological information is needed to do a CARLA adaptation.
CARLA adaptations are only useful if the translation teams for both the source and receptor languages have the
same standards for how dynamic and idiomatic the translation should be.

Rev. Oberlin Gnepa, the director of l’École Biblique in Sassandra, Côte d’Ivoire has expressed a desire to help with
translation of the New Testament into Glebo. His mother is Glebo and his father is Tépo. He was one of the
translators of the Tépo New Testament. As has been noted previously, it seems that the Jabo dialect, rather than the
Glebo dialect may be the best one into which to do a translation. Pastor Gnepa has also expressed a willingness to
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assist in an adaptation of the Tépo New Testament into the Webbo dialect. While he agrees that Webbo and Tépo
are closely related, he feels that the Webbo would have enough difficulty reading the Tépo translation that a revision
is necessary.

The Klao team seems to try to involve speakers of all dialects in one translation project, so the translation will be
understood by speakers of all dialects. The work in Tépo and Plapo seems to focus on doing separate translations or
revisions for dialects which are only slightly different. These are only impressions about how the two groups work.
The recommendations of this report center on trying to combine the dialects as much as possible so that the fewest
number of translations are done.

Samuel Sablatou, a Tépo speaker who assisted with the Tépo translation, has also expressed willingness to assist
with further work among the Grebo. He writes Tépo well and assisted in transcribing some of the word lists during
the Grebo survey workshop. He has a good sense of the grammar and phonology of Kru languages. He may be of
assistance in doing the previously suggested grammatical and phonological studies. He is currently a student at the
Bible school in Sassandra, Côte d’Ivoire.

8.8 CONCLUDING COMMENTS

This report recommends attempting to group the Grebo dialects into three or four groups for development purposes,
with two dialects possibly using materials written in other Kru languages. This is fewer groups than have been
proposed before, excepting Matthew Carlton’s comment that he thought that just as Germans of all dialects accepted
and used one written form for German, Grebos of all dialects would come to accept and use one written form of
Grebo.9 In the more than ten years since Carlton’s statement, Grebos from only a few dialects have begun to use the
Grebo New Testament.

The groups proposed here include dialects which differ phonetically from each other to some extent. Where strong
positive attitudes were exhibited towards other dialects, dialects were included in one group which had some
differences which may cause moderate difficulty in learning to read. In developing literacy materials, special care
should be taken to help the learners learn the spelling rules where pronunciation differs from dialect to dialect.
Pronunciations which differ from the alphabets which are selected should never be portrayed as being incorrect
pronunciations but rather as acceptable alternatives. As readers improve in their skills, many will be able to read a
text using the pronunciation which is correct for their dialect.

Lexical differences also occur within each group. In some cases the lexical items are well understood and accepted,
even if they are not used by speakers of the other dialects. In other cases lexical items may have slightly different or
completely different meanings. By keeping this in mind, writers and translators will be able to write materials which
are understood by all.

May God grant wisdom and grace to the Grebo people and those who work with them to further develop their
language and write God’s Word in it.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A - Alternative dialect names and spellings

GLA / LIBTRALO (GLA 1997) Ingemann Ethnologue (Grimes 1996)

name group (1976) name group other alternative names
Barrobo �	 ������ Borobo borobo globo gloo, bawrobo, guloo, glow�%,

Borobo

Biabo biabo gboloo

Buah ��� �	��
 Bua bua fopo-bua Gboao, ����, ���, bua, buau,
Boah

Chedepo ��	
�� ����� Chedepo chedepo E je �)#*	
�, Chlepo, Ehelepo

Dediebo ������� ������ dedeibo gboloo dadiebo

Diepo ������ ���		��	�
Dorobo ���	 ������ Dorobo dorobo globo d�wlu, doolu

Fopo ������ �	��
� Fopo fopo fopo-bua f��, f�po

Gbepo ��
����� ����� Gbepo gbepo E Je gbeapo, gbeypo

Gbolo ��
�
 ������ Gbolo gboloo gboloo gboloo, gbiapo

Gedebo �	
� ������ Gedebo gederobo gboloo kl
%o
Glebo ����� �������
 Glebo seaside seaside Seaside, n�wie, ���
%�
, �)���
Jabo ����� �
���� Jabo jabo jabo jao, jarbo, ���%, Garaway, Galawe

Jito ��� ���		��	� Jitu

Jlepo �	��� ����� Jedepo jedepo E Je Jedebo, Jidepo

Kabo ����
��� ���		��	�
Kaylopo ����	��� ���		��	�
Ketiepo ��������� ���		��	� Kitiapo ketiepo northeastern tegbe, Ketiebo, kitiapo, n�kwe,

kitibo

Klebo �	���� ���		��	�
Klepo ����� ����� Klepo klepo E Je Killipo, Kalipo, Kelipo

Kplebo ��	��� �
���� Kplebo kplebo barclayville kplio, �)�	����%, Kplikpo, Kplepo,
Barclayville

N. Tuobo ���� ������� Tuobo tuobo northeastern Tuoo, Left-Hand Tuobo, tuwoo

Newlobo ���	 ������
Nitiembo ��������� ������� Nitiabo nitiabo northeastern nyn�o, Nyetenbo, Nyetenapo,

nitiabo, nitjao

Nyabo ������ �������
 Nyabo nyabo jabo Nyapon

Nyenebo ����
� ������ Nyenebo nyenebo globo nyn
o, Nyineao, Nyebo, Nyinebo

Nyerabo ������ ������ nyanoun gboloo Nyaoo

Palipo ����� ����� Palipo palipo E Je polupo

S. Tuobo ��� ������ tuobo gboloo tuow�%, Right-Hand Tuobo, ������%
Sabo ���� ������� Sabo sabo northeastern ��%+, Sarbo, z�owð), s��, sao

Tatutwe may be a peripheral dialect of Klao (Marchese 1993) tatu

Tienpo ���
� ����� Tienpo tienpo E Je ti
po, Tiempo

Trembo �
�
 �
���� Trembo trembo globo sw
�ow�%, � ���%, sewo

Webbo �
��� ���		��	� Webo webo northeastern w
bo, gw
o, webo, wepo
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Wedabo ����	�� �
���� Wedebo wedebo barclayville ���	�, kwallo, kallo, �������%,
Welebo, Welabo, Wedebo,
�������%

Wrelpo Wrelpo wrelpo jabo wiebo

Yederabo �	
��	 ������ jl
o, Jlerabo
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Appendix C - Addresses of resources

Grebo Translation and Literacy Organization (GRETRALO)
B. P. 211
Tabou, Côte d’Ivoire

Klao Translation Team
Ms. Nancy Lightfoot
B. P. 211
Tabou, Côte d’Ivoire

Liberia Bible Translation and Literacy Organization (LIBTRALO)
Bible Society Building, Tubman Blvd.
Between 11th and 12th Streets
Monrovia, Liberia
Tel. (231) 22-66-40
E-mail: libtralo@libnet.net

Lutheran Bible Translators (LBT)
P.O. Box 2050
Aurora IL 60507-2050 USA
Tel. (1) 630-897-0660
E-mail: LBT@xc.org

New Tribes Mission
B. P. 1131
Yamassoukro, Côte d’Ivoire
Tel: (225) 64-13-65

Summer Institute of Lingistics / Société Internationale de Linguistique
Ms. Terry Cline, Computer Aided Related Language Adaptation (CARLA) consultant
08 BP 857
Abidjan 08 Côte d’Ivoire
Tel: (225) 43.14.98 & 43.12.72
Fax: (225) 43.32.27

Tépo Translation Team
Pastor Y. Gnépa Oberlin
Directeur, l’École Biblique de Sassandra
B. P. 27
Sassandra, Côte d’Ivoire
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Appendix D - Grebo towns and villages by dialect

dialect towns and villages (number at end of list is number of towns reported in “Ba chen…”(1997)
Barrobo Bawolobo, Big Jay, Botenken, Dugboken, Dwejah, Feloken, Gbailiken, Gbaken, Gbakliken,

Gbaweliken, Gbetiken, Gessanken, Glofaken, Golekpotoeken, Gortoken, Gutuken, Gwebebou,
Gwelekpotoaken, Gwesseken, Jarjloken, Juluken #1, Juluken #2, Kpaniso, Kplowaken, Kproaken,
Kwalaglo, Marfleken, Martuken, Nasoken, Nessinken, New Hope, Newaken, Rocktown (Taoken),
Sagloken, Sawtoken, Seatau, Small Jay, Soloken, Sonogkoken, Teaken, Tenken, Tukpakwala, Weseken
- 32

Buah Geeken (includes: Chewriken, Ropluken, and Tayaken), Dayoken, Dweken, Getuken, Jarjloken,
Jeboken, Jlatkeken, Planplanken, Satoken, Staken, Tawaken, Tebu, Wawken, Wedo, Woleken, Tatutwe
tribe: Sapaken, Satiken, Wakeken, Wloken - 16

Chedepo Bletiken, Bohtikohn, Doboken, Geeken, Jakaken (three different towns), Klaboken, Putuken - 5

Dediebo 6

Dorobo Balaken, Dognowi, Gbalaken, Gbanwanken, Glofluken, Gonoso, Kanosa, Kliliken, Sikliken,
Wlropluken 4

Fopo Poloken, Wlopuken - 4

Gbepo Powroken, Pronoken, Schowoken #1, Schowoken #2 - 12

Gbolo 4

Gedebo Kaloken, Suasu, Wotaken, Wutuken - 15

Glebo Big Town (Gbenelu),Cavalla (Gbede), Fish Town (Waa), Half Graway (Gbade), Harper City, Kind
Town (Yaken), Kablaken, Middle Town (Taaken), Puduken, Rock Town (Shade), Spring Hill, Whole
Graway (Blijen), Wateken - 12

Jabo Garaway Beach (Polou), Genoyah, Nemiah (includes: Glopluken, Jideeglo, Jlateken, Mensienglo,
Nyenoken, Penoken, Yatueken), Nyambo, Piaty, Poloya (includes: Poloylowen, Pungbaloken,
Tuwaken, Weteken), Weteken - 7

Jlepo Matuken - 18

Ketiepo Matua, Nyowoni, Tao, Yalatoken, Yasaken - 7

Klepo Jlulowroken, Kanweaken, Sergboken, Towroken, Wlaboken - 4

Kplebo Barclayville, Big Suehn, Filoken, Jaklonken, Jaohoken, Juinwan, Topo, Tutuken, Wutuken - 14

N. Tuobo Nuamaken, Tumaken, Watuken - 14

Newlobo 12

Nyabo Baraken (Gbadaken) , Gbeken, Gbelolu, Gbolobo, Gbuloken, Jiwroken, Nemeken, Nyabo, Pedebo,
Pleebo, Seleken, Sodoken, Wejoken, Wotuken - 18

Nyenebo Betaken, Dweso, Glogwiaken, Gloken, Kabuken, Maken, Tieheta, Tyarken - 7

Palipo Botiken, Fish Town, Gbakwiya, Gbawlikon, Jeploken, Jetoken, Jewelpo, Jlepo, Joploken, Joyoungdia,
Kooblee, Maameoken, Moniyenkah, Nismelken, Penloken, Penoken, Seeken, Tijleken, Wleboken - 14

S. Tuobo Bamaken, Dokloken, Henoway, Karlosor, Manolu, Pumken, Tobloken, Tugbaken, Weseken, Wlowin,
Wuluken, Yoroken, in Côte d’Ivoire: Beseken, Boliken, Toeken - 12

Sabo Geeken, Sikleken, Suwraken, Sweaken, Tende, Weffiken, Woli - 4 (perhaps includes 3 Nitiembo)

Tienpo 20

Trembo Bewahn, Blebo, Dugbo (includes: Dayoken and Pennuken), Gbanken, Jidebo, Kawlaken, Newaken,
Penoken, Poporeleken (Pomoleken), Saywonken, Sorroken,Wutuken - 10

Webbo Bawleken, Bleyeken, Cheboken, Duboken, Jimmiville, Jlatoken, Kayebo, Konowroken, Nyaaken,
Petoken, Suwroken, Tatiken, Tawaken, Tideken, Wegboken, Woteken, Yiboken, Diebo tribe: Diebo,
Paken, Sikleken, Tubaken, Yuoken, Kaylopo tribe: Yachi, Klebo tribe: Jibloken, Jitu tribe: Jyeblaken,
Pataken, Sikleken, Yargbiken - 25

Wedabo Ballken, Banwan, Beloken, Blabrouken, Buken, Collingsville, Dentaken, Gbanken, Jlatwen, Juduken,
Julone, Klauken, Markplen, Symboken, Wapuken, Wedabo Beach, Wertelken, Yalatwieh, Zoloken - 6

Yederabo Gbalee, Gbiso, Gbon, Kwissiken, Wareleken, Weteken, Yedeaken - 6
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Appendix E - Questionnaires

GREBO SURVEY — COMMUNITY QUESTIONNAIRE
(rev 1/99, LBT)

Conducted ________1999 at ____________________ by ______________________
Ethnic identity of the chief: ____________________________; of the elders: ________________________
Abbreviations: X = variant of language being surveyed, E = English, Y = yes, N = no

1 The survey language and neighboring varieties
1.1. What do you call your language? _____________________________________
[At this point we show them maps of their own district and neighboring ones and starting with their town ask what
language is spoken at each. If they mention that there are X language speakers at that town, we ask if it is 100% X.
We circle 100% X towns, box partially X towns, writing under the box the abbreviation for other languages spoken
there, and underline bordering towns lacking any X families, noting the language(s) spoken there in the same
manner. We continue going out in a certain direction until we keep hitting towns with no X speakers, or until it
seems clear that it’s too far away for the people to know accurately.]
According to the information provided by the survey, the surveyor should

- write a letter A next to the towns which speak the surveyed town’s dialect; B, C, and so on, next to those
towns of the other dialects.

1.2 What are the names of the dialects labelled:
A? ________________________ B? ________________________
C? ________________________ D? ________________________
E? ________________________ F? ________________________
G? ________________________ H? ________________________

1.3a Among the towns where Grebo is spoken, where do they speak just like you?
_________________________________________________________________________________________

1.3b Are these all called X? Yes No
If not, what do they call themselves? _____________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

1.4 Which dialects are a little different, but you understand them? _____________________________________

1.5 Which dialects are very different? _____________________________________

1.6 Which of these dialects are similar to each other? _____________________________________

Dialect Rank (1 is
easiest)

Same origin? Can marry? Children
understand?

Brother? Grouping for
written form

1.7 Most of the wives come from which language group? ___________________________________________

1.8 Where is Grebo spoken the best? __________________________________________________________

2 Relationships with other languages
2.1 Which other languages ressemble your language? Tépo Plapo Klao Glaro

Others__________________
(Then we ask specifically about all those they haven’t mentioned, their measures of proximity “far,” “similar,” etc.)
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2.2 Have you ever spoken with
someone who speaks:

Tépo Plapo Klao Glaro

(a) You speak which language
with them?

(b) They respond to you in
which language?

2.3 [ECJ1]Which language do you understand the best? Tépo Plapo Klao Glaro
Others____________________

2.4 Can a child six years old of this town (name the town) understand this language well?
Y N

2.5 Do you understand this language even better than some of the Grebo dialects?
Y N Which one(s)?__________________________________________________________

3 Literacy

3.1 Are there literacy classes here in the area?
Y N
In which dialect(s)? _____________________________________________________________________

3.2 Have you ever seen anything written in Grebo? Y N__________________________________
If yes, can the people here read it? Y N
Can the people here understand it if it is read to them? Y N

3.3 If a literacy class were started in E Je, would the people here enroll in the class? Y N _____________
and if it were in Klao? Y N ________________________________________________________
and if it were in Tépo? Y N ________________________________________________________
and if it were in Glaro? Y N ________________________________________________________
and if it were in X? Y N ________________________________________________________
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GREBO SURVEY — PASTOR AND TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

Researcher ______Date ___/____1999 Town_____________ District ____________ MAN or WOMAN
Name_____________________________ Year of Birth ___________ Age __________
Where were you born? Town ________________ District______________________
What is your dialect? _______________________
What is your father’s dialect? ______________________
What is your mother’s dialect? ______________________
How long have you lived in this town? ______________________
Have you lived anywhere else in this district? Yes No

Where? ______________________
How long? ______________________

What dialect do you speak to people here? ______________________
How well do they understand you? ______________________
What dialect do the people here speak to you? ______________________
How well do you understand them? _____________________
When you first came, could people here understand you well? Yes No
When you first came, could you understand people here well? Yes No
After how many weeks or months did you begin to understand the people here well? ____________________
Which language do you use when preaching / teaching? _____________________
Does someone interpret what you say? Yes No into which dialect?__________________
Why? or Why not? _____________________
Do you speak _________________ dialect? Yes No
In which other towns have you lived?

Town District Dialect You speak They speak Do you
understand
them?

Do they
understand
you?

For pastors:
Which Bible do you read in church? ___________________
How well do the members understand it when you read it? _______________
Did you lead a church in a refugee camp? Yes No
In which language/dialect did you preach? ___________________
Which dialects did the people who attended speak? ________________________
Which songbooks do you use? _________________________________________
Which dialect are they in? _____________________________________________
In which other dialects do you think the New Testament should be translated so speakers of all Grebo dialects will
understand the New Testament well? _____________________
If you could choose between the Old Testament being written in E Je and the New Testament being written in
_______________ which would you say should be done first?
Grebo OT, __________NT Why? __________________________________________
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WOMEN MARRIED INTO OTHER TOWNS QUESTIONNAIRE

Researcher ________ Date ___/____1999 Town_____________ District ____________
Name___________________________ Year of Birth ___________ Age ___________
Where were you born?Town ________________ District______________________
What dialect do you speak? ______________________
What is your father’s dialect? ______________________
What is your mother’s dialect? ______________________
What is your husband’s dialect? _____________________
What do you speak to your husband? _____________________
What does he speak to you? _____________________
How long did it take for you to understand your husband’s dialect? _________________
How long have you lived in this town? ______________________
How long did know your husband before you moved to this town?___________________
What dialect do you speak to people here? ______________________
How well do they understand you? ______________________
What dialect do the people here speak to you? ______________________
How well do you understand them? _____________________
When you first came, could people here understand you well? Yes No
When you first came, could you understand people here well? Yes No
After how many weeks or months did you begin to understand the people here well?____________
How well do you speak _________________ dialect? _____________________
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GREBO SURVEY — INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONNAIRE

Researcher ________ Date ___/____1999 Town_____________ District ____________ MAN or WOMAN
Name____________________________ Year of Birth ___________ Age ___________
Where were you born? Town ________________ District______________________
Where do you live now? Town____________________ District___________________
What dialect do you speak? ______________________
What is your father’s dialect? ______________________
What is your mother’s dialect? ______________________
Can you read? Yes No Which languages? English French Grebo
For those who can read

Have you ever read the Grebo New Testament? Yes No
How easy is it for you to understand? __________________________________

For those who cannot read or who said they never read the Grebo New Testament
Have you ever heard someone read the Grebo New Testament? Yes No
How easy was it for you to understand? _________________________________

If literacy classes were offered using E Je books, would you attend? Yes No
Seaside Grebo books, would you attend? Yes No
Borobo books, would you attend? Yes No
_________ books, would you attend? Yes No
_________ books, would you attend? Yes No
If someone asked you which dialect of Grebo should be the next one to have literacy classes, which one would you
choose?________________________
Why?_______________________________________________________
Which dialect of Grebo do you think all Grebo speakers understand best? _________
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Appendix F - Recorded texts

Barrobo text
Told by Moses Nyeneh, January 26, 1999 at Tabou, Côte d’Ivoire.
The thing that happened in my life that I will never forget is: there was a man in my town Juluken Barrobo, he had a
sugar cane farm. That was the sugar cane work we were going to do.
pause #1: What did the man plant? [sugar cane]
There is a creek near the town called Felo. It rained in the night and Felo overflowed. All of us took off our clothes
and tied our bundle on our head.
pause #2: What did they do with their clothes? [tied them on their heads]
When I got there, I did what the others were doing and took off my clothes and tied them on my head. Two were
ahead of me; I was the third person.
pause #3: How many were ahead of him? [two]
There was a big tree that people had felled and the first person got on it. We were using the stick before the rain.
pause #4: When were they using the stick? [before the rain]
But when we got there that day, the first person crossed, the second person crossed.
pause #5: What did the second person do? [crossed]
I was the third person. Something wonderful took place. When I got on the stick, I walked and got to the center.
pause #6: Where did he reach on the stick? [center]
When I got there, the water was reaching my mouth.
pause #7: Where did the water reach? [his mouth]
But then I got to the end of the stick. So I told them, “It is the end of the stick-o, my people!”
“That’s the place your friend people crossed.”
“It’s true that is the place they crossed, but now it is cut.”
pause #8: What did he say had happened to the stick? [it was cut]
They said, “You must try,” I said, “I cannot try, there’s no way to find the stick!” I was doing something with my
foot in the water, but I could not find the stick.
pause #9: What did he do with his feet? [something with his foot]
So they said, “Come back.” When I was trying to turn around to come back, the stick started rocking under me. I
said, “The stick is rocking.”
pause #10: What did the stick start to do? [rock / shake]
They said, “Stop that, the way that stick is big, you say it’s shaking under you?”

“I am not joking, the stick is shaking under me. My people, the stick is shaking under me.”
While we were exchanging words, I slipped from on it, I went down under the water.

pause #11: What happened when they exchanged words? [he slipped]
I cannot swim. If I jump as I go down, if I jump, I go down again.
pause #12: What happened when he jumped? [he went down again]
My brother called Gbenene, he himself got in the water. He started pushing me, he said, “Somebody is holding my
feet.”
pause #13: What did he say someone was holding? [his feet]
“At first, they started pulling my feet,” he continued to say, “Somebody is holding my feet.” The other brother
Kugbo, the same thing started happening to him. Everyone got concerned. Everyone started going here and there.
And God appeared to us by giving us wisdom.
pause #14: What did God give them? [wisdom]
There was a tree which had branches hanging on the river. And the fellow said, “Hold the branches.” I grabbed, the
other men grabbed, all of us were able to come out of the water by those branches.
pause #15: How were they saved? [by holding tree branches]
[sections in pointed brackets were recorded by the story-teller, but not played for subjects or used for scoring the
RTT.] {Another thing that happened is the clothes that I tied on my head, the clothes dropped from my head and
were floating on the water but they couldn’t go. Nothing was holding the clothes, but while we were looking they
started spinning. After spinning for a while the clothes went down into the water. The clothes went down, the people
said, “Thank God, none of you remained there. Let us leave the clothes and go to town.” We went to town, another
thing happened: Togbebewo is a creek that’s far from Felo, entering it. But the clothes I was wearing, instead of
going down the creek, they went up. The place we can wash clothes is where they came all the way up. Those that
went to wash that morning, they met my clothes on top of the rock. And the clothes were not wet. This was
wonderful, I will never forget! The lady here asked me to explain this what happened to me in my home Barrobo.}
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Chedepo text

Told by Pastor Samuel D. Wehl, January 14, 1999, at Tabou, Côte d’Ivoire.

There came a time, my grandmother, she was keeping me as a son, my father died. When my father died, my
grandmother raised me.
pause #1: Who raised him? [his grandmother]
Let me say, when my father died, my real mother was not present.
pause #2: Where was his real mother? [she was not present]
When she raised, early in the morning, she called me to wake me. When she told me to do this, do that, I do it. When
she told me to pound rice, I pounded it, when she told me to haul water, I hauled water.
pause #3: What did he do when his grandmother told him to? [pound rice ]
When she told me wash dishes, I would do it. Sometimes I’d go among my friends: we’d play. So my friends when
they see me, they are happy because I used to be always singing and dancing.
pause #4: What did he do with his friends? [sang and danced]
So one day the grandmother called me and said, “What I want you to do is I want you to become a Christian.”
pause #5: Who wanted him to become a Christian? [his grandmother]
“If you would be a Christian, the way you are singing and dancing would be good for God.”
pause #6: What would be good for God? [to sing and dance for God]
“Ma, I can’t do it, because God’s people can’t dance, as we can dance. I just want to play. Do you want me to be a

Christian? I just want to play.”
pause #7: What did he want to do? [to play]
“Okay Ma, I hear.” So after the days were going by, working, my mother and myself, we used to go to work in the
bush. One day, she saw a devil in her sleep.
pause #8: Who did the grandmother see? [a devil]
When she saw it in the night between 3 and 4 in the night, she got up. I woke with her.
pause #9: When did she see him? [at night]
Before we awoke, she was out of control. She goes and grabs this thing, she puts it down. She goes and holds that
thing and puts it down. I asked, “What has happened, Mother?”
pause #10: What did the boy ask his grandmother? [What has happened?]
“What has happened to you? What has happened to you?” She was not able to answer me, therefore I ran to call my

father.
pause #11: Why did he run to his father? [His mother was not able to answer]
The father said, “Come, come and see something”

“What has happened to my mother? What has happened to her? She is holding this, holding that. She grabs
this, grabs the other one, takes that thing, she puts it down.” Now when the man came, he took me and carried me in
the house.
pause #12: Where did the father carry the boy? [into the house]
While he was carrying me, I was looking in his face.
pause #13: What did the boy do? [look in his face]
When I looked up to his eyes, he refused to look at me, he turned his face away from me, he hide his face from me.

When I looked to him, he turned his face, and he began to cry. I caught signs of his crying. I asked, “Why did you
cry, my father? I want to go back to my mother.”

He said, “No, don’t go now, rest a while. I will carry you there”
“No!” I left him and ran back. Before I go back to my mother, then she was speaking different words that

were not correct.
pause #14: What was the grandmother doing? [speaking different words]
Sorrow came to me when I remembered how she was moving, how she was acting. He started to weep. Then I
remembered what she said to me, “Go to the pastor. Go to the pastor so that you can be a Christian.” So I went to the
pastor. I told him that my mother said I should follow you. What happened to her, I don’t know so I want to follow
now. What she told is what made me follow the Lord.
pause #15: What made him to follow the Lord? [what his grandmother said]
{How I used to dance when I was in the world among my friends, how I was singing, if I speak in God’s words
that’s what I’m doing today. I’m preaching and at the same time singing and dancing. She was crazed until, through
her suffering, she died in my hands. That’s how I became a Christian today.}
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Fopo text

Told by Daniel Dehgbeh who was born in Fohpoh Wlohplu, January 14, 1999, at Tabou, Côte d’Ivoire.

What happened to me that is what I am coming to say in Buah. From my youth when I was a small boy, my parents
make farm, and they used to carry me on the farm. I left the parents back on the farm.
pause #1: Who did he leave on the farm? [his parents]
When I left them on the farm, I saw a palm tree, a red one. I climbed up.
pause #2: What did he climb? [red palm]
When I climb before I could hit (cut) the branch. Then black ants sting me, and I fell down.
pause #3: What stung him? [black ants]
I fell among the thorns. I fell down “kl�!” No one was around, only I alone. I fell among the branches with thorns.
pause #4: What did he fall among? [branches with thorns]
All my body was so torn! All my body split. I have a mark on my groin. When I wake up, I could not find anybody
in that bush, only I alone.
pause #5: Who was with him when he woke up? [no one]
I rolled myself, I rolled myself until I stood up. When I woke up, I went out the road, then I heard people talking.
pause #6: What did he hear? [people talking]
When I heard the voice of the people, then I say, “Ah the people are coming!” If they see me, it will be a sorrowful
thing. It will be a sorrowful thing. My parents don’t know. They are on the farm. When I was coming into town
before I see palm nuts for me to cut that palm nuts for us to make butter.
pause #7: What did he want to do with the palm nuts? [to make palm butter]
If these people see me, they will holler, and my people will come. Because of fear, I got up and began to run.
pause #8: Why did he begin to run? [because of fear]
When I began to run on the road, I fell down.
pause #9: What happened when he began to run?[he fell]
I got up, and I heard the people; I kept falling down until I reached the village. After I reached the village, I pushed
the door. At the patu [the piazza, inside the door] of the house, I fell down.
pause #10: Where did he fall down? [the patu]
I lie down and start rolling around, and the thorns were using me like palm wine.
pause #11: How were the thorns using him? [like palm wine]
It really poked me, and all my body was so so torn. I cried. I cried. I cried. As soon as the people got to the village,
the sorrow began.
pause #12: What began when the people got to the village? [sorrow]
More I threw the crying in the fire. We all started crying. They went to call my parents. They all came to town
pause #13: Who did they call? [his parents]
When they saw me, they began to feel sorry for me. I killed myself today. God helped, and they looked for
somebody who were treating me for two weeks, but still the thorns were using me.
pause #14: What did the thorns do? [use him]
After two weeks or even one month before I got better.
pause #15: How long did it take for him to get better? [one month]

Glebo text

Told by Myers Y. Allison, January 14, 1999, at Tabou, Côte d’Ivoire.

This story I am going to tell the time when the war drew us from Liberia.
pause #1: When is the time of the story? [during the war]
Before we reached the Cote d’Ivoire, then my sister got sick.
pause #2: What happened to his sister? [she got sick]
In the capital city they call Abidjan. The time she was hospitalized, then I went to Abidjan.
pause #3: Where in Abidjan was the sister? [in the hospital]
Then our grandma passed away.
pause #4: Who died? [his grandma]
The time the mother passed away, there were no money at all.
pause #5: What thing did the man not have? [money]
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How we doing before we came to our grandmother’s death and also to free our sister from the hospital? Then I was
going in the place called Treichville, I borrowed with one man. Then he asked me “Are you a Liberian?” Then he
said, “I love Liberians so much.”
pause #6: What did he say about Liberians? [he loves them]
“Because Liberians have been doing good things for me, so I would like for you to reach my house, so you can meet
my woman, and she will know you too.”
pause #7: Why did that man take him to his house? [to meet his wife]
Then he and I went. And his wife welcomed me the moment we got in the yard very finely. They were very fine the
way she asked it.
pause #8: How did the wife welcome him? [finely]
The time we got in the house, he told his wife, “this man, he is a Liberian, and I brought him. I bring him, so he
would know you.”

Then the woman asked me, “What is your problem?”
I told them this my problem: “my little sister she is hospitalized, and my grandmother died.”

pause #9: What did the woman ask him? [What is your problem?]
So I have nowhere to go and get money for my problem.
pause #10: What was his problem? [no money]
Then the women said unto me “You will sleep here.”
pause #11: Where would the man sleep? [at their house]
“Tomorrow morning I will see into your problem. In Jesus’ name, everything will be fine tomorrow.”
pause #12: When would they help with his problem? [tomorrow]
In the morning time, then they pulled together husband and wife, and they gave me three bags of gold. Then I said,
that the money they gave, they gave me for my problem. I spent the money for my problem, and it was very fine. So
the people who went there for the woman’s burial, there was no worry at all because the money was there. So my
sister, who was in hospital, I was in hospital, I was able to treat finely. Any drugs they call for, I can buy for her
quick.
pause #13: How was the story teller able to treat his sister? [quick / able to buy all prescribed medicine]
Then the people who were there for the burial, if they wanted to drink they drink, if they wanted to eat they eat. And
also the sister was freed very finely. So this is the end of my story. Then the people who were there for the burial, if
they wanted to drink, they drink, if they wanted to eat they eat. And also the sister was freed very finely. So this is
the end of my story.

Jabo text

Told by Macoline S. Toe (Michael), January 19, 1999, at Tabou, Côte d’Ivoire.

{I who talking, my name is S
����%. I am from Nemiah Gloplukeh. I am from a quarter called Yueo.} When I was
in school, we had a big river that’s in our home called Die. My mother told me that I should learn how to swim.
pause #1: What did his mother tell him to do? [learn to swim]
But my intention was not there. There came a time, she said that I should go for her goods.
pause #2: What did she tell him to go for? [goods]
When I went for these goods, together with my friends, I carried a canoe. They were six in number that were in the
canoe.
pause #3 How many of them were in the canoe? [six]
We were at the water side hauling the things, it was almost seven o’clock. Before we could get in the canoe, the
water was high up. So the current of the water was running and powerful,
pause #4: How was the current then? [strong / high]
So we, the six, decided to paddle the canoe. Then I started paddling the canoe to go.
pause #5: What did he start to do? [paddle]
Before we could get to the entrance where the river joins the sea, then the canoe could not move any more.
pause #6: On which part of the river were they? [where the mouth joins the sea]
Then I told my friends who were in the canoe with me. There were three boys that started paddling the canoe for a
period of eighty-five minutes. We paddled for this time until the canoe could not move. Then this canoe was trying
to go into the sea.
pause #7: Where was the canoe trying to go? [into the sea]
But within this time, before we could reach to where the river joins the sea, then the canoe stopped again.
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pause #8: Then what did the canoe do? [it stopped]
Then I told my friends, “You people should stay in the canoe. Let me get in the water.” Then I got in the water and
went under the water. So I could come out to the surface of the water, then I stood on top of the rock. But there
was no rock at the entrance of the sea and the river.
pause #9: What did he stand on? [a rock]
It was on the rock I was standing then, I told my friends to help me hold the canoe. Then we held the canoe.
pause #10: What did they do to the canoe? [held it]
But then, the water, getting rough, and the injuries we sustained from the canoe being rubbed against us: we had
sores on our bodies. Then I told my friends,
pause #11: What happened to their bodies? [got sores]
“Let us leave the canoe.” Then he said, “If we do leave this canoe, then our friends will die.”
pause #12: What would happen if they left the canoe? [their friends would die]
“So let us hold it. God will bring power.” Truthfully we held this canoe here and were there until that one, he was
tired and said, “Let us leave the canoe.”

Then I said, “No, the time I told you to leave the canoe, you said we should hold it. So I will hold the
canoe.” Then I said, “So, you will not leave it, you will hold it too.” Within that time then prayer came to my mind.
pause #13: What came to his mind? [prayer]
Then I started praying. When I was praying, then the sea wave came. I, the canoe, whatever was in the canoe, it
threw us on the shore.
pause #14: What happened when he prayed? [a wave took them to shore]
This great incident will never be forgotten by me because God saved me. Today, I was not going to reach this day,
but here am I, big today. So I thank God for that.
pause #15: Who saved him? [God]

Klao text

Told by Nynati, January 11, 1999 at Abijdan, Côte d’Ivoire.

I’m about to say something about chickens that were bought by one of my fathers and myself. Me and one of my
fathers were coming from church one day; as we were coming from church, we passed through the town
marketplace.

{And some boys from our hometown brought chickens from there for sale. I left him behind, I went a little
distance ahead of him, and he called me back. He called me, he said, “Come, come,” and I looked back, and I went
back to him. When I went back to him he said, “Here are chickens, here are chickens from our home. Aren’t you
buying one?”

And I said, “Well, I didn’t plan to buy chickens, but anyway I will buy one.”
“But Christmas is coming, let’s buy our Christmas chicken.”
So I said, “Okay, I’ll buy one.” Therefore he bought one chicken, and I bought one.}

He bought a rooster, and I bought a hen.
pause #1: What did the father buy? [rooster]
As we were leaving, a certain man came, I don’t know, a Nigerian or what. He saw us with the chickens, it was a red
rooster that this, my father bought.
pause #2 What color was the rooster? [red]
Then he said he wanted this rooster, and I told him, “Where we bought the chicken is not far. That’s the man we
brought the chicken from. Go there and buy one.”
pause #3: What did he tell the man to do? [go and buy one]

And he said, “No, I want this one, in this man’s hand.”
And then I said, “I wonder why does he want this chicken in your hand?”
And then he started laughing, and he said, “You don’t know? This is a red rooster I’m holding, he wants to

use it to make medicine.”
pause #4: Why did he want the rooster? [for medicine]
I said, “Oh, so that’s why he wants it. Then let him go to the man.” And then we departed and went home. When we
got home, we put the chickens down. After about three days, the chicken began to cluck.
pause #5: When did it begin to cluck? [after three days]
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And so I said, “This my chicken will soon lay. So I’m not going to eat it for Christmas. I will raise it so that it will
hatch.”

And he said, “As for me, I’m going to eat this, my rooster.”
pause #6: What did the father plan to do with the rooster? [eat it]

{And he had a son, and I told the little boy, “Look after this chicken.” They had chickens also, raising
them, and they had a chicken house, so I said, “Let it sleep in the chicken house.” And I said, “Look after it, it will
lay, and when it hatches, you will get a chicken.” And the little boy was happy.

He said, “Okay, I will look after it.” And therefore he was looking after the chicken.
Every morning I would ask him, “Did the chicken come in today?”
He would say, “Yes, it came in.”
In the morning I would ask him, “Which way did the chicken go?”
He would say, “Don’t be afraid, nothing will happen to the chicken. When it goes in the day, we don’t see

it all day, but every evening it comes home.” I said okay, and we were there.
And I observed that the chicken was very heavy and that it was cackling, so I said, “I am sure that this

chicken is laying.” I said, “I wonder where this chicken is laying, because when it goes in the morning, it does not
come back until it comes in to roost.” And I told him, I said, “Go and ask the people around here if the chicken is
laying in any of your houses.” While we were doing that, the chicken flu arrived, and the chickens were dying here
and there. And then I said to my friend, I said, “These chickens that are dying here and there, the chickens that were
in the chicken house are finishing.”}
Meanwhile the chickens started getting sick, and so the chicken that I had planned to raise, I didn’t raise it anymore.

We killed it.
pause #7: Why did he kill it? [chicken sickness]
I killed the chicken. At the time I killed this, it was in the evening.
pause #8: When did he kill it? [evening]
So I said, “We have already cooked and eaten, so I’m going to parboil this chicken.” Therefore I cut it up, sprinkled
some salt on it, put onions on it, and put it on the fire.
pause #9: What did he put on it? [salt and onions]
When I put the chicken on the fire, then a friend called me. He said, “Please come and take me somewhere.” I forgot
about the chicken, left it on the fire and took the fellow to town.
pause #10: Where did he take his friend? [to town]
Where he asked me to take him, we went all the way through town. We went a long distance. And I forgot about the
chicken. I stayed there for a while, and then suddenly I remembered. I said, “Oh, I left something on the fire!” I said,
“I’m running back there!” and I ran from that place, I went back.
pause #11: How did he go back? [running]
As I was going back, this, my father who and I bought the chickens on our way from church, he was smiling, he was
sitting by the house, and he was smiling.
pause #12: Where was his father sitting? [beside the house]
And I said, “I have damaged something in the house.” And he was still smiling, and then I asked him this question:
“Do you know why I’m running, coming back?”
pause #13: What did he ask? [do you know why I’m running?]
He said, “What you left on the fire, it was burning. If I had not gone earlier, it would have spoiled.” I said, “Oh,
thank you, that’s why I’m running!”

{The business we went into town, we didn’t get through, but I remembered the chicken, I had put it on the
fire when this fellow asked me to take him somewhere. Since we went, that’s when I just remembered, and I came
running back. And so I said, “Thank you!” and I went into the house.}
When I looked in the pot, only a few pieces on the bottom are what got burned. But the rest of the chicken didn’t get
burned.
pause #14: Which pieces got burned? [those on the bottom]
And therefore I took out the meat and put it in the icebox. The part that got burned, I scraped off the burned part, and
we put it there. Therefore, the chicken that I had bought that I said I’m not going to eat it for Christmas, I’m going to
raise, something forced me, and I ate it. That is what I’m telling you here.
pause #15: Where did he put the meat? [in the icebox]
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Kplebo text

Told by Eric Sanko, February 11, 1999, at Dougbou, Liberia.

Among my mother’s children, I am the oldest.
pause #1: Which child is he? [oldest]
As the oldest, we were many in the house. Our father was not alive.
pause #2: Who was not alive? [father]
In the house where we are many, there is no food. So I plan, I say that the hunger that is in this house, I have to do
something, so that we can eat. So I went, and I made a farm.
pause #3: What did he make? [farm]
So I started making a farm, I brushed the farm. When I finished brushing, I started to do felling of the sticks. I
started felling. One day, I went to the farm. I was cutting a �
	
	
 stick.
pause #4: What kind of stick did he cut? [ �
	
	
 stick]
I cut one side of it, while cutting the back part, it slipped from the stump.
pause #5: When did it slip from the stump? [while cutting the back part]
It hit on my back four different times.
pause #6: How many times did it hit him? [four times]
In the name of God I left from under the stick. I dragged myself until I got on the road.
pause #7: How far did he get? [to the road]
I got on the road, I wanted to go but there was not strength. So I sat there. Three persons met me on the road and
asked me what happened. I said, “It is the stick that did something to me.”
pause #8: How many met him? [three persons]
They wanted to pick me up but they could not make it. So they went to town to call my mother. When my mother
heard it, oh! She started to cry.
pause #9: What did she start to do? [cry]
She started to cry in town, then she started to run. “My only son who is my husband and my child,”
pause #10: What is he to her? [husband and child]
“He’s the oldest and one thousand children to me. That is the child that is going to die now.”
pause #11: What did she think would happen? [the child would die]
She ran until she got to me, and she said, “my child!”

I say, “Yeah ma, it is the stick that did something to me.” So she picked me up, she wanted to back me.
pause #12: What did she want to do? [back him]
When we started to go, she could not make it, so she put me down. So she left me there and ran back to town.
pause #13: Why did she go back to town? [she could not make it]
She called some people, and they came to carry me to town. When they carried me to town, a man who is called
Bone-Specialist, he worked on me.
pause #14: Who did they take him to? [Bone-Specialist]
For one year, before I could get well. After that I went to the hospital, and they gave me medicine. That is why I am
standing today.
pause #15: How long until he was well? [one year]

Sabo text

Told by Beatrice, January 20, 1999, at Tabou, Côte d’Ivoire.

The time I was small, and my three sisters, we went to bail water.
pause #1: How many sisters went with her? [three]
We closed the water (blocked the stream). When we closed it, we started putting that water out. While we were
looking at the fish, then the water opened.
pause #2: What were they doing when the water opened? [looking at fish]
We did not catch the fish, because the water was full. Then I tell my sisters saying, “We can’t go in town with empty
hands. Since the walnuts are not far from here, let’s go pick the walnuts.”
pause #3: What did they decide to do? [pick walnuts]
While we were picking all the walnuts, we pick up walnut, pick up walnut, then I tell my sisters, “Come, I pick up
walnut, come I pick up walnut.” While we were talking, then one man went to hunt.
pause #4: What did a man come to do? [to hunt]
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We not know the man’s name. When he heard us talking he said, “who is that talking?”
pause #5: What did he say? [who is talking]
“You who are talking, if I meet you, I will kill you.”

pause #6: What would he do if he met them? [kill them]
When we heard that, my sisters went different different directions.
pause #7: Where did her sisters go? [different directions]
Myself, I went different directions. Then we started running. Myself, when I was going, I did not know where they
go. I start crying; the crying which I cried, I cried with low voice.
pause #8: How did she cry? [low voice]
I just walking slow slow because I was on the town road. “God what place my sisters go? God you must help me, let
me see them.” While I was talking to God, then God did a miracle.
pause #9: What did God do? [a miracle]
Then the children and myself, we met. When we met, then we were going in town.
pause #10: Where were they going? [in town]
“God thank you!” At the time we were going now, then the same man he again behind us.

pause #11: Who came behind them? [the same man]
Then he asking us “What you say I do?” As soon as he started talking, we started running again.

Then as I was running, I said, “My mother, come meet me!”
pause #12: Who did she call to? [mother]
“My mother come meet me! One man say he will kill us!” When my mother heard it, she picked up the cutlass.
pause #13: What did her mother do? [picked up the cutlass]
“Let me see the man who say he wants to kill you! Myself I bring cutlass when he want to kill you people, myself, I

will kill him too!”
pause #14: What did her mother say she will do to the man? [I will kill him]
While we were doing that, then the man he come say, “what thing business your children running? I was just joking,
I was not going to kill them.” So that is what happened when I was small.
pause #15: What did the man say? [I was joking]

Tépo text

Told by Oberlin Youhouin Gnépa, January 11, 1999, at Abidjan, Côte d’Ivoire.

(original transcription given by Mr. Oberlin was in French.)
Cette histoire parle de ma femme, ma femme et moi. Nous avons eu un enfant. Et à partir de son onzième jour, elle
est tombée malade.
pause #1: Quand est-ce que l’enfant est tombé malade? [onzième jour]
Cette maladie, c’est quand elle mange quelque chose, elle vomit.
pause #2: Qu’est-ce qui se passe lorsqu’il mange? [vomit]
Quand elle tète elle vomit aussi. Nous sommes là, nous sommes là jusqu’à ça n’allait pas, on l’emmenait à l’hôpital,
achetait les médicaments.
pause #3: Pourquoi sont-ils allés à l’hôpital? [ça n’allait pas]
Alors, puisqu’elle était toujours malade, elle vomissait toujours, les gens ont dit qu’il fallait voir un féticheur pour
qu’on lui donne un nom.
pause #4: Qu’est que le féticheur l’aurait donné? [un nom]
Alors, nous avons dit, «non, non, nous n’allons pas chez le féticheur, nous allons prier Dieu et il va nous aider.»

pause #5: Qu’est qu’ils ont décidé à faire? [prier Dieu]
On a prié, on est allé à l’hôpital, et la maladie a continué. Quand elle mange, elle vomissait, même son déchet.
pause #6: Qu’est l’enfant a vomit? [son déchet]
On nous a dit d’aller voir une femme qui était chrétienne, et là, on a accepté : nous sommes partis.
pause #7: Alors, ils sont allés chez qui? [une femme chrétienne]
Bon, quand on est parti, elle a examiné l’enfant malade pendant quelques jours. Elle a dit, «je n’ai jamais vu cette
maladie.» Nous sommes revenus à la maison.
pause #8: Qu’est-ce que la femme a dit sur la maladie? [elle ne l’a jamais vue]
Donc, elle nous a dit, «allez chez le médecin. La mère de la maison, a dit, non! Il faut aller plutôt chez le féticheur et
elle va guérir.»
pause #9: Puis qui les a dit d’aller chez le féticheur? [la mère]
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Bon, nous, nous avons dit non a la maman : «nous allons prier, elle va guérir.»
pause #10: Qu’est qu’ils ont dit à la mère qu’ils feraient? [prier]
Nous sommes partis à l’hôpital et on nous a dit d’aller à San Pédro.
pause #11: Où sont-ils allés? [l’hôpital]
Arrivés à l’hôpital, le docteur l’a vu et a mis son doigt dans sa bouche et tout d’un coup elle a vomit.
pause #12: Qu’est que le médecin a mis dans sa bouche? [sa main / son doigt]
Elle a dit que c’était une malformation et ne pas quelque chose qu’on peut guérir par les comprimés, mais il faut
l’opérer.
pause #13: Qu’est que le médecin a dit qu’il fallait? [une opération chirurgicale]
Maintenant, arrivés dans une grande ville, on a opéré, on a mis les choses à ses places.
pause #14: Qu’est que l’opération a fait? [mettre les choses à ses places]
Elle a été guérie, elle a agrandi. Dieu est grand, il est merveilleux! Chers amis, si nous avons des problèmes, prions
Dieu, et il vous aidera comme il nous a aidé, ma femme et moi.
pause #15: Comment l’enfant a été? [guérie et agrandie]

(English translation of French transcription by E. Johnson)
This story speaks about my wife and me. We had a child. And starting from her eleventh day, she fell sick.
pause #1: When did the child fall sick? [eleventh day]
This sickness, when she ate something, she vomited. When she nursed (sucked), she vomited also.
pause #2: What happened when the child ate? [vomited]
We hung in there, we hung in there until we saw it wasn’t working, we brought her to the hospital, bought the
medicines.
pause #3: Why did they go to the hospital? [it wasn’t working]
Well, since she was still sick, she was vomiting still, the people said that we must go see a fetishist so that he gives
her a name.
pause #4: What would the fetishist give the child? [a name]
Well, we said, “No, no, we are not going to the fetishist, we’re going to pray to God, and he is going to help us.”
pause #5What did they decide to do? [pray to God]
We prayed, we went to the hospital, the sickness continued. Whenever she ate, she vomited, even her waste.
pause #6: What did the child vomit? [her waste]
We were told to go see a woman who was a Christian, and this, we accepted: we left.
pause #7: Then whom did they go to see? [Christian woman]
So, when we left, she examined the sick child for several days. She said, I have never seen this sickness. We
returned home.
pause #8: What did the woman say about the sickness? [she had never seen it]
Therefore, she said to us, “Go to the doctor’s.” But the mother of the house said, “No! You must go instead to the
fetishist’s, and she will get better.”
pause #9: Then who told them to go to the fetishist? [the mother]
Well, we, we said no to the mother: “We are going to pray, she is going to get better.”
pause #10: What did they tell their mother they would do? [pray]
We left for the hospital, and we were told to go to San Pédro.
pause #11: Where did they go? [hospital]
On arriving at the hospital, the doctor saw her and put her finger in her mouth, and right away she vomited.
pause #12: What did the doctor put in her mouth? [her hand / finger]
She said that it’s a malformation and not something that can be cured with pills, but it she must be operated on.
pause #13: What did the doctor say was needed? [an operation]
Now, having arrived in a big city, she was operated on, the things were put in their places.
pause #14: What did the operation do? [put things in their places]
She is healed, she grew up. God is great, he is wonderful! Dear friends, if we have problems, let’s pray to God, and
he will help you as he helped us, my wife and me.
pause #15: What happened to the child? [she got well and grew]

Trembo text

Told by Fred Sawieh, January 21, 1999, at Tabou, Côte d’Ivoire.

What I’m going to say happened in our village.
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pause #1: Where did this happen? [in our village]
It happened that near our house we had a walnut tree.
pause #2: What was near their house? [walnut tree]
We used to fight over the walnuts. Early in the morning each day we used to go and search for walnuts.
pause #3: When did they look for walnuts? [early in the morning]
That used to happen every day. And one day... If you are late, your friends they will go ahead of you.
pause #4: What happens if you are late?[your friends go ahead of you]
So one day I decided, in the night I decided: “the day that is coming to break, before the day breaks, I will go before
my sisters and brothers tomorrow.” Before the daybreak, early in the morning near the breaking of day, I woke up, I
left them on the ground.
pause #5: Where did he leave them? [on the ground]
I went under the walnut tree. Under that walnut tree I went. I sat down on that tree.
pause #6: Where did he sit? [on the tree]
While sitting on that tree, I was waiting for day to break. Through that, a walnut fell from up hit on my head.
pause #7: Where did the walnut hit him? [on his head]
The walnut that fell on my head, I burst out crying.
pause #8: Why did he cry? [because the walnut fell on his head]
While crying, my brothers and sisters that I had hid from, they wake up.
pause #9: Who had he hidden from? [brothers and sisters]
My brothers and sisters, they all woke up. And met me under the walnut tree. They began to laugh at me,
pause #10: What did they do? [laugh at him]
saying, “We caught you, and you said you hide from us? Hide from us, isn’t that you here?”

And I told them, “excuse me.”
pause #11: What did he tell them? [“excuse me”]
“It is because of the walnut business that you met me. Had it not been, you would not have found anything today.”
pause #12: Why did they find him? [because of the crying]
Through that, I went into the house. When they came, we fought over the walnut, then I went into the house.
pause #13: Then where did he go? [into the house]
My father and mother heard my crying, so they too went.
pause #14: Who else heard him crying? [his mother and father]
And they went, everyone told me, “sorry.” There I stop.
pause #15: What did they tell him? [“sorry”]

Webbo text

Told by Eliza Bohlen, January 14, 1999, at Tabou, Côte d’Ivoire.

There was a time we were going on the farm.
pause #1: Where were they going? [to the farm]
And our father said to us, “the farm we are going on any [time] the heavy breeze can come. You people you should
hold fast to the stumps under the tent [farm shed].”
pause #2: What did the father say could come? [breeze]
“So when the breeze is blowing, then you should hold the sticks.”
pause #3: What should they hold to? [the stumps]
That day when the breeze was blowing, my brothers and I, we didn’t hold the stumps; we were just running.
pause #4: Who was she with that day? [brothers]
When we were running, the breeze was too much, and we just kept running.
pause #5: What did they do? [kept running]
And the breeze took Wele, and took him far away.
pause #6: Who did the breeze take? [a boy named Wele]
And the breeze took him from among us.
pause #7: Where did the breeze take him? [away from them]
And when the breeze was doing this, we ran and went under the tent.
pause #8: Where did they go? [under the tent]
And when our father picked up Wele, the breeze was still blowing.
pause #9: Who picked up Wele? [father]
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Then he said, “Let the breeze stop and not kill! Let the breeze stop and not kill!”
pause #10: What did he say the breeze should do? [stop and not kill]
Then I said “My father, don’t say so ‘Let the breeze stop and not kill.’ You must say, ‘God, come and save us.’”
pause #11: Who did she say they should ask to come? [God]
“You must say, ‘Come and save us.’”

Then he turned around and said, “Okay. My child, what you have said is truth [right].”
pause #12: What did the father say about her words? [truth / right]
“God, come and save us; here we are. Come and save us.” And when the breeze was finishing, I started to sing this
song.
pause #13: When did she start to sing? [when the breeze stopped]
“Father, come. Father, come. Father God can save people. To follow you it can save people.”

When we went in town, then my father said, “I have to go to the pastor for us to get baptized.”
pause #14: Why did the father go to the pastor? [to be baptized]
When he went to the pastor, the pastor said to him, “Wait next week, let this week end, and you people come next
week.”
pause #15: When should they come back? [next week]
He put one week between, and we went the next week to baptize. And they baptized all of us.
pause #16: Who did they baptize? [all of them]
And then he said, “Anywhere we go, God will guide us.” And they baptized us, and everything was over.

Wedabo text

Told February 11, 1999, at Dougbou, Liberia.

I was ten years old.
pause #1: How old was he? [ten years]
Among our mother’s children, I was the oldest. There was no plantain, no rice.
pause #2: What did they not have? [no plantain, no rice]
No cassava, no edo, no potato. Then she asked me, “my son, how will it be today? I beg you, go pick breadfruit.”
pause #3: What did mother tell him to do? [go pick breadfruit]
At that time, I had no idea how to pick bread fruit.
pause #4: What did he not know? [no idea how to pick breadfruit]
So I went under the breadfruit tree, and I climbed up. Small-small, small-small, I reached there. I climbed up the
breadfruit tree. When I climbed up, I never asked how they can pick breadfruit. I walked on the breadfruit branch.
pause #5: What did he do? [walked on the branch]
Instead of using the bamboo, I was using my own hand to pick the breadfruit. I used my hand.
pause #6: How did he pick it? [used his hand]
While going toward the breadfruit, the branch I was standing on, it broke.
pause #7: What happened? [branch broke]
My mother, she was in the house, cooking. She set palm butter on the fire,
pause #8: What was his mother doing? [cooking palm butter]
while I went to look for breadfruit. I was hollering, I was up in the tree, “Mama, I’m coming down-o, I’m coming
down-o!”
pause #9: What did he holler? [“Mama, I’m coming down-o!”]
She forgot about everything; she dropped the pepper she was mashing.
pause #10: What did Mama do to the pepper? [mashing it / dropped it]
When she forgot about everything, she ran under the breadfruit tree.
pause #11: Where did she run? [under breadfruit tree]
I was coming down just like the breadfruit itself: “Fluh-fuh-lah, fluh-fuh-lah, fluh-fuh-lah.”
pause #12: What was he coming down like? [like breadfruit]
By the grace of God, nothing happened. I never fell down on the ground. Mama held me in her hands.
pause #13: What happened to him? [she caught him in her hands]
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Nothing happened to me. She took me in the house.
pause #14: Where did she carry him? [in the house]
When we went in the house now, she started advising me, she said, “My son, we don’t pick breadfruit like that. If
you want to pick breadfruit, you use the bamboo. Don’t use hands to pick the breadfruit.”
pause #15: What should he use to pick breadfruit?[bamboo]
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Appendix G - Recorded text test (RTT) answer sheet

INTERVIEWER DATE

INTERPRETER VILLAGE

INTERVIEWEE BIRTH PLACE

INTERVIEWEE’S DIALECT AGE GENDER M F

MOTHER’S DIALECT FATHER’S DIALECT

OTHER DIALECTS KNOWN

STORY________________________________ STORY_______________________________

Q1 Q1

Q2 Q2

Q3 Q3

Q4 Q4

Q5 Q5

Q6 Q6

Q7 Q7

Q8 Q8

Q9 Q9

Q10 Q10

Q11 Q11

Q12 Q12

Q13 Q13

Q14 Q14

Q15 Q15

STORY________________________________ STORY_______________________________

Q1 Q1

Q2 Q2

Q3 Q3

Q4 Q4

Q5 Q5

Q6 Q6

Q7 Q7

Q8 Q8

Q9 Q9

Q10 Q10

Q11 Q11

Q12 Q12

Q13 Q13

Q14 Q14

Q15 Q15
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STORY________________________________

Q1 Q8

Q2 Q9

Q3 Q10

Q4 Q11

Q5 Q12

Q6 Q13

Q7 Q14

Q15
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Appendix H - RTT Responses and scoring

Answers to Glebo Story - Questions 5, 7, and 12 excluded

Q Correct Half correct Wrong

1 War 72 6

2 Sick 62 Had pressure 1
Mother and father were sick 1

4

3 Hospital 63 5

4 Big mother 1
Grandmother 41

His mother died 1
Living with grandmother 1
Mother 5

29

6 Love them 35 I love your country 1
Loved the place well 1

41

8 Pleased to meet him 1
She pleased me how she greeted me 1
She was happy to see him 1
We met happily 1
Welcome well 33
When we reached I was treated well 1

God bless you since you have come 1
He treated me well before arrival 1
His sister was happy when she saw us 1
Reached his wife 1
She saw him with a good look 1
Sister treated him nicely, lived in house 1
The man satisfied him well 1
We arrived safe and happily 1
When we arrived, I was happy 1
Woman liked the boy 1

30

9 What is problem? 47 I explained my problem 1
Why did he bring you? 1
Why did you bring him? 1

28

10 No hand to support problem 1
No money 36

I could not afford the money 1
I don’t have anything 1
Looking for money 1
No place to put hand to stop prob. 1

37

11 Sleep here 38 Rest a bit 1
She made me rested 1

38

13 Bought anything the man said to buy 1
Bought prescribed med 38

Any medicine they bring works 1
Any the medicine 1
Bought more medicine 1
Bought whatever they wanted 1
Could carry medicine 1
He can buy the med (2x) 1
He could buy medicine 1
He did all the medicine 1
I freed my sister and bought medicine 1
I wld’ve bght pres. med, if I had money 1
They asked him to buy all the drugs 1
They bought everything from store 1
They tried all sorts of medicine 1

26
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Answers to Chedepo story - Questions 1, 4, 6, 7, and 11 excluded

Q Correct Half correct Wrong

2 Not present 77
Was not anywhere 1

He himself was not around 1
His father was not present 1
Mother dead 1
Mother left me when father died 1
My sister was not there 1
The boy was not present 1

5

3 Pound rice 77 12

5 Mother 83 6

8 Devil 87
He himself saw a devil 1

1

9 At night on the road 1
Midnight/night 59

In the darkness 3 26

10 What are you doing? 3
What has happened? 64
What is doing you? 2
What is wrong with you? 2
What thing doing you? 2

16

12 Into house 66 Carried mother to the family 1
Carried to his quarter 1
Let’s go into house 1
Nearby house 1

19

13 Look in eyes/face 76 I looked at her 1
Look at him 1
Look at his mother 4

7

14 All kinds of things 3
Could not say something good 1
Different words 56
Explaining all different things 1

Doing different things 5
Her eyes were looking different 1
Looking different 2
Looking different things 1
Saw her picking up different things 1

18

15 Mother said I should worship god 1
Mother told him to go to pastor 1
Mother told me to follow pastor 1
Went to man of god because mother said 1
What mother said 69

His mother wanted to follow God 1
Walk behind his mother 1
What his mother understand 1

13

Answers to Barrobo story - Questions 4, 6, 11, 13, and 14 excluded

Q Correct Half correct Wrong

1 His son planted sugar cane 2
Planted sugar cane 43

Planted certain crops 1
Planted certain things 1
Planted different plants 1

30

2 Tied on head 18
Took off clths and swam (q3 tie on head) 2

As you reached, you take off trousers 1
Take off clothes, jump in water 1
They took off clothes 3
Tied certain things on head 1

52

3 Two/third person 66
Two (he tied clothes on his head) 1

He was leading three people 1
Three in front of him 1

9

5 Crossed 61 He crossed all the people 1
Only he was able to cross 1
They were crossing on big stick 1
We crossed before the other person 1
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7 His mouth 61 17

8 It cut/ends here 65
Stick broke 2
Stick is finished 2
Stick was cutting 1

He arrived at the end of the stick 1 7

9 I did my foot like this 1
My foot can’t see stick 1
My foot is not able to find stick 1
Use foot to find stick 45

He looked for stick but couldn’t find 1
I am not able to find stick 4
I am not seeing the stick 1
The stick cut I can’t see it 1
They told him try, but he couldn’t see 1
Whatever he does, he couldn’t find stick 1

3
19

10 Shaking/rocking 54 24

12 Went down again 61 It went up and down again 1 16

15 Holding branches 48
Holding branches to cross 1

Hold the stick 1
Hold the stick but not the ground 1
Holding stick that was broken 1
Someone told him to hold the stick 1
They held stick to climb river bank 1

24

Answers to Jabo story - Questions 1, 7, 9, 13, and 15 excluded

Q Correct Half correct Wrong

2 Goods 33
Went for load 1

1

3 Four (said six at q4) 1
Four (said six at q5) 2
Six 29

Seven 1 2

4 Fast 3
Forcefully 1
Full 1
High/strong 23

Running too much 1
Too rough 2

Coming up fine 1 3

5 Paddle 33 Carried the canoe 1 1

6 Mouth/join sea 33 2

8 Can’t move 2
Refused to go 1
Stand completely 1
Stopped 25

He stood in the canoe 1 5

10 Held it 34 Lets push boat for it to go 1 0

11 Got sores 27 8

12 Friends will die 33 We will die 2 0

14 Wave took to shore 30 Carried on to shore 1
Everything got on shore 1
Something took them to shore 1

2
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Answers to Trembo story - Questions 1, 3, 5, 8, and 11 excluded

Q Correct Half correct Wrong

2 Tree near house (walnut q3) 1
Walnut tree 31

a stick / a tree 3
Coconut tree 1

4

4 Friend go ahead 29
Friends pick all 1
They will leave you back 1

You are not able to find any 1
You won’t find anything 1

7

6 On tree 39 Under the tree 1 0

7 On head 39 1

9 Brother and sisters 32 His family woke up 1
His friends he left in bed 1
Older brother and sisters pick him up 1

5

10 Laugh at him 35 5

12 Because of cry 32 Because coconut knocked me 1
Because walnut hit him 1

6

13 Go home 1
Into house 37

2

14 Mother and father 36 Father 2
Mother is behind you 1

1

15 Sorry 40 0

Answers to Tépo story - Questions 3, 4, 6, 12, and 14 excluded

Q Correct Half correct Wrong

1 Eleven 20 12 years or 12 days 1
12 days 1
Eleven months 1
Eleven years 3
Ten days 6

18

2 Child puts the food out (pointed to mouth) 1
Vomit 48

1

5 Ask God 1
Call God 39
Call savior 1
Pray to God 7
Praying 1

We will do God business 1 0

7 Certain woman to pray for you 1
Christian woman 1
Go to herbalist 1
Godly woman 1
Person who is a christian 1
Prayer woman 14
Prophet woman 2
Woman in church 4

Woman who does God business 1
Woman who goes to church 3

A woman 2
Certain woman 5
Country woman 1
Female country doctor 1
One man in church yard 1
They went to a woman and to church 1
To church 2
Went to one old lady 1
Woman at keweli 1

6

8 Do not know about it 1
I don’t know anything about it 1
I don’t know this one 1
Never seen it 25

I am not able to cure it 1
I am not able to do anything 3
I do not able it 1

17
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9 His head wife 1
Mother 12
Grandmother 1

Another woman 1
Certain woman 3
Certain woman in house 1

31

10 Hospital 46 4

11 Finger/hand 18 Carried his hands on us 1
Doctor touch the child 1

30

13 Operation 15 Cutting sickness 1
Sickness that will cut 1

33

15 Body all right 1
Child is well now 1
Child was healed 2
Got big 1
Growing now 1
Healthy/fat 40

The baby is saved 1 3

Answers to Webbo story - Questions 3, 4, 6, 10, and 13 excluded

Q Correct Half correct Wrong

1 Farm 25 1

2 Breeze 13
Storm 1

12

5 Running 23 3

7 Away from us 15
Carry him away 1
It carried him 1
Took one boy as we ran 1

It carried her away 1
They all scattered 1
Threw me away 1
We all scattered 1

4

8 Under tent 20 6

9 Father 21 Father didn’t find him
Father lifted the tent

3

11 God 24 The man said they should pray to God 1 1

12 Right/not lie 23 The children said all right 1 2

14 Baptized 25 1

15 Next week 25 1

Answers to Sabo story - Questions 2, 3, 8, 9, and 14 excluded

Q Correct Half correct Wrong

1 Pick walnuts 26 Coconut 1
Find coconut 1
Find other creek (pick coconut q 4) 1

2

4 Hunt 31 0

5 Heard voices and said, “who is that?” 1
Who is talking? 28

People are talking 1
Some people are talking 1

0

6 Kill her 1
Kill them 30

0

7 Different directions 31 0

10 In town 31 0

11 Same man 28
The man what said before 1

2

12 Mother 31 0

13 Picked cutlass 31 0
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15 I wouldn’t do anything 1
Joking 30

0

Answers to Klao story - Questions 1, 3, 7, 11, and 13 excluded

Q Correct Half correct Wrong

2 Red 20 10

4 Make medicine 19
Make medicine with walnut 1

10

5 After 3 days 12 2 days 1
After 2 days 2

15

6 Got sick 2 Something caught chicken 1 27

8 Night/evening 24 He saw it in the evening 1 5

9 Onion and salt 19 Onion 1
Onion and maggi cube 1
Onion and oil 1
Onion and pepper 1
Salt 1
Salt, pepper, and maggi 1
Water and salt 1

4

10 In town 19 11

12 Beside house 17
In front of the door 1
In the doorway 1
Standing to the door 1

10

14 Bottom/under 10 Feet at the bottom 1
Feet 6

13

15 Icebox 7 In the box 1 22

Answers to Buah story - Questions 1, 7, 8, 10, and 13 excluded

Q Correct Half correct Wrong

2 Palm 12 0

3 Black ants 12 0

4 Thorns 12 0

5 No one 11 1

6 People talking 12 0

9 Fell 12 0

11 Liquor/palmwine 11 1

12 Sorrow/cry 12 0

14 Use him 10 Bit him 1
They cut cut 1

0

15 1 month 12 0

Answers to Wedabo Story - Questions 1, 2, 3, 9, and 13 excluded

Q Correct Half correct Wrong

4 No idea how pick 19 0

5 Walked on branch 19 0

6 Used hand 18 1

7 Branch broke 18 1
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8 Cooking palm butter 15 Cooking 3 1

10 Dropped it 19 0

11 Under tree 19 0

12 Like breadfruit 16 3

14 Into house 19 0

15 Use bamboo 19 0

Answers to Kplebo story - Questions 3, 4, 8, 11, and 12 excluded

Q Correct Half correct Wrong

1 Oldest 19 0

2 Father 19 0

5 While cutting back 17 He was cutting it, and it slipped 2 0

6 4 times 19 0

7 On road 19 0

9 Cry 19 0

10 Husband and child 18 Oldest and biggest child 1 0

13 Could not make it 19 0

14 Bone-specialist 19 0

15 One year 19 0
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Appendix I - Workshop participants, Grebo dialects workshop
Sponsored by LIBTRALO, GRETRALO, and LBT
January 18–22, 1999
Tabou, Côte d’Ivoire

Participants Facilitators

Pastor Moses G. Hyneh Barrobo Steve Sokan Chedepo

Peter N. Weah Barrobo Sue Hasselbring (LBT)

B. Ameil Andrews Buah Judy Olson (LBT)

Toe Sanou Buah Eric Johnson (SIL)

Pastor Samuel Didemo Welh Chedepo Samuel Sablatou Tépo

Johnson P. Toe Dorobo Pastor N. Juks Blibo Plapo

Daniel Segbe Fopo Pastor Humphrey Kumeh Klao

G.Y. Myers Glebo

Nyema Dennis Glebo

Macoline S. Toe Jabo

Robert T. Nyemah Jabo

Garretson N. Waplo Klepo

Keitou Klou Klepo

Bill James Elliott Nyabo

Christopher T. S. K. Jarsor Palipo

Beatrice Jah Sarbo

Mary Judy Tay Sarbo

Fred D. Sawieh Trembo

Sarah Jackson Trembo

Eliza Bohlen Webbo

Esther Williams Webbo

Blamo Wleh Wedabo

Fanna Toe Wedabo

Kwah Gadeh Wedabo

Rev. Isaiah T. Nyemah Yederobo
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